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OREINORD .

" . .
This publication is designed 'to , provide -a basic core of instruction in Forestry for

Oklahoma. Today, teachers of vocatiOnal agriculture are 'faced with increasing problems

of what,to teach' and whom to serve. The 'student of :today,who will be the agriculturalist

of tomorrow, needs to be a well.-eduCated individual who is constantly seeking ihformation

on whiCh to-base the many decisions he is required to make. The purpose of this guide

is .to assist teachers in in:iproving initruction in Forestry in Oklahoma.

. Appreciation is expressed to the Many individuals who helped 'in the deVelopment

of this publication; the teaching of vocational agriculture shquld become' more effktive- .

witfi, its use.

1

Francis. T. Tüttle, State Director
State DepartMent of ikcational
and Technical Education

Byrle Killian, State Supervisor
Vocational' Agriculture



. With a rapid increase in technology and technical,prOcedures, the forestry induiry
,

Is currently hard pressed to fill 'technical and skilled jobs with/qualified people 7hey

recognize the, advantage -of having school trained personnel that can "hit the ground
running."

Every effort has been made to make this publication a basic, usable forestry curriculum

to produce- a forestry aide capable of filling; industries' needs.

The curriculum is designed td be presented in numerical order. Each unit serves as

a_building block for the units following. However, each unit can be presented out of

order, but this will require additional bac ground instructiOn.

One vital part of instruction--SAFETY--is oot included in this publication. Because

of the varied laboratory conditions and the numerous types of equipment used, safety

procedures would add as much instructional material as is presented in this publication.

This author advises .that safety not be left out, of instruction. Each instructor should

supplement this Publication with safety materials.

After completion of these twenty units of instruction in a high school program, each

, instructor should be able to proudly send his-students to responsible jobs, in the fost

industry or to a higher education forestry program.

Ed CiNtis

Consultant Forester
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tE .TNIS PUBLICATION

The,Forestry 'curriculum inclUtles six areas: ach area consistt of one or more units
of instruCtion. Each instructional unit includes behavioral objectives, suggested activities .
for teachpr an student, information sheets, assignmenrstIeets,lob sheets, visual aids, a
test and answers to the test. Units are planned for more, han one lesson or class period
of instruction.

Careful study of 'each instructional unit by the tea. her will help him determine:

The amount of material that can be' covered ih\each claSs period.
The skills which must' be demonstrated..

1. Supplies needed, .

2. Equipment needed .

.3. , Amount of practice needed °

4. Aniount of class time needed for demonstralions
Supplementarle materials such as pamphlets and filmstrips that must be ordered-.
Resource' people that must Tie contacied.

\

Obectives (White)
..

, . Each unit of instruction is based on behavioral or, measurable objectives. Th
objectives statb the goals of the course in such e way that both teacher and stident hill
knoW the' changes in behavior expected to occur as a reitilt of the insiruction.ln s ort,
objectives are a means of providing a.sense of 'direction and accomplishment for the st3ddent.

- ..
,

Behavioral objectives are stated in two fPrms: terminal objectives stating th subject
matter to be covered in a unit of instruction and specific objectiVei sâting tté student

... . performance necessary tO ,reach the :lumina! .objedtive. Specific objectiiies/ are most
important in, regard to teaching the unit. Before attempting to teach a dolt, ermine! and
specific objectives must ,be explained to the student in order for him to know what is

Iexpected of him. ,,

.

Sincee objectivet of the unit provide dikection for the teachinq4erning proceis,
it .is important\forthe teacher and tudents to have a cominon understa ding of the intent-, .:.of the objectiVes.'A limited nu of perfprrnce terms have been i.) ed in the objectives

,

for this curriculuni to assist in rorhoting.fh effectiveness-of the c Mmunication intorig .
all individuals USing the meter Is. f ,

A A ! \.
A

Following is a. list -of performance terms and their synon ms which were used. in --', ---..., .this material: -

Nam e Identify
Label Select
List in writing Mark,
LiSt orally .Pzint out
Letter Pick 'out

.. Record' Choose' ,

< y Repeat LoCite
. Give

,. \

Describe
Define
Discuss in writing
Discuss orally .

Interpret
Tell how
Tell what
Explain



i5

Orde
Arrang
Sequence

\ List in 'qrde
ClassifY
Divide
Irlate
,Prt

Defnonstrate
Show your Work

, Show procedure
' Perform an experiment

Perform the steps
Operate
Remove
Rdplace
Turn off/on'
(Dis) assemble
( Dis) connect

bistinguish Construct
Discriminate Draw

. Make .

Build
Design
FormuWte

eproduCe
Tr icribe
Red ce
Increit
F igure

,

1, . , ---........
,

Reading xif the objectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion
to answer any questions concerning perforrnance requirements for each instructional unit.

.-

,Teachers sh,ould feel free to add .objectives which will fit the material to the needs
9f their students and community. When a teacher adds objectives, he should remember
to supply the needed information, assignment and/qr job 'sheets, and 6-iterion tests.

Suggested Activities (White)

Each Linna instruction has a suggested activitieS sheet Outlining steps to, follow
in accompljshing specific _objectives. The activities are listed acCording fo whether' the
are the responsibility of the instructor or the student.. e :

, .
Instructor: Duties af-the instructor vary according tp the particular Unit; hoWever,
for best use-of the material they. should include the following: provide stuccents with
objective sheet, 'information sheets, assignment sheets, and job sheets; preview
filmstrips, make transparencies,,and arrange for resource mayerials and people; discuss
terminal and sppcific objectives and information sheets; give test.. Teachers are
encouraged to use any additional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid
students irr aciompl ish ing the objectives..

.

Students: Student activities are listed which Will help the student to achieve the
objectives for the u'nit.



InfOrmation Sheets (Green)

Information sheets provide cOnteht essential for meeting the .cognitive (knowledge)
objectivesof the unit. The steacher will-find that information sheets serve as an exaellent
guide for presehting the backgrouhd knowledge necesiary to develop the skills specified
en the terminal objective...

.
Students shoull,read the information sgeets before the information is discusSed in

clasS. Students May take Sdditional notes oh the information sheets.
It

Transparency Masters (White)

Transparen0 masters provide information in a special way. The students may see
as well as, hear the Material being presentedi thus reinforcing the learning process..
Traniparencies may present new inforrhation or they may reinforce information presented
in the information sheets. They are particularly effective for such activities as learning
and locating the parts of a machine.

Transparencies- should be, made and placed in the notebook where they will be
iTmedately available for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to the topic of
discussion. They should be left On .the screen only when topicS shown are under discussion.
(NOTE:'Stand aWay 'from the overhead projectbr when discussing transparency material.
The noise pf the' projector may cause the teacher to speak too loudly.)

Assignment Sheets -(Tan):

Assignment sheets give direction to.study and furnish practice for paper. and pencil
activities to develop the 'knowledge which is a necessary prerequisite to Skill development.
These may be given to the student for completion,in class or they..may. be used for
homework assignments. , Answer sheets, are provided-which may be used by the student
"and/or teacher for checking student progress, .

Job Sheets (BlUe)

;Job sheets are an important segment of each. unit. The instructor should be able
to,-and in .most situations should demonstrate the gkiMs..outlined in the job sheets.
Procedures 'outlined irr the job sheets ,give direction to the skill being taught and allow
both student and teacher .to'check student progress toward the accomplishment of the
skill. Job sheets provide a ready outline for a student to follow if he has missed a
demonstration. Job sheets also furnish potential employers. with a picture of the skiils
_being taught and 'the performances he. might rea§onably. expect froT è person who has-

.had this training.

Test and Evaluation (YellOw)

Paper-pencil and Arformance tests have been constructed to measure student
achievement of each object/ve listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test items rricay
be pulled out and used as a short test to determine student achievement of a particular
objective. This kind of testing may be uded as a daily quiz, and .will help the teacher
spot 'difficulties bbing encountered by students in their efforts to accomplish the termitial.
objective. Test items for objectives added, by the teacher should he constructed and added*
to the test. Progress sheets are provided for student and teacher to record acceptable
performance of skills outlined in job sheets.

4

tO ,



Test Answers (Pink)

ITest answers ai-e provided for each unit. These may,be used by the teacher and/or
stUdent for- checking student achievement of the' objectives.

9



After IcoMpIetion of this,unit, the student 'should be able to describe hoW a tree grows
and litt the importailt parts of a tree: He should be able td list the classifications of
ttands of trees and .identify trees based on tree.classifications of size and tree crown's.

-This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and bY-scoring eighty-five percent69 the unit test.
.

16ti6n of this unit, the student should be able to:
"

1. Macch terms associated with tree growth and forests.
N

SPECIFIC OBIIECTIVES

2. List the three main parts of a tree:

43. List the foUr parts, of tree crowns.

tabel the five Parts of'a tree trunk when given a drawing of an exp9s_ed
tree trunk. . ,

Label the three parts of the tree roots when given a drawing.

Describe tha general proceSs for photosygthesis whertgiven a list of terms.

7. List the two kinds of wood formed in an annual ring Of &meter. growth.

Name five terms used far classifications of trees by Size.

9. Identify tree classitications based on tr6e crowns when given a drawing of
a 'group 'of trees.

J

10. ,- List' four .classifications of stands for trees.

1. Identify the, six forest legions of the United States ,. when' given a map
drawing.

Demonsirate the' ability. to:

a.(.. identify "trees using size classifications.

b. Identify trees using crown -classifications.



A

nstructor:

B.

THE FORESTS
. UNIT I %.

SUGGESTED ACTIVIT.IES

Provide students with .pbjective sheet.

Provide 'students With information and assignfnent :sheets.

C. Make transparenCies. 1

D. Discuss terminal and specific objectives.

E. Ditcusl information and assignment sheets.

F. Arrange 'field trip 'to allow students the opportunity to practice icrejntifying
trees using size and crown classifications.

G. Give test.

I I. Students:

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheets and turn in to instructor for grading.

D. Participate in field trip.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL _MATERIALS-

I. Included in this. unit:

A. Objectives

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency 'masters

TM 1--Main Parts of a'Tree

3-A

2. TM 2--The Trunk

1 3



4-A

,

3. TM 3--Photoiynthesis

4. TM 4--Tree Classification by.Tree Crown

5. - TM 5-:Forest Regions of 'the United States

D. ;-ssaacwieets

1. Assignment Sheet #1--Identify Trees Using 5ize Classifications

2. Assignment Sheet #2--Identify Trees Usirig Crown Classifications

Test

F. Answers to test

II. Referencel-Allen, Shirley Walter and Grant William Sharpe. An Introduction to
American Forestry. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

.0*

v-

14
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THE FOR:Egs
uNrr I I

INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definitiohs

A. Tree--A woody perennial that attains a height of 8 feet or more, has a
single unbranched trunk of at least 2 feet, and is at least 2 inches in diameter
at DB H

B. PerenniaI--A plant living more than 2 yeqrs

C. DBH (Diameter Breast High)--Measured at 4 1/2 feet from the ground

D. Softwood-An evergreen tree with needles and scalelike leaves

E. Hardwood--A broadleaf tree that loses its leaves

F. Twig-Current year's growth of the stem

G. Innerbark (Phloem)--That part of the trunk that transports tree food

H. Cambium--That part of the tree that gives growth and produces more wood

I. Sapwood (Xylem)--Te living part of tree wood that insports water and
nutrients to the leaves

J. Heartwood (Xylem)--The center of the tree that is wad Wood

K. Taprpot-The largest root of the root system

(NOTE.: Not all trees have i taproot.)

L. Lateral r.00t-The side root of the root system

M. . Root tip--The very end of the roots where water and nutrients are absorbed
into the tree b

N. Photosyn thesis- -Process . of making food from Water, nutrients, carbon
dioxide, and sunlight

0. Annual ring-;The layer of wood formed ifl a seasoi vth

P. Seedling-A tree up to 3 feet tall

0. .Sapfing -A tree taller than 3 feet. hut less than 4 1 -)BH

R: .1)ole-A tree 4 inches DBH to 11.9 -inches DBH

1 5

5-A



6-A

INFORMATION SHEET

T. VeteranA tree 24 inches DBH

U. Dominant--A tree tbat receives full sunlight on its crown

V. Codominant--A tree that receives sunlight on the top of its crown and
partially on the sides

W. Intermediate--A ti-ee that receives, sunlight partially on top of its crOwn

X. Suppressed tree that receives ,no sunlight

Y. StandA group of trees cliistered together, based on their age, size,
composition, or other criterion

Z. Forest--The grOuping of stands of trees

I I. Main parts of a tree (Transparency 1)

A. Crown

B. Trunk

C. Roots

III. Parts of the crow,

A. Leaves

B. Twigs

C. Flowers

D. Fruit

IV. Partspf t (Tr-tspareno, 2)

A. Bark .

B. I rinerbark

C. Carr lium

D. Saw.vood

E. Heartwood

Parts of the roots. (1 ransparency 1

A. Taproot '

B. Lateral rbot

r.

obt tips

16
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INFORMATION SHrET
. .

VI process of photosynthesis (Transparency 3)

Cartrn dioxide from the air
1

B. 'Water and rnArients from the soil

C. Sunlight from sun

D. Glucose sugar in tree food

. E. Oxygen released to atmosphere

(NOTE: This process occurs in green leaVes.)

F. Chemical formula: 7.

Carbon ,dioxide + water and nutrients - t-i-glud6se sugar,+ oxygen

viq. Diameter growth (Transpare7icy 2)

A. Springwooanraual rin-

B. S mmerwood annual rti_.

VIII. Tree cssifications

A. Seedling

B. Sapl.ing

C. ' Pole

, D. Standard

E. an

I X. Treu -..ifications by tree ,in (Transparenc. 4)

A. 'ominant

B. ( Jclominzint

C. I terrnediate

D.. S .ippressed

Stand elassificatiOns for -trees)3.

A. Age

Example: 30 year old stand

q. 17
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Size

Example:

.;

INFORMATION SHEET

Pole timber stand

C. CompoSition

Pure stand

Example: Short lee. pine

2. Mixed stand

Example: Pine and hardVvood

Xl. Forest regions (Transparency 5)

A. Tropical

B. Rocky Mountain

C.
. ,

D. Northern

E. Central Hardwood

F. Southern

Pacific Coast



TRUNK

Bark

Innerbark

Cambium

impwood

Heartwood

r ROOTS

Taproot

Lateral Root

Root Tips

9-A

1.9
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Photosynthesis

Thi Making of Tree TOod

arbon..

DibxIdë

22

Sun Light
Glucose

Sugar

Water and -Radiant Tree Oxygen

Nutrients Energy Food tothe

Atmosphere

23
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Forest RegiOnt of the:.Onited.::Stiltes

cri

s,
, .

\

N.st

, WESTERN FORESTS

CpROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST

gimpACIFiC COAST FOREST

CJNONFO ESTED

SCA't OF MILES
0

400

UN1TEDFATES

DEPARTkNT 0 AGRICULTURE

h)REST SERVICE

LYLE F. WATTS, CHIEF

1940

EASTERN FORESTS

WI NORTH ERN FOREST

CENTRAL HARDWOOD FOREST t

SOUTHERN FOREST

TROPICAL FOREST
OIN

VIII
RAM

I II Ia RI IONII

TEMOTORY OF MAIO

Fro. 3-1. A map showing the natural forest regions of the United States, The Alaskan Forest is seenin the inset, I

(Courtesy of U ,S, Forest Service.)
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THE FORESTS
UNIT I'

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--I DENTI FY TREES USING SIZE CL4,SIFICATIONF

Identify trees indicated by the ingructor as to:
,

Seedling Up to 3 feet tall
,

'Sapling "- 3 feet to less than 4 inches DBH .

Pole 4 inches .DBH to 11.9 inches DBH
Standard 12 inches DBH to 23.9 incltes DBH
Veteran - 24 ihches DBH +

Place :an "X" ip the blank indicating the broRer id9ntificatioh.
to the instruCtasfor evaluation.

19-A

Tree No. Seedliqg Sapling pole Standard Veteran

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. '4c4

C

1.5.

a

,
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A

ASSIGNMENT; Stif El *24DENTIFY TREES USINC CROWN CLASSIF I ATIONS

-/ -
identify trees indionotrby .the instructor as to:

. ,

Dom, =-Rece.iiies full sunlight:on iis crown *
Cod t-Receiates 5unligkt 'On toP .artd partially . on the sides

. !rite `rioatiate-ftearitwei-sunlighkpartiapy top of crown '
a -, SUppressied-Ricemes no ;su nl ight ..

. t. 4 . .

Place .an "X" ;Fri 'tt llank indicating theproper idenvtication. When finisheii, turn in
.

to the instrUctor, evaiuition.

Tree N. Dominant Codominant Foterrnediate Suppressed

2.

5.

6.

10.

11.

13.' ,

15. 41.1.

29
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TEE FOR 8STS
-UNIT I

EST

Match ..tfte,ternis on- the right 4a the cOrrect definition

a. A woody perephial Theft attains
a Ileight of 8 Oet br rnOre, has
a single un inched irunk of at
least 2 f t, 'and is at least
2 inchei in diameter azt DEM

b. A7r4ant living more than".2 years

rivposiall"4010104.4

c
,
. Measured at 4 T/2:feet °from: ".

the grodnd

d. An evergreen tree wfth needles-
ind scalelike leaves

e. A broadleaf "tr hat, loses
its

f. Current year s growth of the stem

g. That rt of the trurik that
transports tree food

h. That part of the tree that gives
growth and produces
more wood -

0IP

Softwood

Cambidm

Taproot

Veteran

-Pole

Stella

Seedling

Tree

c Standard

10. Sapling

Lateral root

7 2. DBH (Diameter.
\ Breast High)

. 13. tlnnerbark
i. The living part of, tree wood (Phloem)

.that transports water bnd nutrients
to .the leaves I 14. Codominant

j. The center of the tree that is 15. Annual ring
dead wood

The largest root cf ithe root system

I. The side root .of the root system

m. The very end of the roots where
water and nutrients are absorbed
into the tree

16. Root tip

17. Suppressed

18. Perennial

19. Twig

20. Photosynthesis
n. Process of making food 'from water,

nutrients, .carbon dioxide, and 21. Forest
sunlight

o. The layer of wood formed in a
season's growth

vs'

30

22. Sapwo6d
' (Xylem)

23-A



24-A

p. A tree up to low tall 23. Intermediate

q.viA tree taller -7:amit 3 feet 24. Dominant
but less than -- steles DBI4

25. Hanlavood
r. A tree 4 inch's* MN to 11.9

inches DBH 26.

s. A tree 12 incheya to -23.9
inches -DBH

k.
A tree 24 inchis JOH +

u. A tree ihat receiver full
sunlight on its cnwerl

v. A tree that rec erine. sunlight
on .the top of its crown and
partially on the sides

w..A tree that receives sunlight
parly on top of ,,its crown

x. A tree that receives no sunlight

y. A group of trees clustered together
based on their age, size,
composition, or other criterion

z. The. grouping of stands of trees

2. List the three main parts of a tree.

a.

b.

C.

3. List the four parts of tree cr:

a.

b.

d.

31
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et.ebel the partS of tieis 'tree trunk below.

5. Label the parts of this 1.-ree root system below.

32



f

tescribe the general process for'photosYnthesis from the fist of terms given
below.

sunlight
glitcose sugail
water and nutrients
carbon dioxide
oxygen

a. + b.. and-

+ e.

7. List the' two kinds ot wood formed in an annual ring of -diameter new*.

a.

b.

Name the, five terms used 'for classifications of trees by srze.

a.

b.

C.

d.

k

.,

9. Identify tree classifications based on tree crowns from the drawing given below
by placing a "D" for dominant, "CD" for codominant"I' for intermediate,
and "S" for suppressed. g ..

a.

C.

d.

e.

f.

h.

3 3,



,ist four cIassificationi of stands for trees.

1)

2)

11. Identify the , six forest regions .of the United

e. .b.

C. f.

Stategr- shown on this -map.

04K
1 i

1 Ssi ; r -. l' .,

,---.- .-_-' '.."--/-1------_/

0.4

, . ....N.
... I

_...--:2....i . ". k e. UNITED STATES
s, e$ ,.,'1 .. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

.............1.4. mis ,

sea

SOMA Of IfILIS
NO._ 400

a_

1,noonar. .1.811

12. Delonstrate th miIi- to:

a. Identify tr us i size classificz ons.

b. Identify tr--F-- usi:7g crown



THE k)RESTS
UNIT I.

ANSWERS T8 'TEST

729-A

a; 8 13 m 16

. '18 h. 2 n. 20 t. 4

i. 22 o. 15 u. 24

.j. 26 p.

k. 3 q. 10 w.23
f. 1 I. r.

z. 21

2. a. C;n-:svtri

Nigs

4. a: Bar,

,nneroark.

C:arrziurn

.0_od

.5. :aoioot

,eral root

c F- tips,

6. C on, dioxide

V;- er and nJtr-_-.:

3 5

x. 17

A-7



A ,

d.

n jght

60

xy

se sugar

en

a. Sprin

b. Sum

Seedli 'g

b. Saplin

Pole

d. Standard

e. .Veteran

a, D

God annual ring

erwood annual ring

Aa6.

*\.>
. 19. a. Age

b. Size

C. Composition

1) Pure

2) Mixed

11. a. Pacific Coast

b. Rocky Mountain

c. Nprthern

d. Central Hardwood

e. Southern

f. Tropic&

12. Performande skills will be evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.
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IDENTIFYING OkLAHOMA T
- ' UNIT. I

,

INAL OBJECTIVE

EES

1-B

. -

After completion oPthis un t, the student should Pe-able to identify leaves.by cOmposition,1
'shape, margin, and arrange ent He should be able -,to use these \terms with a key fo
identify Oklahoma trees. \ 11.0 knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and
by- scoring eighty-five percent on the wilt test ,

After completion Of this

1. Match term
definition.

2:

SPECIFIC OBJeCTIVES

, the sludent sho.uld be able to:

associated with identifying Oklahoma trees t

Distinguish betWeen the characteristics for gymnosperms and

3. Label the parts of a simple leaf a given diagram:

4. Name the'fOur types of veins fouO in tree leaves".

a 4 Match the type o compound leaf tO the correct definition

6. - Label leaf shape( When given a list of terms.\
,

7. Label leaf margins 'when given a list of terry's.
. ..

.

8. Identify leaf arrangements.

a Demonstrate the ability to identify trees using i, key.\

the corrett

37



'IDENTIFYING' OKLAHOMA TREES
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Instructor:

Provide studerils with objectWe sheet

. Provide students With information and assigninent sheets.

C. discuss information and assignment sheets.

D. Discuss .terminal and sptcific objectives.--

E.. Arrange field trips to allow students to collect and identify leaVes by Shape
and margin. Also, provide:students with an opportunity to use a keY to/ identify tree species and leaf arrangements.

/F. Give test.'

II./ Students:
/ -

/ A. Read objectives.
a

B. Study information sheet.

C. Participate in field trips.

D. Complete assignment sheets.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I-9cluded in this unit:

A. Objectives

Information sheet

Transparency niapters

1. TM 1-*-Leaf Parts

2. TM 2--Simple and _Compound Leaves

3. TM 3--Leaf Shapes

4. TM 4--Leaf Shapes (Continued)

B.

38



TM 5--Leaf Margins

TM 6--Leaf Margins (Continued)

TM 7--Leaf Arrangements

'Assignment sheets

1.. A'ssignment Sheet #1--IdentirY411-eaf Shapes and Margins

2. AssignMent Sheet #2--Identffy (leaf 'Arrangements and Tree
Species Using .a Key

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:.

A. Phillips, George R., Frank J. Gibbs, and Wilbur R. Mattoon. Forest Trees
of Oklahoiiia. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; State Forestry Division. Jr

/.

Harlow, William H. and Ellwood S. Harrar. Textbook of DeAdrology. New
York: McGraw-Hill nook .Co.
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IDENTIFYING OKLAHOMA TREES
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

4.

I. Terms and definitions

A. Fruit--The Seed bearing product of -a ,plant

B. ;Gymnosperm-Plant bearing naked seeds

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Evergeen-Always green; year-round

Resin duct-Minute opening in wood filled with resin

Cone--A fruit formed of overlapping scales

Angiosperm--Plant bearing enclosed seeds

Deciduous-Lelts:' fall each autumn

Pore-A cell opening in angiosperms; occasionally visible to the naked eye

L4af composition--Refers to compound leaves

J. Simple leaf--One blade

R.

(NOTE: A blade is the. expanded portion of a leaf.)1

Compound leaf--Severaljleaflets td form a leaf

.L. Key--A system of grouping species to be readily identified using.leaves and
other. ahara0erist4cs

M. Leaf arrangement--The location of leaves on a stem

N. Sinus-Jhe separation between lobes

0. Dichotomus-Branching by forkiog in pairs

P. Node--The poirit,on a stem where a leaf is found

II. characteristics of gymnosperms-and angiosperms

A. Gymnosperms-Open seedeo
. . ,

1. Generally evergreen

2. . Called conifers or softwoods .

3. Wood has no pores, but resin ducts sometimes do

4 0
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INFORMATION SHE.ET

4. . Leaves are needlelike, sealelike, or awl-like

5. Fruit is a woody or fleshy cone

Angiosperrns--Closed seeded

1. Generally deciduous

2: Called brpadleaf or hardwoods

3. Wood has pores and no resin duets

4. Leaves are broadened; expanded blades

5. Fruit it dry or.fleshy and enclloses the seed

III. $imple leaf parts (Transparency 1)

A. Veins-Conduction system

B. Midrib--Main vein 'extended from twig through a petiole

C. . Blade-Expanded portiem of a leaf

D. Petiole--Stalk ot a leaf

E. Bud--New shoot' or flower; also indicates\ the begin ing point Of d leaf

IV, Types of veins

A. Pinnate

B. Palmate

C. Arcuate

D. Closed

V. Comppund leaves (Ttansparency 2)

A. Odd-pinnate--Has a terminal leaflet.

B. Even-pinnate-Even number of leaflets

C. Pinnately trifoliate-Three leaflets

D. Palmate--All leaflets frOm the same point on the petiole,

Pain-lately trifoiiate--Three leaflets from same point on .the

-Bipinnate-Second division of leaflets.

Tripinnate-Third division of leaflets

4 1

t
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40.

INFORMATION SHEET

VI, Leaf shapes-(Tran'sparencies 3 and 4)

A. Acicular-Needlelike.

B. Scalelike--Small, short, sharp-pointed

C. Linear--Long and narrow

D. Oblong--Long and wkle

, Lanceolate-Lance-shape&

F. Oblanceolate--Inverse lance-s6aped

G: Ovate--Egg-shaped

H. Obovate--Inverse egg-shaped

I. Elliptical-Shaped like an. ellipse

J. Oval--A broad ellipse

K. Orbicular--Circular

L. Reniform-Kidney-shaped

M. Cordate--Heart-shaped

N. -Obcordate-Inverse heart-shaped

0. Cuneate--Wedge shaped

P. Deltoid--Triangular

Q. Obdeltoid--Inverse triangular

R. Rhomboid-Diamond shaped,

S. Spatulate--Spatula shaped

T. Sagittate-Arrowhead

,U. Hastate--Spearhead

V. Pe Rate-Shield shaped

W. SubuIate-Expanded point

VII. Leaf margins (Transparencies 5

A. Revdtute Turned Linder

B. Entire-Smooth edge

and 6)

4 2:
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Repand--Wavy

D, Sinuate--Veiy wavy

E. Crenate-iiiounded teeth

F. grenulate-- Finely rounded teeth

G.' Doubly .crenate--Large and fine round teeth

H. Dentate--Sharp teeth pointed out

I. Denticulate--Fine dentate teeth

J. Serrate--Sharp teeth turned up

K. SerrUlateFinely Serrated

L. Doubly serrate--Coarse and fine serrations

M. Divided--Sinus extends to midrib
,

N. Lobed--Rounded sinus

Q. Pinnately lobed--Lobing from midrib

P. Palmately lobed-- Lobing from base of leaf

Q. Cleft-- Narrow, sharp i'inuses

Parted--Cleft extends to midrib

Leaf arrangements (Transparency 7)
-t

A. Alternate--One aiietft....,4 node

B. Opposite--Two leaves- at a node

C. Whorled--More ,than two leaves at a node

IX, Using a tree key

A. GeneralFy dichotomus

B. Key includes:

1. Choice of , gymnosperms or angiosperms

2. Choice of leaf arrangement

3. dhoice of type of leaf composition

4. Continued choice until a species of tali, is reached

4



14 Folfl'ST TPEFS ()aV OKLAHOttiA

SUMMER KEY To THE GENERPOF OKLAHOMA TREES
1

Based Primarily on Leaves and frui(
I. LH yea needle like, to .fike or awl shaped .. 'Gymnosperms

2. Leave, alternate an it stem or in fascicles; fruit a
I. LeMy persittent in fascicles of Iwo to five) , . Pious

. v ° . , (Pines)
.3.. Leaves and bran lets deciduous (alternate) Taxodium

(Cypress)
.

2. Leives opposite or whoslad, scale like Or, awl ship*, fruit.berrwlikt

with 1 to 4 seeds 1' Juniperue

I (Cedars)

Anlios perms ,
I. Leaves broad (net veined)

2 Leaves opposite,

Leaves

4 Leaves palmatelydobed

4. Leavet without lobes.

5. Leaf margins serrate,

6. 4lids and sometimes midrib rusty Inmost

4 6 Not at above

7 bravo +trate above the middle. teeth in rig vet , fruit blue puilt,
ripening and falling in early tunnel.

Acer

(Maple)

Viburnum

(Black haW$

Furestitto

, (Swamp privet)
i

7 Leaves serrate the lull length of margin; fruit ripening in fall; with
varlet . Donymoul

'(Wahool
5 Leaf margins entire.

'6 Leave% 7 to 1%2 inches to le4h
1, a

7 Leaves usually in whorls of 3, tip fapering; fruit a long cam),
1 thorn OcIly ppposite, lip rounded ;,1rialt on ov.ate eap9le; pitb

'rhunihere`d) f,

6 Leaves lets that, 7 locket 'in 'length.

7 I.cIket with latiral yin, 'curving tip ird the apex

fruit ;ed or while'

3

4

7 Leaves and fruit not as above,

R heaves (ill on in whorl, of 3 1 fruit in hall lie heads; usualy found
at water's edge) .1

. Cephalanthut.
, I i , . I (Duttonbush)

6 Leauru qiirtly opposite f roarrely nel veined below; wtoit Powers
in rioters cl 31 Chionanthus

.(Old nian's heard)

Catalpa

Paulownin

(Princns tree)

petiole grooved,

Comas

(Dogwood)

1,fille1 compound

compound 15 tit 7 WO Aestu'lur

(Buckeye)

OS'

11,1, 01 Ilona lel,' (ompooyl

5 Lea,e, with 3 leaflets.. ,

6 Le,i, es finely wrote; (roll libdder hhC

6 Leai es coh,) srrrite.or boo unhirio curl

5 Lew... with' more than 3 leaflets

6 Leallew 3 to or n,urerlt sertute, nor orularol t9curI

6. Leattet, to I I, rnari;ins cntite or finely. tweed, !rout

1,eave, alternite

3 Leaves entitle iii nut, vie rigeo 17 )
.4 Leaves lobed

-1/4
5 Pew, pion,tely obri, or not Ism( tt tmatelylikeil

Iron in go or And 1,,

6 ty ri 1'.11lA WI bilk ll1S11111114 nolhy ; leave, with.a
irin

6 Not J1

1,1,4 ,picy arronat!r,
01 110 lobe')

Slaphylea

-(Bladdernull

kir Negoloto

(NI ditt)

Arer tondo
Brio elder)

Dee saniara Fraainut

(611)

trept \MO

stitut %lint

Monis

(Mulberry)

with 2 or 3

Sastalria

(Sassafras)

FOREST ,TREES OF OKLAHOMA 15

7, Not 15 above,

8, Thorns present; fruit fleshy. .

9. Thonis usually with lateral bukfrtfil an apple Melo
(Crab apple) ,

B. Thorns without lateral buds; fruit with 'stony carpels Cratiegus

(Hawthorn)
8. Thorns absent; lfuit an, acorn ; (buds clustered at ends of twits; pith

star,shaped) . ...... , , ..... ..... ..Quereus

. Lea fd Prlobe enop ntre or an bark gr stey; ''ood pbtes Clo. 11 lasedWhckit:okolaikk):

with. tylosea

, .

9. Leaf lobes bristle tipped (indiVidual leaves often en'tire); bark dark;

.6, 'Leaves 'palmately lobed,

6. Leaves star shaped, Ian finely serrate ' Liquidember

(Sweet torn)
6. Leaves broadly ovate, 'lobes not Andy serrate; (buds inclosed ,by the

base of .the petiole;.outer barli of upper branches. and /pang trunke

scaling off leaving smooth whiti bark) '. Plating,

6 Leaves persistent, in least during part of winter),

S r amore)
44 Leaves not 1ed.

5. Leaf margins entire

7 Leaves ,aramatic, under side with yellow resin dots Myrica

(Wu myrtle)
7. Leayes not ROOK or resin dotted,

8. Margins mare orles, revolute; bark reddislv
. Veccinlum

(Tree buckleberr0 ,t
.blargins sometimes serrated, leaves sweet and yield a yellow dye, , Symploco,

(Hone stager)
6 Leaves deciduous.

7. Sap in leaves and bark milky;.(spines utually present; fruit orange.likel Madura

(Bois d'Arc)
7. Sap in leave, and bark ,not milky, at at least pot conspicuously so. .

8. Wood, bark and crushed leaves spicy nonslip., leaves often 2 or 3
4. lobed; fruit a blu,:berry with a pers1aleni starlet calyx

Is Not is siove.
9. Leaves distinctly cordate

9, Leaves not distinrily cordite.

10. Stipules and stipale sr,ars etititt mil the twig Magnolia

iCo...4rober tree).

' .
, . a

10. Stipules and stipule sten (if "prelwrit) not tWcitctint twig
I t Leaves 3.veined from base; fru srnall'gkange or yellow

hark warty, (pith often chantheteat Celtis

.ockberry)

Snuffle

Cercis

Redbud)

II Lents lot 3 veined from bite; trail various; bark not v
12. Bud, in clusters at end ol twig, (fruit an Vorn; pith star ed) Quercus 111,

(Oaks)
12. Buds at end of twig aingle,

13. Pith partitioned by woody plates. .

14, Leaves often 10 to 12 inches irr length, (disagreeable odor
when crushed) Asirolna

(Paw paw).
14. I,eaves lest than 6 inches in length, (crowded at ends of

lateral brioche's) Nyasa

(Sour gum)
13 l'Ith not p5rlitioned by woody,,plates,

14, pith chambered (at least in most brandies; leaves , oblong

ovate, fruit pulpy with few or many flat seeds Diuspyros

(Persimmon)
14 Pith nut chambered.

IS Leilles often laincled on lateral brandies; spines prestlit;
leaves less than 3 inches in leneth Rumba

.

(Chiliantwoodl
16. Leaves never fascicled; brunches nut spinescent; loaves more

than 3 inchea in lingth (brilliantly colored In hill Odious

(Smoke ,Ir et)
6. Leal margin tooth'ed or serrate,

!1. Leaves persistent

7. Leavti tromatic, resin dotted Myrica

(Wax myrtle)
1. Leaves not al above.

8 Leaves sharp pointed, (spiny toothed, rarely entire) Ilea opera

(Hells)

it



16 - FOREST TREES X' OXLAHQMA

46

ti Leaves nOt 11 ;Wet.

9, Leaves rounded at end, small;

5
D. Leaves 5. to 6 Meisel long, sweet, yield a yellow dye.

6. Leaves deciduous.

7. Sep in Iwo, and bark milky
.

7. SIP in (eaves and bark not milky.

I. Buds clustered at end of twit; pith ear shaped ;

8 Not as above.

9. Buds with a single hoodhke scAle

9, Buds with more than 1 sea

1 tptids istinctly stalked.
11. Leaves coarsely toothed Jr with wavy margins ,, seeds )n 1 2-

celled capsule .

11. Leaves wit IsMintly !Wait,. wavy

stnItturti tpith 3 angled)

19 Buds not 'distinctly stalkvd.
11 Leal blades about as load as long,

12 Petioles nat tened; leaves crenate avri utr, ba,e equil, buds reinou's Populus

(Poplar)
12. Petiole not hued, leovei sharply ser.;ate, bises ublique; buds

one sided, tiro, attached to J ii,ng)

(haws

Ilex vomitorii

(Woos)
ymplocos tinctotie

inane sum)

Mortis

(Mulberry )

Querelle

(Oaks)

Wit

Harnimolis

(Wails total)
marl4ins; null'ets in a cone hi t

Alnis

(Alder)

sll Lear blades lOriger than jr

12 Leaves' ..tiliquiy rounded

, 13 Pith usudtly
s Inuit an

ovoid drupe)
.

(Hacht.-11

usuai ubly, quote 1. us

in it s)littered tali a;

Pi, ,re
9

1,IYater
12. Laavt5 Nt distinctly obligor at base

13, Teeth n estension of the primary ris, no 1....th between..
14. Dark smooth, grey; 2 triangular nu : in A p l;lyr noir

14. Bark ridged; a single nu: rr a spiny hurf

13 1- no; charAered; not wan
'14, _ P,41ent; fruit a aro.. IN,

14 7unute; fruit a '10e encl.

,e1 ,T5 crenate serrate

13. Teeth not as above,

14. Pith chambered.

, .15. Fruit an orange, reddish ./7 blue drape; (bark warty)

1 cc

Ole. '1i

Cast: el

tChinqu, .1

tllackhtl
15. Fruit 4.winged; (dowers boll like)

11,1elia

biker boll
14. Pith not Oarnbered.

15. Glands on upper part of petiole (oaten in, onspo'sioos wOhuut
s magni(ying glass, fruit a hohy druglp)

Prunus,
. .' il'lian orl Owl,

15. Glands not present on upver part ol petiole
1. Thorns present,

I

17 Thorns usually wilt lateral tiuds, bearing leaves and !lowers; , ,f
fruit an apple

Mahn
I

(C)ab apple)
17 Thorns without lea! or !lower buds; (rust with oton) carpels Eratugue

.11lawthorn)
14. Thorns absent,

17. Loves on short spur like branchltts,
18. Bark on young hunks and old branches Fleeting in thin

paperlike layers Mull
l Birch)

18. Bark never peeling as .above.
19. Fruit red or orange. persistent

'length an short stout spurs co

(1 ,.iduous holly)
,,19 Fruit red or orange; not persistent, podicela lung. sten.

, der, Cot on spurs; dye evident
Crewel's

II swrhors,

lot b

FOREST TREES OP OK141E0MA 17

17. Leaves not on short gluelike; branches,
18. Bark shreddy; (fruit inclosed in bledderlike membranes) , Ostrya

(Ironwood)
13, Hark smooth or scaly but not shroddy,

19. Fruit a nut on a Intlike bract: (bark nno6th grey over
. Ruted trunks) , ......... .... , .... Carpinua

(Blue beech)
19. Fruit fleshy.

, 20. Leaves oblong; obscure, inclined teeth Rhamnui

(Indian cherry')
20. Leaves not oblong, bul 'ere senate.

21. Berk smooth grey or bleck and grey mottled, except
.

on old trunks , . ... ........ .. .. Arnelatithin
(Shadbush)Leales compound,

4. Le1111 twice or three times pinnite,

'5. Pith large, salmon colored, molt; leaflets entire.. Gsirr nocladtre

(Coffee tree),b 5 Not with tht above combination,
8. Base ol petiole sheathing nem, .... , ..... ........ Arnie

fllerci.:-A club
6. Not as above,

7, Leaflets crenate or serrate, 4 to 7 pairs of p

ish, but hard and 1111111:1
(pith (die.

. Gird..

)(miry loc.t)
7, Leaflets entire, 2 or am-lintel 4 Pinney, (stipules spine Mien Pros:ois

(Meng'. te)4, Leaves once pinnate,

6. Leaves with 3 leaflets ......... . Etta
(Wafer soh)

P. Leaves with more than 'often.
6, Pith chocolate colored, cambered

keine
(Walnut)6. Pith' not es above,

7, Buds 'hidden within or Loder
8, Base ol petiole hollow, entirely surrounding hu.:
9. Leaflets atilt, (distinctly nutrient'

.

9. Leaflets morale; 41ap milkY)

' Chdrestie

Yellow.wood)

Rho glattra

turnooth sumac)
8. Bale 04 Pet.tele not hat* although the binis may he bidden beneath t.
9. Branches unarmed,

19. teaflets serrate or lenge, sometimes twice ;matt Gleditsia

tuoney lociast)
10. Leaflets entire,

11. Unites oval'

11, Lenin; acute

9. Branches armed.

10. Spines branched; leavZs
on the same tree (Alen 2 or I limn pinnate Gleditsia

(Homy locust)10. Spines unbranched; leaves Mir twice pinnate
. Robinia

(Black locust)7. Buds not hidden, but if evidence. .
8. Leaves and twigs with priekles

Zanthoxyltim

(Prickly W)

Robinia

(Black locust)

Sophora

(Coral bean)

8 Leave, and twigs 'without prirklee.
9. Basal lobes ol leaflets, with glands, rank odor to crushed leaves

Ailanthue
(Tree cd Heaven).I, Not al above,

10, Rachis winged
Rhus copulltns

(Winged sumec)10 Not as above

11 Leaflets terra

11. Leaflet; -mire

arya

(Hickory)

Stpladu
(China tree)

47



Axillary Bud
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Sim

Simple Leaf

nd Compound Leaves

/7

Compound-leaVes

.

Even-Pinnate

Pinnately Trifalipte

49

Palmately Trifoliate

Palmate

Bipinnate Leaf
tt

Tripinnate leaf

50



eaf Shapes

Acicular Oblong Linear Scale like k, Lanceolate Oblanceolite

Ovate

5

Obovate Elliptical Obcordtè

4

Oval Cuneate
(in

52



Deltoid Obdeltoid

Rhomboid

4),

Spatulate Sagittate Hastate Pe ltate Subulate

54



CreOlate Doüb1yCrenate Dentate Denticulate

56



Serrate Serrulate Doubly Serrate Divided Lobed

Pinnate ly lobed palmately lobed Cleft Ported

5
l





ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--IDENTIFY LEAF SHAPES tND LEAR MARGINS,

Collect leavis .froin:thes the instruAor will point out by name. Place the leaves
in a fold of newspaper with the name of the tree written on the newspaper.

Later place the newspaper with leaves in a warm location with,a weighfto peess
out and dry the leaves. The leaves'can be left in newspaper, placed in file folders,
or glued on cardboard. The leaves serve as a reference for . identifying the irees.

Identify the collected leaves by filling in the chart on the following page/using
the terms provided. When finisted turn in to the' instructor for evalution.



Leaf
Shapes

Leaf'
Margins:

Revolute

Scalelike Entire

Linear Repand

Oblong Sinuate

Lanceolate Crenate (5)

Oblanceolate Crenu late (6)

Ovate Dou bly crenate (7)

Obovate Dentate (8)

Denticulte (9)

Serrate no).

Orbicu la r Serru late (11)

Reniform. Dou bly serrate (12)

Cordate Divided (13)

bbcordate Lobed (14)

;Cu neate ))innately lobed (15).

Deltoid (16)Palmately lobecl
,

Obdeltoid Cleff (17)

Rhomboid, Parted (18)

Spatu late (19)

Elliptical

Oval

Stigittate

Hastate

Peltate

Su bu late

(20)



. :IDENTIFYING OKLAHOMA TREES
UNIT- I

AS$1GNMEN1- SHEET #2--IDENTIFY LEAF ARRANGEMENTS AND TREE SPECIES
USING A irEY

For each tree the instructor points out, identify the species by narne using the key provided.
in IX of information sheet. Identify the kind of.leaf arrangement for each. When completed,
turn in to the' instructor tor evaluation.

A

3
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IDENTIFYING OKLAHOMA TREES
UNIT I

TEST

)1

Match the terms on the right to the correct

a. Thezed bearing ,product Of
h plant

b. Plant bearing naked seeds

C.

d.

Always green; yearround

Minute opening in wood
filled with resin

e. A fruit formed of overlapping
scales

f.. Plant bearing .enclosed seeds

g. Leaves fall each autumn

h. A .cell opening in angiosperms;
occasionally visible to the
naked eye

i-. Refers to compound leaves

. One blade

definition.

1. Resin duct

Leaf cornposition2.

3. Sinus

4, Evergreen

5. Pore

6. Dichotomus

7. ,Frtiit

8. Simple leaf

9. Angiosperm

Gymnosperm

11. Leaf arrangement

12'. . Key .

13. Cone
k. Several leaflets to form

a leaf 14. ., CompOund leaf

I. A tsygem of grouping species 15. -Deciduous
to be readily identified'
usrntleaves and other. 16. Node

acharacteristics

mi.,,The location of leaves .on a stem

r. The separation .between lobes

o. Branching by forking in pairs

p. The 'point on a stem where a
leaf is found

6 4
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30-B

Distinguish between the characteristics for each, gymnosperms and angiosperms,
by placing a "G." or an "A" accordingly.

*1°

a. Leases needlelike, scalelike, or. awl-like

b. Called broadleaf or hardwoods

. Gener.ally deciduous

. Called conifers or softwoods

Fiuit is dry or fleshy and encloses seed

. rruit iS a Woody oi-fleshy cone

g'..-..Leaves are broadened; .expanded blades.

h. Generally- evergreen

i. Wood has pores and no resin 'ducts

j. Wood has no pores, but resin ducts sorntimes do

Label this -drawing of a simple leaf with the terms provided below.

Vein

Midrib

'Blade

Petiole

Bud

65



Name the four types of veins found in tree leaves.

-

5. Match the compound leaf terms on the right to

a. Three leaflets

b. Three leaflet from the same
point on the petiole

c. Has a terminal leaflet -

th Third division of° leaflets

e. All 'leaflets frorn the .same .
point on the:petiole

f: Even number, 'of "leaflets

. 8econd, division of leaflets

the corrects definitdions.

1. kpedd-pinciate.

2.° Evenipinnate
A

3. Pinnately trifOliate'

4. Pal rn ate .

9

Palmately trifoliate

6. Bipihnate
-

Tripinnates:

Label the::leaf shapes witfFlhe correct termt frOm. the .list given beloVv.
, 4i

- 4 Ji

*6 ;

dye!.
Orbictilarz
Reniforrn
Cordate
Olicordate:

-Cuneatee .

Obovate Deltoid

Obcieltoid
Rhomboid
Spatulate
Sagittate
Hestate
Peitate
Subulate

*a

e%

7,4

Acicular
Scalelike
Linear
Oblong
Lanceolate
Oblanceolate
Ovet#



a2-B

e.

m,

q.

u,

*f. g.

0

6 7

s,_

v

h.

P.

w,



7. Label the leaf

Revolute
Entire
Repand
Sinuate
Crenate
Crenulate

margins with the correct term

a.

Doubly crenate
Dentate
Denticulate
Serrate -
Serruktte
Doubly serrate

e. f..

from the list given below.

Divided
Lobed
Pinnate ly lobed
Palmately lobed
Cleft (used. twice)
Parted

C.

9.

4

,68

d.

41:
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,:. .

r
is

8. Identify the following leaf arrangement by placing the t $11.)mber, in. ihe
blanks provided.

!

Posit&

:-Whi;osFled

Altetnate .

a.

.Demonstrate the ability to identify trees 'Wing a key.

(NOTE: If this has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask the instructor
when the above activity should be completed.)

6 9
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IDENTIPlING OKLAHOMA TREES ,

LAIT I

1 :

'ANSWERS TO .TEST

9

b 10

e. 13 w

a. G

A

C. A

.d. G

e. A

3. a. Vein

b. MicItib

c. Blade

d. Petiole

e. Bud

-4. a. Pinnate

b. Palmate

c. Closed

ci, Arcuate

5. a. 3

b. 5

C.

7

,g . A

h. G.

i..A
j. G

e. 4

f. 2

g. 6

1.

.70

A

16
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'=.1--

6. a.' . Subulate m. Spatulate
_ .

n. Acicular

c. Obovate o. Scale like

*a

Cuneate

d. Ovate p. Linear

Oblanceolate q. Oblong

"f. Lanceolate' r. Sagittate

g. Reniform s. Hastate

b. Cordate t. Pe ltate

I. Obcordate U Elliptical

j. Deltoid Oval .

k. Obdeltoid

I. Rhomboid

a. Cleft

b. Parted

c. Dentate

d. Denticulate
0#

e. Serrate

f. Revolute

g. Entire

h. Repand

8. a. 3

,b.

c.-

w. Orbicular

i. Sinuate p. Cleft

j. Lobed q. Ci'enate

k. Pinnately lobe4 r. Crenulate

m.

Palmately lobed

Serrulate

s. Doubly crenate

o.

Doubly serrate

Divided

...:)

9. Evaluated to -the satisfaction of the instructor.
°

7 1



N.
USING MEASUREMENT UNITS TO SOLVE FORESTRY PROBLEMS

UNIT. ll

v.
TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

sAfter completion of .this unit,, the student should be able to use measurement units-of
length, area, volume, and capacity and conversion fadCors of these to solve forestry
proble'ms. The student should alio be able to obtain thecorrect answers when given essential. .

measureMents needed to solve .the problerns. This ilakowledge will be-evidenced througt;
demonstration and by scoring eighty-five' percent Mr the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of thiS unit, , the studttnt should .be able" to:

1. M4tch terms associated with measurement units to solve forestry problems
to the 'correct' definition.

2. Select conversion factors for length to obtain a correct.ariswer when given
a problem and a list of -conversion factor's or a map scale. ,

3. Detern-iine,arba from conversion factors-and from formulas for specific plane
figures.

4.` Solve'for the unknown side of a right triangle.

5. Determine the area of triangles.
.

6. Determine the area of a' circle when given one known rneasurem-ent.

7... Deterrnine the volume and Capacity of various shaped solids using volume
units.

4

8. Solve for the volume of various shaped solids and containers using formulas
- Alien given the essential measurernents.

,9. Solve for the weight of varidris shaped solids when given the essential
measurements to obtain volume and the weight per unit of volume.



41

USING MEASUREMEW UNITS TO'SOLVE FORESTR, PROBLEMS
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITI,ES
e

Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective ,sheet.

Provide students with ,i'nformation and issignment sheets.

Make transparencies.

D. Discuss terminal and specific objectives.

-E. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

F. Give test.

U. Students:

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRyCTIONAL MAT.61IALS

1 I. Included in this unit:

A. Objectives

B. Information sheet

C. TransparencV masters

1. TM .1--Areá by Shape

2. TM 2--Right Triangle

3. TM 3--The Circle

4. TM '4--Volume of Solids

73



Assignment sheets

1. Assignment
Measurement

Assignment
Measurement

Sheet 4, #1--SOlve Forestry Problems Using
Units pf Length and Area

Sheet° #2-.:Solve Forestry Problems Using
Units of Volume and Weight

E. Answers to' assignment sheets

F. Test

G. Answers to test

References:

A. Forbes, Reginald D. Forestry Handbook. New York: The Ronald Press,Co.

B. Carpenter, Edward, C. and Floyd. L. Otter. ,Mathematics Fbr Natural
Resource Technicians. Reedley, California: Vocational-Technical Division of
Reedley College.

,5!
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USING KASUREMENT UNITS TO SOLVE FORESTRY PROBLEMS
UNIT- II

INFORMATION SHEET
'4

Terms and definitions

A. Area--The total outside surface usually expressed in square units

B. Conversion factor--A number used to change one unit to another

Example: 12 inche's-71 foot; the cblersiOn' faCtor is 12'

C. Ratio--The comparisonof true quantities by division

D. Proportion--A statement that one' r equivalent to another

E. Square--A plane figure With four equal side and four right angles

F. Rectangle--Any four-sided figure with four right angles

G. ParallelogramA four-sided figure having opposite *sides parallel and equal

H. Right triangleA triangle that has one right angle and the other two of
less than 90 degreeS

I. Right angle-,-One-fourth of a circle or 90 degrees

Hypotenuse--The triangle side opposite the right angle

K. Circle--Closed curve upon which every p9int is equidistant froma fixed
point called the center

0

L. RadiusA line drawn from the center of the circl6 to the 'exterior

M. Diameter--Any straight line from one'point to another cln the circle which
goes through the center

N. Circumference--The lirie around a circle

0. Pi (7r)--Symbol designating the ratio of the circumference of a circle to
its 'diameter; Tr =3.14159365+, usually expressed as 3.14

P. Cubic--Product obtained by multiplying a given number or quantity by its
square; three dimensions

Q. CylinderParallel circles for the ends .and parallel sides

R. FormulaA. conventional. 'method for doing something

7 5
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INFORMATION SHEET

S. Cone-Has a circle for a base arid tapers to a point

T. Pyramid--A polygonal hese and sides of triangles that meet at a cOmmon
=point

II. Measurement units for length

A. Conversion factors for the surveyor's chain

TABLES

TABIE. 1. Length; unit (:.onversion-.1-1:ictors, aptil1qxinkite yz,)lues

iiches Links Eeet Yards . .Ruds iChli ns 1 .2 e-cnti
meters .

Meters
Kilm

meter.t.M11--

.0.1 26263 0.083333. 0.027778' 0.00505 2.540005 0.0254
(1/8) (1/17) (1/36) 11/200) (2 1/2) (1/40)

'.92 1 0.66 0.72 0,04 0.01 20.11684 0.201168
1,2 / 3) (1/25) (1/100) (20) (1/5)

i .515152 '1 0.333333 .0.060606 0.015182 0.000189 30.48006 0.304801 0.00030(
(1 1/2) (1/31 (1/66) .

, (30) (3/10)
6 4.545455 3 31

.(1/16).
0.181818 0.045455 A1000568 91.4418 0.91440 . i

(4 1/2) (.1/51 (1/22) / (9/10)
.3937 ' 0.04971

11/201
0.032808 .
(1/30) 4

0.010936
(1/90)

4.1

.100

0.01

9.37 4,97096 3.280833 1.09361 0.108838 0.04.971 0.0,00621 0.001
10) (5) ., .1- (1-1)51 11/201 11516001

0 f orlongs

9 ii 25 16.5 5.5'
t

0.25 0.003125 0.025 5.02921 0,00502
11 /410. (1/3201 (1/40) . (5) (1/200)

92 100 66 22 1 0.0125 0.1 20.1168 0.020117
.

' (1/80) (201 (1 /50)
5,280 1,760 32(2 ' 80 1 , 1,609.347 1.609347

(1,600) (1 315)
660 220 40 ''' 10 0.125 : 201.168 0.201168

11/8) (1/5)
3,280.83 1,093 61 198 838 49.7096 0.62137 4.97096 1,000 1

- ' I
(200) , (50) (5/8) (5)

..9.4-

7

1

1

Stirveyor's ch,M1, Me engineer 1,, chili) 100 rhills ot 1 toot edch Ls riot USIA.
2

1 nautical . rtarlrr (termed. -knot" a); urn( cfr-iii)locity) 1.1516 stmoti. nul1es 1.85275 kin
the emth's 'MT race it the '.Eurinotor.
3 British uner111%,y,iid 0.914399 In: 1 loot 30.47997 cm, T cli 2539998' 1 hind 4 rm.:tics*. 10 .16 ctn.
1 %Prier 9 Merles 22.80 cm. 1 ct...bit 18 Indies 45.72

nlIntlur nf ar( on

4 6,0.1 ern 0 03937 fIch 0.88320 ..loot

SOURCE U.S. DEPT, DF ;AGRICULTURE
;

ees#

(NOTE: Since there ate 6,lway,s 'more units /am smaller denomination
than in 'the larger,,..yoU multiply if 'your.- answer is ,to he in the smaller,_
denomination, and..,you divide if it' is tp he. in ;the larger.)

IP 6



INFORMATION' SHEET

B. Scales of maps and drawings as confersion factors

1. Arithmetic terms

1

Example:. 1"-1 mile and 1:24,000

2. Ratio .and proPortion

Example:

III. measuNlent units fOr are,a

Square
inches

1

62.7264
163)
144

1,296

0.1 55.

1;549.997

Given a scale of 1:62500 to find the land
distance from A .to B on a map where the
map distance is 4 .1/2- inches. Therefore,

625100
and X=4.5 x 62500 X=281,250

-

4.5
inches, which divided by 5280=53.26 miies

A. Conyersion 'factrs* for. area

- FACTORS AND TABLES OF. EQUIVALENTS USE D IN1FORESTRY

TABI-- 2. - Area or surface; unit conversiomfactlars, 'with approximate values°
Square
(inks

0.015942
(1/63)
1

2.295684

20.6612
(2c)r

24.7104

1 0 ,000

squ ar e
feet

0.006644

0.4356
3/7) '

9

Square 0Square
yards chains

J3110-076'

10.76387
(11)

4,356

43,560.

7,878,400

,1:61'07TJ1

10,763:867

-0.111111
11/9 I

1 .195(ip
(1 1/5)

484

4,840 _

3,097,600

11,959.9
(12,000)
1,195,985

4.. 1.1inm 2 0,01 cm 2 0.00155,cikhort. mch.
1 sq"Ie Chain 16 (ILI,Irt, WO'

dro,, 208.710 (210) letu squato -3 16 r ham,

Acres
Square
centi-

meters

Square -
meters 1-4.ect3res

SqUare
kilo-

meters

0.0601

0.00023

0.002066
(1/500)

-

0 002471
11 / 4 00 I

2
1

10

f;.,400

24.7104o
(25)
2,471 04

0.00001

0.000023

0.000207

000247

0.1

3 1

640

2.471044
(2 1/2)
247 104
I 250)

6.451626
(6 1/2)
404.8873

929.034

8,361.31

11

10,000

Square
miles

0.000156
(1/6400)
0.0015625

'14/ 540)

1

cirmar3(i1
11/250)
0.386101'
13/5)

MISC. PUPLICATION 225. DEPT. DT' AGro(;ut. ruRE
Atti

0.600645

0.040469
(1/25)
0.092903
(1/11)
0.836131
(4/5)

0,0001

404:687

4,046.87
(4,000)
2,589,998

A:WO!

1.,000,600

0.0001

0.040469
(1/25)
0.404687
(215)
258.998
(260) ,

1 00

0.000405
(1/2500)
0.004047
(1/250)
2.589998
(2 3/5)
0.01:

.

(NOTE:. Most its of. area are sgilares of CI,nitsof lengths. The notable
exception is the' acre which has nO corresponding lineal unit.) .

i
,,4.

7 7
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INFORMATIONI SKET

Square areasSibe times side (Transparency 1)

C: ReaanglesBase 'times height

D. ParallelogramBase times height

IV. Unknown side to the right triangle (Transparency '2)

A. Pythagoras Rule--"The square of the hypotenUse is
the squares of the other two sides."

17-7-b? ; a= 1c2132 ; /TT
Finding the square root cit<number /

Estimate, by 13acketingTry7 12 and 13; since the square of 12
is 144 and 134.169, the square.root of 150 (shown as 150) is
between 12 and 13; ust012.3 as an estimate(No,

2. Divide 150 by 12.3 = 12.2

3. Average of 12.3, and 12.2 = 12.25

4. Divide 150 by 12.25 = 12.244

5. Average of 12.25 and 12.744 = 12.247

6. 'Repeat until the average is as near as needed

Kal to the sum of

V: Area of a triangle = ;1/2 base tjrnes height (A.=1/2bh) (Transparency 2)

VI. Area of a circle

A. Parts of a circle (Transparency .3)

1. Radius-point out 360'; r=

2. Diameter-point out d=2r

3. Circumference-C = '1Td or 271'r, .

2FOrmula for the area of a circle:A=1Tr2 or 71"
(1

VII. Determining volume and capacity from volume units,

A'. Volume-Linear unite

1. 1728 cu. inches = 1 cu. ft.

2. 27 cu. ft. = 1 cu. yd.

78
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VIII.

INFORMATiON SHEET

3. 3'63145 cu. ft. = 1.3079 cu. yd. = 1 cu. 'meter

4. 128 cu. ft. = 1 standard coid (4x4x8)

B. VolumeCapacity units

1. 231 tiI in. = 1 gallon
s,

2._ 4 quarts = .8 pints = 1 gallon

3. 7.48 gal. = 1, cu. ,ft

4. 43,560 cu. ft. = 325,900' gal. = 1 acrd-foot

5. 32 qt. 1.244 'cu. ft. = 1"bushel

6. 1.12567 qt. = 1 Jiter = 1g,000 cO. centimeters

,Fo,rrAula for volume of various shaped solids an,d containers (Transparency 4)

A. RectangularV=Iwh=length x width x height

Cylinder

= IT r2fi--Bh, Where B=brea of 'base

/Tr2 foe .squart iijes ,of area
,42

B - or .005454dt` for square feet of area
4(144) "

C. ConeV=1/3 rr2h=1/3 Bh

IX. Measurement of weight

. Units Of weight

1. 1A0UnCe5 ,(az.) = 1' pound .(1b.,)

2. lb, = 1 ton ''(T.)

3. 2.7t = 1000 grams=1 kilogram
t.

B. Weight measurement used with volume measurement7Tha,General Sherman
Sequoia treellas a circumference at ihe base of .102 ft., a base bark thickness
of 2 ft., and a height of 272 ft. If we assume, the trunk to be a ,true
cone and use' 40 lbs. as the 'weight per cu. ft., what Wduld be the weight.
of the wood of this -free?

. -

'. 7 9
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A

114,ORMATIO14 SHEET

Subtract the bark from the base to
measurement: 102ft. 4- 3.14=32.48

32.48-4 ft = 28.48 ft. d

Vol., of a cone = 1/3 Bh

a. Base 40 1T d2 = (3.14)(811.13) 631172 sq. ft.
; 4 4 .

Base times height-638.72 Sq., ft. x 22 ,,,ft.=1:73,7t1:84 du..
ft. ,

1.73 731 84c. 1/3 Bh--- cu. ft... = 57,910.61 cu. ft.
3 .

d. lbs per cu. ft x - cu ft. total -= 40 x 57,910.61 =
2,316,42440 Ibs

obtain a true wood

44,
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USING M4SUREMENT UNITS TO SOLVE FORESTRY PROBLEMS
UNIT II

ASSIG4MENT SHEET #1--SOLVE FORESTAY PRO LEMVUSING
'MEASUREMENT UNITS OF LENGTH AN EA

ngular parcel of land 136 by 200 ft....;contains*
y square chains? a.

acres? b. ,

re anguOpiece o-f land 3, by 20 chains. .

°mains 66w many sqUare chains?'
hoW, manjf,: ad'res? . b.

-
Timber pruising is sampling ;the forest for wanted information like board feet
per acre of) sawlog 'size trees. One way to sample is by plots a.% shown here:

CH- 2 1i2 CH.
4475 'CH.+ CH.+5

CH:

4' CH.

55-B

.o

What is the total tract acres in the above figure?
)

If these are 11/5 tcre plots, what is the total area measured?
acres

acres

A

c. What proportioh are these samples of the total traCt, acreage exoressed,;as
-a ratiO

Man tit.';,Sli$ Geological Sth-vey.' maps are- dravyn to tbe scale of 1:125,000.: ..

..the map = ' .miles. on the gr6und. ,

gt Alet



ASSIGNMENT SI-IE'ET #,1

The. circular plot is often used fOr taking samples of forest areas. A common!**
used size has a radius of 52.7 feet.

Wl3at : is its diameter?

..What is its circumference?

How many 4qua,r, feet does-it _have?

d. What portion of an:- acre is Ilfit expressed as a 'fraction?

On. a 'square area of land that measures so .chains on a side, find the diStance
between oPposite corners which would Iorm a triangle. chains.

v

.k

4
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USING MEASUREMENT UN'ITS TO SOLVE FORESTRY PROBLEMS
UNIT II

JJ,4

ASSIGNMENT 'th-IEET #2--SOLVE FORESTRY PROBLEMS USING
MEASUREMENT UNITS OF VOLUME AND WEIGHT

1. A cylindrical tank n a pumper truck used for fire fighting is 14 feet long and
has a diameter o feet.

r.
How many cubic feet does it have?

. How many gallons of water will it hold?

I.

1.

2. pile of chips used to make paper has accumulated in storage until it
in height and. has a base diameter of 240 feet. .

,a. w many cubic feet is in the pile?

is 100

-.

b. tiVhat does it Weigh if a 'sample.:'.sbows a cubic foot weighs 36 lbs.?
ti

, 410,
3. Fyel wood can be 'sold green or dry. .cOrd of oak\ weighs about 5700 lbs:

gieen and 4100 lbs.. dry: IfVou had a' tag for 9 -tons only:
.-...

a. 41ow many cords,,of a Wood colild you liaul?

, b. Pry wood? f

How many standard *cords are on a railroad car .stacked 8 feet wide, 28 feet
long, and 7 feet .high?,

ti. .
5. Road oil is mostly sold by the 'ton, but highway spOifications call for Aron

by the Won. If 260 011ons of di.l weigh a ton; hiew many feet of road-can
be oiled by a 4-ton load of oil spread at a. rate of 1/2 gallon per lineal fOot,;rof l'oad? feet
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USING. MEASUREMiNT'UNITS,TO SOLVE FORESiR"l PROBLEMS'

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

1: a 6.244

.62

a. 70

b. 7

40 .

b. 4

C . .1.0%, 1/10,..1:10

4.

. 105.4'

b. 330.96'

c. 8720.69 '

. 1/5 . 4

113.137 chains

Assignment Sheet #2

1, a. 395.64 cu. ft,

b. 2,9k39 gallons

a. 2,260,800 cu. ft.

b. 81,388,800 lbs.

3.15:

!, b. lip9
,*,%

wv 12.25 cds.c;
; ' .

2,980feet

,

'59=B
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:USING MASUREMeNT UNITS TO §:::1LVE rpFisTRY. PROBLEMS .
UNIT IL

-

4

Match the terms on th,e1:t ght to the correct definition.

a. The total outside surface
usually expressed in square units

b. A :ntimber used to change one , unit
to -another

C. The coMparison of -true
quantities by division

d. A statement that one ratio- is
equivalent to ahother

\ b. A plane figure Ivith four equal
sides and four right prigles

Os Any four-sided figure with
four right angles

1:

2. Right triangle

3. Circle

4. 'Circumference

5. Hypotenuse

. 6. Square

7. Diameter
1.-

8. Area

Cubic

Proportion

-g. A four-sided figure having 10. Formu I! a
opposite sides parallel and
equal 11. Rectangle

h. A triangle that has one eight -.. 12. Cone.,
t angle and' the 'other, two of

'less than 90 degree§. 13. Pi ,(7)

1. One-foui-th of a circle.or 90 14. Ratio
degrees Ar

..

j. The triangle _side opposite
the right angle

lc:

.

15. Pyramid
.

Parallelogram

Closed Ourve upon which every-
point is equidistant from a ,
fiked 'point called the center 18.

A line drawn from the cen.ter 19.
of the circle io the extedor

.P 20.
m. Any -Slraight line, from one

poirit 40 another ,:on ther,cit-Cle
whip grieS through the cent

n. The line arovncK a circle

rtt'orivers'ioh f;ctor

Cylinder

RN.



o. 'Symbol 'designating the ratio
of the' cir6Um'fetence of, a ;
errale "dianieter;
47IT =3.1 fV169365+1 'usually
exPi'essed, as.: 3.14'

a

p. Product Obtained by
multiplying, a given number
Or quantity by its §quare-;

4:_three;dimensions

Parallel circles for the
eVask,..and , parallef sides

,"="2, . -
ept4eq,lighal-rnethod

plsitrvg something
*fro

s.. HaCtocircle for a base
and tapers to a point

A polygonal base and
sides of Wangles that
meet at a common :point

Select conversion° factorg from the given table to obtain- a correct answer for0

The° folldwing problem:
TABLES

IABLE I I., ,qth un 1,41/Pro, Jaraornete valt.fes 1-

.

Fnne " Yads. Rods. ' 1Ch:ons M'aes2 Cent..
meter:5

Meters 1(4'
metals

.

.1,

/ A.,

1

0 :19:1
2 y

29 37
1401

101i

10?

e

0 12)1:1.:1
!18I ..

1 515152
1 1 VI .

4 .r..154yr
'4 1, .01

104071
/1/701
4 97096
45,/

.75 *.

100

,
.

,.....

0-0133333
11.17/
0 66 .

1,31.r
I

2 .

0 9.17808
r 1/30r
1.780833

4.6 5-

C,6-.'

- S.290 .

660

3.20043

0027778
11136i
0.72

(1333)33
11,31
3,

'0 010935,
11/00i ..
1 09361

5 5

77

(.760

770.

1.093.61

000500
11/700/
0 04
11'25/ ,
0 0601/06
11.161

0 181817r.
+1.'51

0.1981,36
'--1, .07 .

,,...

4 .

376-

40 ',

9..19.8 41
12001

'&101.4-
111001
6 015107
(1501

0 045455
4(.771

0 04971
11.701.

0
,.

25.
11/41
i.

'410'

10. .

49 7096
1501

---
0 000189

0 000568

0 000621
11.44500)

...
0 003125
11/3201
0.0125
172801
1

0(1.105 .

0 62137
15/81
,e. . '

12 1/2/
20.11684
1713)

30.48006
1301
91.44018

100

."
Fur tongs'
.,
0 Q.25
11/401
0 1
:

8

4 97 6 '

-

(1/40)
0.201168
11/51
0.304801
13/101
0.904402 .
19/10)

5.9,2,971
151

20.1168
1761

1.609.347
(1.603)

'201.168 .1

-
'1.000

--.. --
0.000305

. .

.ilik100914,

(3001

0.005029
11/2001 .,.
0.020117
11/501
1.609347

11 S/51
0 261168
-11/1 .,
I

the enomee.... chom 1D0 I nks of 1 lt,01.-iloth os net l'fsn
1 fun /red knot of 1S01000,0 7- 1 1516 )101Ult r1,1e, 165375' .m 1 nontne 03 arc ondn A 10., EL,,str, .

. . . sr, . '''
.,. ,../.1 0 914299 rn r fool 30 4799'7 or, 1 Inch 253999eco. 1 ;Inn 4 inches 10.11Pcm,1 gsni 0 ...,ir, 72 RI; 1 cotw 18 .nches 45 77

1 ,,,,,,, 0 I , oi 0 03937 "An 0 00Aroot ... , .. .

. . 50(1)4CE .U.S DEPT OF ,AGRIC14,01,1016

ff.

To measurg a township lfrie whith is about 6 mileS long, how many
cfiains, would 'be. measured? a. chains

How meny feet in length? b.

How many rods `or. poles?

How many inches ofi" a mapi' with a. scale 'of 1:21,000? d. , : in,ches

4eet

rods or poles



.

.Determilne the:area around.a fire which_ is, square in shape arid 8800 yardS irr%_ ,; t9tal Viitance,arciund. Using .the formula ..lor a sqvare and "the given table df
prea4coOversion factors, 'determine:.

s

?ACTORS AND TABLES.OF EQUIVALENTS USED IN FORESTRY
/TABLE 2. - Areaqi surface:Unit &inversion' factors, With approximate values

r.

Square
inches

Square
links

Square...
feet

Square
.yards .

sciak
chains

-
Acres .

Sq'uare
.centi-
rneters..

Square
metels

'
Hectares

Square
kilo-

meters

1

VP
62.7264
(63)
144

1,296

0.155
(1/7)
1,549,997

0.015942
(1/63)
1

2,295684
,

20.6612
(20)

24.7104

--. .
-10,000

#

0.006944

0.4356
(3/7).
1 .

9

0.001076
(1/1000)
10.76387
(11)

4,356

43,560

27,876,400

107.6*7

10.763557

0.11111.1
(1/5) .
1

1,19599
(1 1/5)

.
484

4,840 !

3.097,600

11,959.9 i.
(12,000)
1,195,985

-
4 r

.
0.0001

0.00023

0.002066
(1/500)

0.002471
(11400)

9

2 1'

"10

6,400

247104 .
. (25)

2,471.04
'

..
0.09001

0.000023

0.00647

.0.000247
.

0.1 ...

3 1 ...

640

2,471044
(2 1/2)
247,104 -
(250) ''.

6.451626
(6 1/2)
404.6873

p2s,9,3# ,,

-- ".,

R .
1

16,000

Square
miles

04000156
(1/6400)
0.0015625
(1/540)
1

0,003861
(1/250)
0.986101
(2/5) "

.-

0.000645.

0.040469'
(1/25)
04:m1903.
ithr).;..
0.836131
(4/5)
0.0001

1 '
_

14.687

4,046'8,7
44,000),
2,589,998

10.000

1,000,000
.

-

.

0.0001

0.040469
(1125)
0.404687
(2/5)
258.9998
(260) .

. ' 0,
100

. .

0.00040E
(142500)

.0.00404)
(1/260)
2.659558
(2 3/5)

1 -

1 lmm 0.01 cm 2 =. 0 00155.4quareinch.
2 1 square chain- 16'6quare rods.
31 acre area 208.710 (2101 feat square = 3.16 chainsaquare.

MISC. PUBLICATION 225, U.S. DEPT. OF A'GRICULTURE

a., . Number 'of acres

b. Number, of square chains

c.* Number' of square .feet

63kB

4.

I the fire shape was a rectangle with a long sidepr base of 3300 yards, determine:

d: Nurriber of acres

. N'un?Per of square Chains

Number of square feet

9 1



64-B

Using. the following diajiarri 'as' an aid, solve for the unknowhsside of the right
iriangles.,

a=3" c=1O,"

1=4" ib=4"

a=5" b=6'A, _Find c

eter ine the area of the triangles in problem

a. Area sq. in.

b. Area sq. in

c. Area '

Determine the area ot a circle plot triat has a radius

ro
mix

231 in..=.. 1 gal:

1.723 cu. in. = 1 cu:

58.&i8 feet..

this table of vglurrie units,letermine t um'ber 0,f.gallons of chemical
eded tO .,fill a 'metal tank 'Oat has a capacity of 410 cubic yards..

274 cu. ft..= 1 cu. yd..

c:ilve for Volume fikhrifollowin9 problems using the.Correct formula from these
listed:

V=lwh V=irr2hip V=1/31fl2h
'

i

a: A eound pond is 120 ft. across and slopes to a middle,depth of 10 ft.
What is the volume in cu.". ft.?

b. The volume capacity ofda Culvert has An inside diameter of 40' and ig-
2Q1 long..What is ..the volume in cu. ft.? °

9. If . water weighs 8 lbs oer, gal. and there are 7.48 gals: in a cubic foot, how
mucti weight would' glare be for a tank of water 10 feet by 3tfeet by 204eet
long?

1; ; ,

9 2



.US-I NG. .MEASURE

20-tv ,17

.14 rn.

4

6. o. 13

f. 41.1 P, 9.

16. ": .18

Ii.

,

.2 10

L. 19 s. 1

5 t: 15

-;/2. a: ;480 cha;hs.

b. 31,680 feet.:,

1,920f rods or. poles

18 inche,s

!a. 1,000

10,000

43,456,d00

-e. 7,500

f. 32,670,000

b=8"

c=

c=7.81"



6. . 1 oms5.-fi,(approsilhately 194

201 9.6 *Is.
,

37,683,gt: ft.

41.° 17453.cujftl.
.

3

1..n.

''.,



FDREST SURVEYING
UNIT I

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to,use a compass to find bearings
and azimuths. He should also be' able to "pace" and to use air-Abney hand level and
steel tape in conjuncticm With the compaSs in forest surveying. This knowledge will; be
evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the uhit test.

4

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this _unit, the student should be able to:

.1. Match errns associated with forest surveying to the correct definitiOn. ,

2: List two Methods used to measure horizontal digtances:
,

3. LiSt the types of tapes used in forest surveying.
4 , *,

4. Arraoge in order the st5ps followed in chaining *horizontal distances.
_

, 5. Arran0 in or:der the steps foHowed in chaining along slopes.
_ . ,

6. Tell how to' measure around obstacles andlnaccessible lines with a
I-

`7: List the three essential parts and three-accessories of a compass.,

a e.

8. List the tWo 'directionsobtained from a compass:

Lisi ti;ee ways to find magnetic detlination.

10. List the true azimuths and bearings when given the magnetic declination
and magnetic angles.

J
- List' five guidelines to follow when reading a compass.

2. Demonstratd the abifity to:

a. Develop pacing skill.

b. Measure horizontal distance along a slope.



r.1

,S

ftstractor:

FOREST SURVEYING
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITlps

. Provide students with objeciive- sheet. -

,zProvide students with infOrTnation, assignment, and job sheets.-
. .

Make transParencies.

DisgtIsS terminal .,and specific objectives.
.

Discuss information and' assi:gnment sheets.
117-

Demonstrate and °discuss' priacedures outlined in the

. ,.,Arrange field trips fo- allow students an
procedures outlined in'the job -sheets.

H, Give test.

II. Students:

IL

Read objeCtives.-

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete :aSsignment Sheet.

D. Participate in field trip.

EL

job sheets,

oi.iportunity to demonstrate the

Demonstrate the ability to accomplish the procedures outlined in the job
sheets.

STRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Inclgded- in this unit:

A. Objectives

. Information sheeti

c



Trans .arency masters

1. TM 1-r9ain Slopes

1M-.2--Lay Out Right Angles

3

4.'

M 3--Measure Inaccessible Lines,

TM 4--Azimuths and Bearings
)41-

TM 5--lsogonic Chart

Assign

TM 6--Angle Corrections

ent Sheet #1--Determine Azimuths and Bearii3gs

E., Answe

Job sh

to assignment sheet

ets

1. Job 8heet. #1--Develop Pacing Skill

°'2. Job, Sheet #2--Measure Horizontal Distance Along a S'Icipe
I

G.: Test.

H. Answr rs to test

I I. Referenceé:
/

A. Avery, T. Eugene. Forest Measurements. New York: 1h e Ronald, Press Co:-
,

Forber, Reginald D. New York: The Ronald Press Co.

9 7
f
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1. Terms'. and definitions

i'

Pacihg--Determining a horrzontal distance Using a natural walking gait
)

-(NOTE: Eath step or every other ;sted can be counted.)

Chaining--Nleasuring a horizontal distapce with tape or chain

,C., Chain-7Gunters chain, the oiiginal toorfor measuring distance in the Woods,
is 66 feet long and is composed 'of 100 links of Stout .wire, each 7.92
inches long

(NOTE: Distances on all U. S. :::ivernment Land SurVeys are measured
in chains and links. The 'Simple .coriversibn of chained dirrrensions to acres
is a reasdn for the continUed popularity, Of the Chain. Ten gquare chains equal
one acre. Chains are now.ma-rkeil on Steel tapes.)

. .

D. Tape--A narrow strip of steel marked off in graduations for measul-ingleogth

C."

,

Pole-,,One-foUrth Of a' chain or 16 1/2 feet in distance; originated from a
chicken' house perch pole from England. , a

F.1, Slope tapeTopographic steel trailer tape for measuring horizontal distant(
on sloPes

Abney hand levekAn 'instrument that measures the angle betweN, the
horizontal plane and the line of sight along a ,slope

H. BreaVing-thetchain-IMeasuring a distance 'of less th''n full Chains due to an
-

/
'obstacle

,sy

Throwing-the-chain--A method of coiling tfie 'steel tape, for storage and .Arrtransport

/-
J. Compass--An inStr,ument used to find horizontal anVes; giveS .directiOh

frdm 0° to .360°

L. Bearing--A horizontal angle measured ,froni north to sOuth irtian east, or
west direction up to 90'; compass face is divlded into four quadrants

K. Azimuth--A horizontal angle measured clockwise



INFORMATFON SHEET.

An. Magneti declinationThe correction in horizontal angle needed to convert
magnetic readings to frue readings ,

,

.Back. sightA horizontal angle read 180° from a .corr-esponding foresight

Methods of measuring horizontal distances

(NOTE: The .precsiselgcer achieves ark accuracy of 1 Part in 80. Adjustment
is necessary for obstacles and slope's.)

Chaining

rli. Types of tapes

' A. SurveVor's tape--Usually in 2 chains and graduated in links and poles (rods)-

Slope tape--Same as surveyor's tape, but has'a traiter graduated to adjust
for horizontal indasurement on slopes

Engineer's tapeGraduated into links of 1 foot each;-comes in lengths of'
100, 200,_ and 300 feet

IV.- Steps in chaining horizontal distances

(NOTE: °The steps are to ,be followed by e ;two-man cr4v.)

Head mliainman gls "0" end of chain

Head chainmart, kept in line by rear chainman with the use of a compass
`-r

Rear chainman calls ."chain" as- tape reaches the desired graduation of
measurement

-1
Head chainman pulls c ain taut (20 lbs.) and' if necessary aligns tepe

E. Rear chainman *Is "s;ick" when alignment is adequate
r

F. Head cheinman plumb.bobs the "0" mark or "eyeballs it" and marks with
a chaining pin"; then he yells "stuck"

V. Chaininq slopes (Transparency. 1)

A. 0btain Abney hand level readings along sloPe

B. Ol2tain trailer readings corresponding to the Abney readings

9 9
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7-6

INFORMATION SHEET .

V.

Extend the tape the distance indicated oh the trailer

(NOTE: The slope measurement is mo're than horizontal both ufland down
the slope.)

VI. Chaining procedures when obstacles are encountered

A. Lay out a right angle (Transparency 2)

Measure points A and B any distance'

2. Measure distance clear of the obsttcle used as an arc from A
and B

B. Measure inaccessible lines (Transparency 3)

1. To measure V-W, set a point 0 any distance and equal distance
in line to y

2. Set U-X in line through 0

3. Set Z in line with O-W

4. Measure Z-Y to equal the distance V-W
0

.VII. Parts of 'a compass

A. Essentials

1. Magnetized needle

2. Pivot point

3. Graduated hotising

B. Accessories

1. Magnetic declination adjustment

2. Leveling device

3. Sighting device

VIII. bfrections- of a compass (Transparency' 4)

A. Azimuths .

B. Bearings._

100



INFORMATION SHE&

I X. Magnetic declination determination

. Isogonic, charts (Transparency 5)

B. Angle readings on olar (Nbeth Star)

C. pference survey line

X. Correcting ..rliagnetic azimuths and bearings to true readings (Transparency 6)

A. Record true reading's

Exam*:

;,

For 8° East
Magnetit.-Declinalion

Mag. Reading -True Reading

Azi'mutl; 24° ; 32°

B. Adjust the compass

1. Reset magnetic dealination screw

2. Read corrected magnetic ;ri)le

Exdrnple: For 80 East
Magnetic Declination
Tr4e direction from
- magnetic, reading

N
True Reading Mag.' Reading

-
.

(7). Azirruith 140°. ' 13 2°

X . Guidelines- to follow when reading the compasscOM

:7

A. Level the compass

B. Aligr sights proper ly
.

C. Check to see that needle

o

ID. Read north end ,,of needle

E. ,Take back sight

swings freely "



.C.
..

.
..\ ici,\,, NOTE: a",iiid 13:are cor.reictiop marks

\ ,'IN \held on tape to,obtain hor.i2ontal _

\ P'1 distancev Of one and,two" chainscui 0 o -0.°0 0.4- ' respectively where the Abney
1 45 reding is' 30,----

,

Ec-

Chainlcn%?: !-
2 ,Chains----40

co r
/

C 7

Topographic Aney









Isogonic Chart\

East'Declination

0°

40 8° 11 16° 20°'' 24°
,,°140 180 '2 2;N4so

'22°

20

18°

16°

14°

12°

16

1

West Dteolination

10

22°

2

18°

16°

Re

12°

',East Dedlination
Source: 10°
Coast and Geodetic Survey,

U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
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Angle Corrections

ing True Angles From

netic Retdings

G$ AZIMUTHS

. N

E W

East

Declination

W

West

Declinatilr

109

,4

Reading Magnetic An'gies'For

True Direction's

E W

East

Declination

BEARINGS AZIMUMS

N

West

Declination

110



.0. FOR:EST' SURVYING
UNI't I

K 4

'..: ., , ,

7t ASSIG MENT' SHEET -#1--DETERNIJNE ')AZ1MUTPIS AND BEAfill.iIGS,
$ .. .

: 7.. ,... `,..? \ *% !.

4Write tIç azimuttls for these beapirtg§..'!'

a N61

. b S4511/

C. 883?E

d.. N85°E

,

2. Give back sights :foi\both the bearrngs and azimuths for the above kiqted bearings.

Bearip Azimuths

a.

b.

C.

d.

1

Write true azimuths for the following magnetic readings using a magnetic
declination of 8°E.

a., 47°

2E2'

Correc the following !nag c bearings to true De, -ings for an area -hat has .
m.netic declination Oi W.

a. N61°E

b. :S55°E

c. N2°W

%VP



FOREST SURVEYING
UNITrI

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET

a. 299°

b. 225°

97. ,

83°

2. Bearings Azimuihs

a. S61°E 119°

b. N45°E 45°,

c. 83°W - 277°

d. S83°W 263°

3. a. 55°

b. 270°

C. 2°

4. a. N51°E

b. S65°E

C. N12°W

112
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ftoREST SURVEYING
UNIT I

JOB, SHEET #1--DEVE LOP PACING SKILL

(NOTE:. Students shoUld be able ;to pace within an accuracy of 1 part i9s 80 parts of
distance.),

Tools and materials needed
.

A. -Steel tape 7... -

B. Areas indicated by the instructor

I .Procedu re

Grout- in tearns of two, head Chainman and rear" chainman

3: After demonstration of the use of a :tape )y the instructor, unc:-)il the steel
tape t-,) avoid kinks

Measure a distance of 10 chains in the direction and area given by. the
instructor, using these steps:

1. Head .chainman pulls "On en( )f chain

2. Head chainman :kept in line b rear .chainman with the use of
a cOmpass

3. Rear Ainman calls "chain" .H tape reaches desired graduation
of measurement

4. I-fead chainman pulls 'min ta; (20 lbs.) and if necessary aligns 1
tape

5. Rear chainman yells ;tick" 1 ien alignment is adequate

6. 7-lead cpainman marks ,,he poi, under the "0" gra'duation and
"stuck"

D. Procedure --, repeated until 11 :hains are measured

E. Eacb me-- of the teams tt- -paces the 0 chains twice to obtain an
ai/erAge s'E'r Aen per chain

Fin _in the following:

1. A--- age steps, per cildin

2. Nu oer of feet per ,:hain

3. Nit :)er of links per chain

113
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JOB SHEtT #1
,

4. Dist3nce of orie-link

5. Distance of orie 'rod

Pace the distance in total chains nod
by the instructor

,
i

Fill in the dis,t4nce as packi here

Turn in to th, insiructor- for evaluation 41.1

) points indicated

cr'3
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FOREST SURVEillf\l'G
UNIT I

..JOB SHFFT MFASURF. HORIZONTAL St.OPE

Group.students in teams of two. Determine the horizontal distance 'betweealiwb points,
designated by the ihstructor. De&rmitie distance within an accuracy of 1 part in 1,300.
When completel n in measigemer :o the instructor for: evaluation.

I. Tools and
. ,

A: Slope

Os needed

B. Abney hnd level

C.. Two points designated Dy the instruct&

Pencil and paper

Clipboard

1.1. Procedure

A. Obtain Abney hand level readings along slope

B. Obtain trailer readings corresponding to the At ney readings

C. Extend the taitte the distance indicated on the traile'r

D. ,Use the six s os for measurement with the steel tape as outlined in Job
Sheet #1

4

1 15
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:FORIPOWEYING
UNIT A

Match the terms on the right to the' correct definition.

a. Determining a horizontal
distance using a natural
walking gait-

b. Measuring a horizontal
distance 'with tape or
chain

c. The original tool for.,
measuring distance in the
woods; it is. 66 -feet long and
is composed of 100 links of
stout wire, each+ 7.92" long

d. A narrow strip 'of steel
marked -off in graduations

. for measuring, length

e; One-fourth of a chain or
16 1/2 feet in distarice;
originated from a chicken
hodse perch pole from
England .

. Topographic steel trailer
' tape .for 'measuring horizontal, .

distance ,on slopes
-1.

An i 1) strUment thai measures the
angl between the horizontal
plane an& th line of sight
3lor. a slop _.

,..

ri. Measuring a distance of less
, than full chains due to an

obstacle

I. A. method of coiling the steel

'An instrument Led to find
horizontal angles' gives direction

k A horizonta Anci measured
clockwise frc-,i !,(' to 3600

116

1. Tape

2. Compass

3. Abney hand level

4. Magnetic deaination

5. Bearing

6. Slope te
7. Chain

Throwing-the-chain

Pacins

10. Pole

11. Azimuth

12. Back sight

13. Chaining

14. Breaking-the-chain



I. ,A horizontal angle measured
from north to south in- an
each or west direCtion
to ,90°; compass face is

_divided into four quadrants

m. The correction in horizontal
'angle needed to donVert
magnetic readings to true
reaJings

n. A horizontal angle read
180° from a corresponding
foresight

2. List two methods used to measure horizontal distances.

a.

3. List the types of tapes used in forest surveying-.

a.

b.

- Ar:ange in order the steps followed in chaining horizontal distances. Place in
nu.rteri-n1 order. .

a. Head chainman pulls chain taut (20 lbs.) and if necessary aligns tape

b. Head chainman kept in line b ear chainman with the use of a compass

and marksc. Head chainman Plumb bobs the "
with a chaining pin; then he yells ' tuck"

mark or "eyeballs it"

)d.
Head chainman pulls "0" end of chain

e. Rear chainman calls "chain" as tape reache the desired graduation
of measurement

f. Rear chainman yells "stick" when alignment is a quate

5. Arrange in order the steps followed in chaining along slopes.

a. Obtain trailer reading% corresponding to the Abney readings '

b. Obtain Abney hand level readings along slopw

. Extend the tape the distance indicated on the trailer
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31-C

Tell hqw to measure around obstacles and inaccessible lines with a tape.

,t

V.

List the th'ree essential parts and three accessories of a compass.

a. Essentials

1) 1)

2) 2)

3) 3)

8. List the two directions Obtained from a compass.

b. Accessories

a.

b.

List three ways to find magnetic declination.

a.

b.

C.

'

10. kiist the true,azimuths and bearings for a magnetic declinations Of 8° east for these
magnetic angles:.

Magnetic Angles True Azihiuths True 8earings

Azimuth 24° c.

Azimuth 142° b. d.
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-List fiye guidelines to follow when reading a compass.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

12. Derhonstrate the ability to:

a. Develop pacing skill.

b. Measure horizon-tal dace along a slope.

_(NOTE If these have not been accomplished prior%to the
instructor when the' above activities should be completed.)

1,19

test, ask the

e
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A

FOREST SURVEYING
°UNIT Ire.

ANSVVERS TO TEST

d.

2. a. Pacing

b. Chaining

3. a. Surveyor s tape

P. Slope tape

c. Engineer's tape.:

4.

5.
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Ciy put a riYit" angle

1. ...Measure points 'A and B any . distance

Measure distance clear of the obstacle used as
and B

inaccessible lines

To measure set a point 0 any distance gild equal distancei
_in line to Y

Set U-X in line through 0

Set Z in line with 04N

4. 'Measure -Z-Y to equal the diStance

1). -Magnetized needle

2) Pivot'. point

3) Qraduated hOusing _

Azimuths

Bearings

a. isogonic charts

b. Angle readings on PolarisiNorth Star)

c: Reference survey line

10. a. .32°

.b. 150°

N32°

d. S30°E.

11. a. Level the compass

.b: Align sights prdperly

9. Check to see that needle swings freely

d. Read north end of needle

k Take back sight

12. Performance skills will be evaluated to the satisfbction of the instructor

Magnetic
declination
adjustment

Level ing device

Sighting device

a- '
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FOREST LAND LOCATION
1JNIT II

T.BRMINAL OBJECTIVE

35-C

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to interpret a legal land description .
and identify, the 'tract of forest land property in the state of Oklahoma. He ihould be 4
able to_determine the number of acres and prepare a sketch of the property. This knowledge
.will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit
test.

.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

'After completion 'of this unit, the student should be; able to:

1. Match terms associated With forest land location to the correct definition.

2. List three reasons land location is a necessary forestry task.

3. Select from a list the three methods of land survey systems found in the
United States.

Match a list of subdivisions of the rectangular system of survey to a
sketch.

5. Determine the number of acres from a legal description by reading and
by sketching'.

Locate and label on a map the principle meridians and base lines -of
Oklahonla.

7. Match the type of public survey to a description. of the line marking.

8. : Match the survey corner to the correct corner marking description.

List three types of witness markings.

lk List five items of entry that can be `found in survey fieldnotes.

List the two locailons where surVey field notes may be obtained.
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FOREST:, LAND LOCATION
UN IT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITI SS

Instructor:

k Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

C. Mke transparencies?

D. Discuss terminal and specific objectives.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

Arrange field trips to allow students an opportunity to locate pfroperty
corners.

G. Give test.

I I Students:

A. Read objective's.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment shats.

D. Participate in field trip.

E. Take test

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this u4 :

A. Objectives

, B. Information sheets

C. Transparency masters

1 TM . 1--4and Survey' Systems

2. TM 2--Rectangular System Subdivisions
A

3. TM 3--System of Section Line Location
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4. TM 4r-Division Of a Section

5. TM 5:',sztts

6. -MI fxriarincipal ileridians aid timelines

D. Assignment Isom

1. Assignment Sheet #1Ident' Townships and Sections

2. Assignment Sheet #2:--Internilitic Legal Descriptions

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Test-

G. Answers to --est

II. References:

A. Avery, T. Eugene. Forest Measurements. New York: 'The Ronald Press Co.

B. Forber, Reginald D. Forestry Handbook. New York: The` Ronald Press Co.

C. Kissam, Philip. Surveying Practice. New York: McGraw-Hill \Book 'Co

D. Moffitt, Francis H. Surveying. Scrantion, -Pennsylvania: International
Textbook 'Co.
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LAND LOCATIGNM
UNIT II

INF1RMATION SHE.ET

Terms and definitions

A. BearingHorizontal angle measured from north or south and referenced to
one of the "qUadrants of the comp

Legal description of lan.-7The survey record of the parcelling 3f lanc
according to a prescribed method by law; the deec description of roper-by

C. Initial point--The origin of a survey system established by
observation

D. Base line--The latitude, true east and west line, that intersects trif principal
meridians at the initial point

E. Standard parallels--Lines surveyed every miles north and south of and
parallel with the base line

F. Principal meridian--The longitude, true north and south line, that intersects
the base line at the initial point

Guide' meridiensTrue meridians extended north° from the base line or from
standard parallels at intervals of 24 miles east ,and west 4rom the principz.
meridian

Township 4)--Division of territory six- miles long on its sOuth, east, and
west noundaries and slightly less than six miles on tre north, which accounts
for tre correction lines lOcated every six miles cn the standard parallel

Range (R)--Row or line of north-south townships, six miles apart and
numbered consecutively east or West from the principal meridian

J. Section, (SEC.)--Composed of approximate . 640 acres and measures
approximately one square mile

(NO7E: North and west tier of sections within a townshiP may be more
or less_ than one square mile; usually less.)

Quarter-section (114)--Consists of approximately' 160 a5res and designated
as northeast (NE), southeast (SE), northwest (NW), or southwest (SW)

(NOTE: Quarter-sections bordering the west and north side of the township
do, not always contain 160 acres.)
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INFORMATION

L. Correction k?tFractional ,40 etre tracts foundart the west-and 'north border
of a township

M. RiVer lotFractional 40 acre tracts found About rivers that have a mean
high water mark of 132 feet or more

(NOTE: Area between high water mark beconortn state thus reducing the
size to less than 40 acre -tract.)

II. Reason's for land location in forestry

A. Retrace old lines

B. Locate property boundries

C. Measure land areas not publicly surveyed

III. United States land survey systems (TransparencyIi
A. Metes and boundsOriginal thirteeCi colonies

1)

B. Vara--In Texas

C. Rectangular system--All states except the above

IV. Rectangular system subdivisions (Transliarency 2)

A. Initial point-Formed by the intersection of base line and principal meridian

B. Twenty-four mile correction tractSFormed by the standard parallels and
guide meridians

C. Townships

1. East-west tier of townships is'numberec secutively, north or
south from the base line

Example: Township 16 North (T16N) or --z.wnst- lz 3 South (T3S)

2. Each range is numbered consecutively -,as- or west from the,

Example: Range 19 East (R19E) .or Rance 1 Nest (R1W)

Location of sections within township (Transparenz. 3)

1. Numbering beging with 1 in upper right hanu and proceeds
in a serpentine fashion to the bottom c-----and corner of
township

2. Show survey procedure followed to establish section lines within
township
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INFORMATION R.44,...T

E. Sideftvision of sections (Transparency

-I. Tracts of 320, 150, 80, :40, 20.-._:,:esd 10 acres wi.,th descriptions
of taseres'7and quarters

Granecnon lots (Transparencw

Ajmer lots (Transparency 5)

V. Deterrnining the acres of land -from, a legal description

41-C

A. Read and write legal descriptions

1. From right to left

2. Tract subdivisions are continuoti, ;oloarate tracts are divided by
and, &, or a ; '

(NCTE: Two letterS alone rrifErn 1/4, while a single letter means
142.)

B. Sketch to smile

Examples:

NESIfil;WASWNE; NW4NPASW1/4&NW%
NWSE Sec.10 &NW1/4NE74 Sec. 10

h

1,,,z..

160 A

4

40 A

NSW&SWNW
&ESE Sec. 30

40 A

80
80
A

VI. Principe ril:-ridians base lines .of Klaho'lE (Transparer.

A. Cimarron Mari: an
panhandle cour:ies

,1

(CM)--Intersec7:-. wi base line; point for .

B. - Indian Meridiar (IM)--Intersects with base line in Murray
point for main body of Oklahoma

127
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INF--0,RMATION SHEET

VC. Survey line markingt

-414. Townships--ThreE -Wires and hackS

Sections--Two ttaillikanci hacks

Sectitin subdivisionst-Ohe blaze and.hack

(NOTE: On line :Trees use a hack, a horizontal' notch on each,side Of trims
intersected with a zurvey line.- On adjacent trees Lige a blaze, a vertical scribe
usually made wit- an ax, on trees facing the survey line. Various paint
markings are user J: S. Forest Service uses red; Weyerhaueser uses white
exterior lines an: -range interiof. linet; and/other landowners use varibus
colors. There is standard.)

Vfll. Corner markings in legaF, survey

A. Township corners

1. Corners placed eVery mile and one-half mile

Marked on two sides' along with direction of survey with pne
notch for each mile of, distance to the next intersecting tavnship

Section :mrner

Marked according to the location of the section corner from the
southeast corner of the township

Hcralmtal notches placed qn the south and east face o the rock
wr.r...- one notch for each, Mile of disionce to the SE rner of,
tr?,. ,

C. Quarter corner

E.ast-Alkest lines--Marked 1/4 on north face

Z. 'Itortn-South lines--Marked 1/4 on west face

D. resurgeved ::::rnen---lron pipe with brass ,Cap ooled with township,
cer represented

N C77.1. l.laterialE used include Sandstone, charred stakes, buried charcoal,
gia..smae7= or pieces of metal. Generally, Sandstone is used.) ,

Witnes. mark ihr.z.

A. Bea-ing trees

bjectB. Bearing o

(NOTE: This ncltAms a natural rock formation, railroad trestle, moUnd
stone, r-- other cliiraole material chiseled.with an "X" or "BO". The distan
and bearing recorded in the field note

'
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INFORMATON

Pits aid riourids

MOTE: Wales are dug in opposite section thiners and the dirt is-used to
1010111 nuostaids.)

Itejmf anitrv .fibr survey .fietd "mites .

A. Precise mime andtength

B. Kinds aid diameter of bearing trees with distance and bearing

C. Corner description

D. Intersections with laric objects.

E., IrTtersi=ions with waxer objects

F. Surfam of the land

G. Roads and traits

ft Other entries of report on the character -of the land, soil, water, and timber

Example on following sage

at

4

12E



INFORMATON SHEET

-----

UNITED STATES' PUBLLIC LAND SURVEYS

Chains Beginning the Sivisional survey ar the cor. of secs. 1,2, 35 and 36; on fhe
S. \tidy, of the"Tn., which is rnonUmented with a sandstone 8 x 6 X 5
in& .above grorAd, firrnly- set narked and Witnessed as described in the
official record.

N. 03 01' W., Per secs. 35 and 36.
Over -level bottom [and.

'..20.00 Enter scattering timber.
29.30 S.E. cor. of Thera.; Wave scattering tirwbei'.
31.50 A cabin bears 5.00 chs. dist.
39.50 Enter State 44/ivirway-1\16. 25, bears N. along section line, and E.
40.00 Point for the 1,4 sec. cor. of secs. 35 and 35.

Bury a granite stone 12 X 12 x 12 ins.. mkd. X, 2 Li -taerground, from which
, An iror :fost, 30 ins. long, 2 jiam., set 24 ns. in the ,ground, for

a re-tererce monument, will Dress cap mis.d. vith an arrow pointing
to the cor. and 1/4 S 36 _4tM, bears East 46 lks. dist.

An iron po.t 30 ins. long, 2 irs. iam., set 7..ne ground, for a
reference monument with Irrass cap mkc wr74, an arrow pointing to
the co- am.- 4 S 5 R1V msars Wes-. 46 dist.

50.50 N.E. cor. oT fieic
51.50 Highway turns TT° -1":- VV.

57.50 Enter heavy tirr.n.F.- 3nc den uncre-growtn, ge ...1=11.« N. 540 E-and S. 5 °
W.

7200. Leave underarowth
80.00 Porrit for the cor a a 71, and 36.

Set an iron Don C is.. lo-7-7. dibrr., 24 ins. ir !lie ground with brass
cap mkd.

-T 15 .ssi z E
S 26 1-, a
S 35 3F

° 1945
from which

A green ash, ). ins. diat- -rears 'Al. 22c E. 26 < S. dist. mkd.
T 20 E 2E .9'"

A gree ;ns. 71 /d lks. *dist., mkd.
20 1 377-

A greer ,; ns diar. 64- W. dist. mkd.
T 20 E EBT.

A cotmmwdod, 3 ir:-.. diar. bears N. 2- 1 J., 36 lks. dist. rnkd. T
1E R 20 E S 2_

Land, if:!vei ponom; iortnEr 2 chs. subjec: overflow..
SoiL al silt and loar-..
Timber, green asr and ce7stonw :a. undergr Ntr villow.

13C



Locatior Of field .nOtes,

A. Bureau of Land Mangement, Washington,!D.C.

B. 'County courthouse in the officeFof-colfrity clerk, county surveyor, or some
other similar county official

I
INFORMATON SHEET

.0 oN,

131
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13RINCIPA1 MERItIANS OFTHE FEDERAL gYSTEM 7
OF RECTANGULAR SURVEYS -\

Ky

To n
NC

BIL

NOTE: The shading shows the area
governed by each principal meridian

and its base line
.5011. in Milos '

so es too too In IX

40 150 140 100 9



Range Line

:1st. Guide

Metidian West

Tection Tract

Rectangular System Subdivisions,
1st. Standard

Parallel Nod

1st. Standard

'Parallel S.outh

6+-
milet

Base LineTs-
R.4W. R.3W. R.2W.

Otial Point

24 miles

T.3N. PRINCIPAL

MERIDIAN

T.2N.

f.1N.

R.1E.

T.1S.

R.2E.
1st. Guide

R.3E R.4E.
Meridian East

.T.2S.

Township
d

T.3S.

T.4S.
Section

, The 'location of the initial point, base line, principal meridian, standard parallele
guide meridians, ranges, townships, and sections.
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51-C.

System of Section Line Location

10, 11 12

18 17 16 15 14 13,

19

v

20 21 22 23' 24

30 29 *28 27 26 25

31 32 33 34 35
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Division of a Section

u 0,

NW 'A
(160 Al

.

N 16 (130 A.) '

NE 'A
-

,
.

'S lh_(80 Al
,-

.P. :7

ic9

te

III C9.

, .
,

(40 A.)

.

'(40 A)

'iSW
.

%

NW %
(10 A.)(10

NE 'A
A.)

SE

SW IA

(40 A.)

,

SE %

(40 A.)SW 1/4

00 A.)(10
SE %

A.)
,

S 'A (10 A )
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Correction Lots

i,

4 1 3 I

_ _
4 I

Sect.2
1-7

.1 5

Sect 1

River Lots
6

Sect
I I

Sect 12'

I to
Lot nuMbers usually run downstream to section me then back, upstream to line.
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Principal Meridians and Baselines

I

ARPIN 4111105 'Al 14.1.A NANT

Standard Parallel Lines

MAGI 111151014

a

a

OT.TAWA

00111

A

HI ARE

1.M1 1 A

WAGS Al N

I VISA

Ill 14 151

ASAII

Base Lines 0111151.1 L
511111005 41501511

U40110511
,tAiAl A

511101 11

1,11015!
,.11111i

11455111

1,0111 I N

A 11W IFS

PLISIIMAlANA

01044 SIL04A1 Al

Starting Points
1IIII(1I1

Guide Meridians
/

Location of the principl rneridians () and base.lines (7) in Oklahoma.
Two guid& merid ans (---) and two standard. pargild.lines (---) are also shown.
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REST LAND LOCATION
\,PNIT II

, ,

ASSI.GdglENT SHEET .#1,-.IDENTI FY. TOWNSHrPS -AND SECTIONS ',
r. , . ,

,1. Identay by writing. the legal heicription of the following townships.
i
,
i

:.

59-C

a.

C.

d.

" I

rin.cipal Meridian ''''' Lz
,

Base Line

ial Point,

d.



';=31'" ,

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

i\iumber th: sections within the township drawn below.

,1
3. 'Give the proper %"e'cliczn numhPr for the seli6ns niar4d h ,

:(

d.

142
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FOREST LAND LILATION
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--INTERPRET LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS

1. For the following plat sheet sketch, deterrr the total acres in the tract and
its complete legal description.

a. .Acres Description

Scale 6" = 1 Mile

1 4



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

E- Suppose the landowner in the first problem boUght 100 acres of land with the
following legal description:

NENW and SWNW and S1/2N1X/NW Section 16, T6N,R19E

Sketch in the additional acres on the plat sheet.

How many acres are in the following described tracts?

-a. SW and N1/2 Sec. 2

b. S1/2 S1/2 SE and S1/2NE Sec. 14

SE;SESWSE Sec. 3 eind N1/2NW sSe.c. 2

. W1/2 Sec. 6 and NWNWNW Sec. 7

e

e. N1/2 SESE Sec. 33 and Sec. 34

4. Describe in legal terms the fractional parts of ,the following

a.

b.

c.

.d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

a

40 A.

b

40 A. ,

160 A.
c

80 A.

e 20 A.

i

40 -.A.
f

60 A.

I h

9 W A.

i 20 A.

144
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

What is the legal description for the following sketch.of property?

Sec 11 T3N R19E

14 5
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FOREST LAND LOCATION
UNIT II

-ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT 5HEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

1. a. T4N, R3E

b. T2N, R7E

c. T3S, -R3E

:d. T2S, R4W

2
,

,

10 -11 12

18 17 16 15 14 - 13

1 20 21 1 22 23 24

30- , 29 28 27 26 25

31 32 33 34 35 36

3. a. 3

Assignment Sheet #2

. 1. a. 200

b. NWSE; W1/2NE; SENW; NESW

b...,. 8 c: 30

146
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66:C

b.

240.-

120

250

d. 330

e. 6o,

a. NWNI1)./

b. NENW

C. S1Y2NW

d: NE

e. N1/2N1/2N1/2SW

f. S1/2N112N1/2SW and S1 i2N1/2SW

S1/2N1/2SESE .

E1/2N1/2N1/2SESE

S.1/2SESE

j. NESE

5. SWNWNE; SENW; SW; W1/2SW
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FOREST LAND LuCA Ion!
UNIT

the terms on the right to the correct definition.

Horizontal ang!# measured from
north or South and referenced to-
one of the quadrants of. the Initial point
compass

3. Principal meridian
b. The Survey record of the parcelling

of land according to a prescribed 4. Standard parallels
method,. by law; the deed description
of property . 5. Range' .

The origin of a survey system. 6. ToWnship
established by astronomical
observation 7. Quaterssection

d. The latitude, true eaet and west
line, that interSects the principal
meridians at the initial point 9. Bearing

q. Base li

11. Correction lot

f." The longitude, true north and 12. Section
and south line, that intersects the
base line at the initial point 13. Legal description

of land .

g. True meridians extended north from
the base line or from standard
parallels at intervals of 24 miles
east and west from the principal
meridian,':or

Guide meridians

Lines SurveYed every 24 miles
north and south of and parallel
with the base line

0.
h. Division of territory six miles

long on its south, east, and west
boundaries and slightly less than
six miles on the 'standard. perallel

i. Row or line of north-south townships.,
six miles apart and numbered
consecutively east, or west froth
the principal meridian

Composed of approximately 640 acres
and measures approximately one square
mile

148
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Cons* of,a00.6.0.*.elY,,
s- 160 acres Ind designated .

as noitheast (NE), southeast
(SE), northwest (NW)., or
southwest (SW)'

Fractional 40 acre 'tracts
found oq the west and
cnorth' border of a
townthip

1111. Fractional 40 acre tracts.
found along rivers that'
have a mein high water
mark of 132 feet or more

List three reasons land location is a necessary .forestry task.

3. Select from:the list below the three methOds of' land aulivey systems found in
the United States by circling the correct answers.

Square-area

Metes and bounds

c. North and .south

Rectangular system

Arpente.

. Vara

1:0



Match .'the f011owing,lisi of Subdivitions of.theirectangular sySiem of survey to
the sketch below, bY placint the apPrppriate.'nurriber in .the blank '

a. Initial point
b. Base line
c. Guide ,meridian
d. Range line
e. Sectidn
f. Principal meridian

g. 'Toinifiship
h. Standard parallel
i Correction,tract
J., 6 miles
'k. 24 fines

.11

111B1111111C.

MINGmom

5. Determine the number of. acres from the legal description of SESWNW; NWSE;

diagram.
N1/2SW Section 10 T4N R18E sketching the pr rty o the f011owinCsection

acres



Locatp. and label ;he $rincipal meridians and base of Oklahoma on the-
. -,following map.'

Match the fine of public survey to'the 'description of the line rnarking.
)

a. Two blazes and hacks 1. ,Tbwnships

_Three blazes'and hacks 2 Septions
'

c. One blaze and hack 3 section subdivisions

Match the survey corner .to the correct Corner.marking description.

a. Marked on two sides ailing 1. _Section corner
'-the direction of survey

with one notch for each 2. .Quarter corner
mile .of distance to the #
next intersecting township line 3. Township corner

b. 1-forizontal notches placed on
the south and east face of the
rock with one notch for each
mile of distance" to the SE
corner of the township

c. Marked With 114 on the north
.or west face

9. List three types of witness markings.

a.

b.

c.,

10. List five items of entry 'lhat cn be found in surveY field .notei.

a...

.
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a. Retrace old lines

b. Locate property boundries

c.

b, d, f

a. 6

b. 10

2

d. 9

e. 3

f. 7

Measure 'Land areas not publicly surveyed

11

8

5
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8.

9.

1

C.

a. Bearing Arees.

'Bearing object.

c. Pits and mounds



:

Any ..*q :bf ttip. :follbwing

. Precise course and length Of-lines

Kinds and diameter of bearing trees with distance and bearing

c. Corner description

Intersections with land objects

Intersections with water objects

Surface of the land

Roads anti trails

Other entries of report dn the character orthe land, soil, water, and timber

11 a. Bureau of Land Management, Washington D.C.

. County cburthouse in the dffice of county clerk, county surveyor, or some
other similar county official

75-C



After completiOn of; this Unit, the itudent should be able to measure tree diameters
accurately according to the rules for correct r'neasurement. He should be able to measure
tree heights according' to specified rules. This knowledge Will be evidenced through
demonstration and bY scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIIIC OBJECTIVES

After ornpletion' of this unit the student should, be able to:

1. , Match terms associated with tree measurement.

2. ' Neme the common dendrometers used in measuring tree diameters in order
of accuracy.

,1

Draw a' line indicating the correct location of DBH measurements when
given illustrations of trees.

Classify tree diameters correctly into one and two inch classes when given
a list of exact measurements.

-

5.: List three tools used to obtain upper stem diameter measurement by
climbing.

1

Describe the correct procedure for using the pentaprism tree caliper to
obtain tree diameter.

Is 7. Identify commonly used hypsometers;

8. Draw a diagram illustrating the principle of height -rneourement of the
Merritt hypsometer.

Determine) the height of .trees fcom readings on the percent scale of the
Suunto clinometer.

10. Determine the merchantpble height of trees according to 1.1,S. Forest Service
tree height classification when/given 'a draWing of trees.

11 Demonstrate the ability to:

a.. Determine diameters.

Determine merchantable 'tree hei-ghts.
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s SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

4
InsfrUctor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss terminal and specific objectives:

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss procedures outlined in the job sheet.

G. Arrange field trips totallow students an opportunity to complete job sheets
on determining diameters and merchantable tree heights.

H. Give test.

I I. Students:

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information sheet.

Demonstrate the ability to accomplish the procedures out ined in the job
sheets.

Participate irNfield trip.

Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATER! LS

Included in this unit:

A. . Objectives

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM .1--Dendrometers.

2. TM 2--DBH Measurements



TM 4--Pentaprism Tree Caliper

TM 5--C4nori Hypsometers

'Job Sheet #1--Determine Diameters.

2. Job Sheet #2--Determine Merchantable, Tree Heights

Test

Answers to test

. References:

A. Avery, .T. Eugene, Forest Measurements. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Forbes, Reginald D., Forestry Handbook. New York: Ronald Press Co.
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TREE MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

INFC(RMATION SHEET

Terms and definitions

A. Dendrometer--A collective term for all instruments
diameter

used ..for determining

folk

. DBH (Diameter Breast High)Measured at,4 1/2 feet from the ground

. Trge caliper:-An instrument with two prongs, one fixed and one, sliding,
Used to obtain -diameter

Diameter fapeAn instrument of thin steel tape graduated in units of
diameter

Biltmore cruiser stick--A wOoden stick graduated in height units

Hypsorne-ters-:A collective 'term for all instruments used for determining
height

G. U.S. Forest SbrviceA government organization
management of the national forests

H. BoleThe tree trunk

responsible for the

I. Merchantable height-cHeight according to specifitationS of an organization
or' industry

J. DOBDiameter outside the bark

II. Dendrometers used in measuring tree diameters (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: These are listed in ordert of accuracy.

49,A. Caliper

B. Diameter tape

C. Biltmore cruiser stick

III. Rules for correct measurement of DBH (Transparency 2)

A. Tree on slope

B. Tree on level ground

C. Leaning tree
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D. Tree forking at or above 4 1/2 ieet

Tree forking below ,4' 1/2 feet

. Tree deformed at 4 1/2

G. Bottleneck tree

IV.. Tcee diameter classes

A. One-,inch classes

1. 4.6" to 5.5 =

2. 5.6" to 6.5" =

3. 6.6" to 7.5" = 7"

4. 7.6" to 8.5". = 8"

B. Two-inch classes

. 9.0' to 10.9" =

2. 11.0.P to 12.9' =

3. 13.0" to 14.9"

10"

12"

14"

V. Tools used to -obtain upper stem . diameter' measurement by climbing
(Transparency 3)

A. Gaff anid harness

B. Tree ladderi

C. Tree bicycles

Procedure for usin,g pentaprism tree caliper (Transparency 4)'

(NOTE: The range of accuracy for the pentaprism tree caliper is ten to fifty
feet.)

A. Hold caliper 3 to 4 inches from eYe
- .;

B. Hold pentaprism tree caliper horizontal to tree to be rneasured
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4

INFORMATION SHEET

Slide movable pointer to obtain image belovt,

D. Place vertical alignment between the tWp vertital

E. Read scale on top for 'diameter of tree

VII omrrion hypsometers (TransparenCy.

A. Mer'ritt hypsometer on trie:.Biltrnore cruiser stick

B. Suunto ctinometer

C Haga altimeter
4

D. '.4Abneya hand level

VIII. Principle* of height Measarement wi.th Merritt

Ac: AC (both set .AC paced)
BC is ready directly featil: intercept
bc." Any graduation-



If\lrORMATION SHEET

IX. Determining ,the heights of treei using the Suunto clinometer

A. Measure 100' distance from tree

.(NOTEt A.50' distance tan be used by dividing.the answer in half for
correct total 'keight.)

B. Instrument reading at the top of

C. Instrument reading at the bottom of tree

C.1D. 'Procedure to follow with the above readings

e

Tree on same level of observerN.
a. Top reading (+) with bottbm.reading (-)

b. Add .for total height'

A

a

48 5'

5.5 ft

When base oT tree is at same level
as feet of observer, Measure plus
angles in percent,"add eye to ground
distance in feet. TOTAL-TREE
HEIGHT is 54.0 feet.,

48.5%1 .

100 ft.

Tree below observer

a. Top reading (+) with bottom

b. Add for total height

reading (-)

Man base oT tree is below the
foot -levet 'of observer, measure
the plus angle in percent; mea-.,
sure minus angle in percent,
add the two l'ind you 'have the
total tree heig4t.IN FEET..

3';;V-7.--):=';':-

4
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Tree above observer

Top reading (+) -with bottom reading (+)

. Subtract bottom reading from the top reading for total
height

63.5'

When base of tree
above observer's eye
level, measure total plus
angle in percent, -sub-
tract frám it the angle-,
between, eye level and

,

13.5 base of tree. Remainder
is tree height in percent.

--vo 63.5-13.5 = 50 feet
TOTAL TREE HEIGHT.

1,00 ft.

X. U.S. Forest Service tree height classification

A. Procedure

Record the length to the last whole foot ),of- the bole of-all
sawtimber-size live and salvable 'dead trees, 'suCh as softwoods 9.0
inches DBH and larger, and 11.0 inches DBH and larger for
hardwoods

Measure from a 1-foot stump to' the point above which no saw
log aan be produced to meet log grade standards, or to a minimum
top of 7:0 inches DOB for softwoods and 9.0 inches DOB for
hardwoods

3. Saw log should n6t. extend` above .a point where taper becomes
excessive as evidenced by:

a. A fork With less than an 8-foot saw log above it (12 feet
if this is the only log irt the tree) .

b. , A, limb with:a base diameter equal to one-half or more of
The stem diaMeter beloW the hmb, or a group of .smaller
limbs with equivalent diameter which collective1y influence
taper to the same degree

4. Also, saw log length should not extend above a saw log section
that does nOt meet minimum log gOde Specifications and yt/hich
has less .th6n. 8 feet of saw log length &tote it

B. Description of trees (Transparency 13)

1, A sawtimher 'tree

i. Saw log length tei m indtes at 9 inch top L50
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INFORMATION SHEET

a-b. Meets minitnum qualifications of a 12-foot 'saw- Icig

Upiper stem portion contains on cull and terminiates at 4
indhes DOB
*
Saw log length is recorded as 1 jole length as 21 feet

2. A sawtimber tree

a. Saw log portion terminated by limbs at 13 inches [JOB,

b. Contains no cull and meets minimum grade smcifications

c. Bot,f1 bole length and saw log lengtla 14 feet

d. Portion between'whorls offrrnbs is-large enough in diameter
but not in length to qualify as rper.stem:such as less:
4 feet long -

3. -.A rotten cull tree

a. Although saW log \portion is 20 feet long, .a 13-foot section
of rotten cull prevents utilization of a log meefing minimum
grade specifications; thus whole saw log portion is culled

b. Because more than half the.volume in that portion is rotthn,
the tree is classed as a rotten cull tree

4. A sawtimberfltree

a. Saw log portion terminating because the branching at 15-inch
top DOB meets minimum specifications

b. Right-hand fork is too rimby to qualiTy a upper stem,'but
7 feet of left-hand fork qualifies as upper sterrr .

5. A rough tree
ti7

a. Saw log top terminates, by branches 11 feet above crooked
.0

a.

butt

b. No saw log meeting minimum qualifications present

A sawtimber tree

,ka. Despite sound cull in the saw log portion due to batt
a 12-foot saw log is present

b. .Seven feet. Of right hand fork qualifies as upper stem

c. Lefthand fork does not qualify due to crook
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41 INFORMATION SHE,ET

Two savViirnber trees

Sirite=4Ackest .sfork is"beloW DBH, each itrk is arpraised and
recorder as a .,seriarate tree

The lower 14-foot Section in the left-hand fork meets
cequirements for a sawtirnber tree.

c. A 6-foot portion of the largest stem in upper fork qualifies
as upper stem material

d. In the main right-hand fork, a 13 1/2-foo.- t saw log plus a
9-foot saw log (with an intervening 1-foot section of sound
cull) is recorded as 23 feet of saw log length; bole length
is' the same

A

7

It
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Dendrometers

4

3 1 t ill F i. i.1

40
olltutortEO tOoreALEiTO Or aaCiiirEOCNCil21'11111111,,,

Diameter Tape

l_I1 CHAIN 16FT: LO.Gt

;6'

2j t .71. A '1_1_ j " L _I PI A / IP/

I . .. 4 I

Cilipers

MERRITT kfY PSOME TER

,

Biltmore Cruiser Stick

4



DI3/1 Measureffients

1.'Tree,on Sk 1pe 2: Tree cr.
LeVel Ground

bi 'a: Point

4. Tree Forking.at
or Above 41A Feet

Dia. Point

'

4

3. Leaning Tree

5. Tree 5orking Below .
41/2 Feet

I

Point
11/2'

6. Tree-Deformed
at 4% Feet

-7. 'Bottleneck Tree

167
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Tree Harness

ib8

Climbing Tools

Tree Gaff

Tree Ladder

Tree Bicycle

1

.169



4

PentaPrism Tree Caliper

4eirt e.iza

Wheeler Pentaprism.Tree Cali Per

1 7.0



Common. Hypsoineters.

Haga Altimeter

A-- AIL

Suunto Clinometer

1 04IN I6FT. LOGS MERaTT HVPSUMETER
CHAIN 6:f1 Tir")

1 2t

Merritt 'HypsoMeter on
Biltmore truisei Stick
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Merchantab e Lumber

Saw log
Upper
,Stem PI;

Limbs and Rotten
Sound Cull Cull

99-C
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ltEE MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1--DETERMIN DIAMETERS

I. Tools and materials needed

A. Diameter tape

B. Selected trees

C. Pencil

D. Clipboard

11. Procedure

101-C

A. Determine the diameter of 10 treesNsINcted.yy the instructor

B. Measure 4 1/2 feet on the upper slope sifil4 of the tree

C. Find this height on your body' for, DBH heistilt reference for following DBH.
_measurements

D. Extend' the tape around the tree from the left side

E. Grasp. the hook end of tape with the right hand

F.. Pull tape taut with hands crossed over each ottliar, left hand on top
p. Read the tape at the point of intersection of ';o" mark ahd diameter marks

`- H. Follow the rules fbr correct OBH measurement

I. Read the tape to tHe neartst 1/10 inch of diameter arid record the
measurement below

Tree No. ° DBH

1

2

3

4

5

6

Ell

9

10

J. Turn in to instructor for evaluation
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TREE MEASUREM
, UNIT Ili

JOB SHEET #2--DETERMINE MERCHANTABLE TREE HEIGHTS

I. Tools and materials rieeded

A. Suunto clinometer

B. 100' tape

C. Selected trees

D. Pencil and clipboard

II. Procedure

* ,

A. Determine the meicnantable height of 10 trees selected by' the instructor

B. Measure a distance of 100 feet 'from the free to a point where both, top
and bottom of the tree can be seen

C. Estimate the point. 'of top merchantability using these guides:

1) Minimum top of 7.0 inches outside the bark

A fork with less than 8 feet in either fork
. .

3) 1 A limb with a diameter equal to 1/2 Or more the bole diameter..

at the point of occurrence

E.

t.

4) 7 A group of limbs wit a one-foot section of the .bole, with a
total sum tif dianieters I to 1/2 or more the bole diampter
at the pOint ,,of occurren

Rea'd the per-gent, 'scale of the,Suunto at the point of top.nlerchantability.

Read 'the scale at the. base ,of the tree one foot from the ground

4
If the readiNgs .of' the percent scale were on opbosite sides of thb-ecale,
that is, posftive and negative, add the, readings together- for height of the

,
tree

If the teading are both positive or both negative, subtract the readings
for height of the tree

17i
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JOB SHEET #2

H. Record the merchantable. height of the' tree beloux.

Merchantable Height
.

When completed, turn in 'to the instructor', for evaluation



TREE MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

Match

TEST

,

the terms11).'' the right 'to the correct definhiom

a. A collect4 ierM for all
instrliment; used for determining
diameter

b. asured at 4 1/2 feet from
theground" "

c. An ,inttrument with two prOngs,
one fixd an6-79ne sliding,
used to "Obtairrudiarneter

og,

d. An instrurnent of thin .steel
tape graduated in units
of diameter ,

A wooden, stick graduated
in height units '

e.

A collective term for all
instruments used for
determining height'

, .

A government .organization
responsibile for the '

management of the national
forests

h. The tree trunk .
-

Height according to
spetifications .of an
organization or industry.

Diameter outside the bark

ow.

1. Tree caliper

2. HYpsometers
, P

3. Merchantable height

4. Dendrorneter.

5. Forest Service

6. Diameterttape

7. Bole

"Name ihe Common dendrometers used in measuringetree diameters/in order of
"-\ accuracy,



106;C

4.
Draw a line indicating, the correctflocption of D81-1,41-rtelisuremets from the.
illUstrations, given below.

l
1. Tree on Slope 2. Tree, on Leiiel . 3. Leaning,Tree 4. Tree Forking at or

Ground Above 4 1/2 Feet .

5. Tree Forking Below. ,

4 1/2 Feet
-6. Tree Deformed at ,

4 1/2 Feet
7, Bottleneck Tree

Classify the following Measurements of DBH into the correct 'diameter. classes.

. Two-inch

9.6"

One-inch

. 5.9"

4.0"

,

.4

List three tobls used to obtain upper stem diameter measurements by climbing.

e. 11.1"

f. )4:5"

I .

Describe the correct procedure for using the pentaprism tree callper to ,obtain
. tree diameter.

;



IdehtliY,four OMMonly used hypsometers .

a.

gl!P7,7

IL Cloioa .0, 'Lott

t k at

MIP.411'7'

8. Draw a diagram of the Merritt hy"pso eter principle.

I-
V



(D

Determine the height'Of these trees from the readings indicated using the-Suunto
clinometer.



10. 6 Determine the height in feet -the trees in these drawings using U.S. Forest,
SeMc,e merchantable heights,

109-C

'4"DOB

15"DOB',

.

dljh
Stump

e.,
1.1. Dembnstrate t ability to:

Deterrfune. eters.
:

Determine. me Flible'=;tree heights. -

TE--,14 thes*e4ravel not been accomphshed pror to thp test, ask the instructor
When,thq aboYe aCtiyities should be' .completed.Y

,
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TREE MEASUREMENTS

UNIT HI

ANSWERS TO TEST

1.

h.

10

a. Caliper

Ziameter tape

fliltwore Cruiser. stick
4i614'

'dbh

do

'4 1/2i
a,

.1..TT-ee on SrOpe-' .3. Leaning Tree
2. Tree on Level Grouhd

71Po
3 f/2'!

r,

4

4 1/,21

Ti

4. Tree Forking at or
Above 4 1/2 Feet

Point
1 1/2'

Diam.
Poipt

, a t, 4 1 /2 Feet

,

5. Tree. Forking Below 4.1/2' 6. -free Deformed

*#. 4

1



'

8"

a. Gafaf. and harness .

b. Tree ladders

Tree biltcles

a. Hold caliper- 3 to' 4 inches from eye

b.

. 8.

Q

. Hold pentaprism tree cali horizontal to tree to be measured

Slide tilA/t:able !Jointer to t correct im'age

Place , vertical alignment between the two verfical guidelines

Read sCaie on top for diameter of tree

Suunto,,ciinômeter
4

Hagp altimeter

, .c. Merritt hypsometer on the Biltmore cruiser stick'

d. Abney hand level

Merritt

4

Ac: AC (both set, AC paced)
BC 'is [eady directly from inte
bc. Any graduation-

- 1

bc (Ac) (BC)')

'34rC-
e
, .

;



Perfor ance skills will be evaluated according to the satisfaction of the instructor.



After completion'of this unit, ,the student should be abl to scale downed.logs to obtain
net volume. He should be able to recognize scale defects and deduct appropriate re,ductions
of volume. This knowledge wli beevidenced through demonstration and by scoring.

.1eighty-five percent on the unit test.

. SPECTIC OBJEbTIVES

After, cornpletiO'h of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated ,with log scaling to the correct definition.

2. List in order of accuracy, the commonly. used log rules in the South.

3. List the three parts of a scale stick.
ge

4. List the five steps in the procedure of log scaling.

5. List kinds of defects 'for each of the four classes of 'defects given.

6. Write the formulas for -the five types of defect deductions.
a

7. Deternirne scaling 'deduction for the'five typps of defect deductions.

8. Dernonstrath the ability tol.

a. Idenfify types of defects.

b. Scale net volume of jogs.

t.

4*



Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet

_Providp students,
,

anfdrmatiofi, assignment, and ro.b sheets.

gake- trAlispqr

. Discuss terminal' 17a ef'-1 flgiecific :objectives.

DiSCLISS infoemation tho assignment sheets:

Demo otrate and discuss procedures, outlined in the Job

fects a

sheets.

Arrange field trio to students an oppOrtunity to p
. .

ractice. identifying
types nd scaling logs. ;

H. Give test

Students:

A. ,Fiead objectives.,

Study information sheet.

Demonstrate the ability to accoMplisti t-h; procedure&--a outlined in the job
':5,`sheets. ,

D. Partkipate in field trip.
-

E..* Take test.

^

-`k

INSTRUCTIONAL MATE'RIALS

:Included in this unit:

...Dbjectives

Information sheet

Transparency master: TM f:-Parts 04 a Scale Stick

Assignment Sheet .--L,etermine Scaling &eduction ,

,

185
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Job iheet #1-Identify Types of dee&

Job Sheet #2-Scale Net Volurhe of 'Logs

I-f ...rAi"-SWera to- teet
_

References -

A. Avery, T. Eugene. Forest Measurements. New York: McGraw-Hi11,13
Co.

a. NE, Forest Experiment Station. Hardwood Log Grading. -Upper Darby,
kiennsylvania: USDA Forest Service.'



Terms and definitions

. A. Log 'soaling7111k 'art of: estimating volume: Of dOwned logt . °

D.

E.

A

4

og rule--A table showing the volume, of straight, sound logs of various,
leng S d 'diameters ,

- .

Scale rule of inches with log volumes for varying lengths

Scalffirg ''diameter-Average. diameter of the small end of the:log

Volume-board-foot content

°,9 (NOTE: This refers also to cubic feet, cords ef pulpwood, and other
commonly -used volume measurements.)

4 .
.

Scale defect- -An iinperfection oat would reduce the volume

.(NdTE: Any defect,. that would ,reclUce 4pe volume r'Sawri boards is a

-Scale defect; and those defects that redUc,C.the quality of saWn :ty4iards is..
a grade defect.) -

G. - Net volume-The scale of sound volUme after deduction o

H. -Heartrot-tecaN% of the heartwood",
,

I. Ring shake--Separationofillthe Jings

K.

Checks--Splitting 'of the wood around the, extericr.

d efect

Catface--A fire scar or other damage on the side of ,the log

L. Brooming--The pulling and separation of wood from the° core of the log;
wood strips left on the sturnp

111. Sweep7A 'scaling defect consisting of, a curve in .a log that:e xtends its full
length

N. Hollow-Gegrally n lifikeridtsdefect. due to rotten or decayed wood
C""

O. Cruising-A forest estimation by sampling



12

,,

II. Log rules used in the ,SoUth

(NQTE: These arelisted

A, 4)Glniernational 1/4"

B. Scribner _decimal C

C. Docqe

Ill. . Pant of scale stick (TrensparenCy, 1) .

A. Scalind dia-meter ..*r

B. Length

. C. Volurne

IV. Procedures for scaliqg
,

_Find and Measure .,scaling...cliarneter
41E-

Me'aSUre to length class

,(NOTE: Three inches of trim are needed. DroP pack to lower length class
if ill* inche,S are not -available.-)

Record volurnd.frorn scale stick
,

Determine scale -defect ..and percent

t-'

E. Record net volume

V. Classes:and kind of defects .

A Interior
IR a

3. Ring shake

. Exterior



s

,

Sweepi

CroOk
,

3: '..Pcirked

00erating

NFOFiMPO-ION °,8E'E1 :

reakage

3., Eiroeinirag

. I DefipCi. (jeduttions
2,4 - , . -
IDeleCt sectioh,

-.length o;f defective sectiort.'=:,culliercent ,
, length of log

9

.Defedt sectOr f. ';
4

length Of, defective sectiOg X "angle' of deiect = cp11. percent
° tength of. log 3603 7

. 4S1Neep,
, - : ' ,

maxtp.Mi dpOrtiure,, minus 2 ' li.Percerlt

Crook
01:7,

. ,

ngth.' of Tlef-lepng section X -ma'ximuni cleflection-tfr:7tull'-Per:ce
-length pf -log scaling chameter2, -

.

:.
`

I'
,

-.4.4 .: ...,,.,
:Ipte:ribr defect ..

-- .
(major !defect diarketer) .(minot defect -diameter) X ,

. .. , . , .: (scaling diameter - 1)21 , 4

lehgth of defect! Percent
%le9gth _of .

.

-
, lr practice e,acnI,Ilipse alois can112e divided py (20-1) and roundeig to neardsT
.tcurth ;

'0

0

. .'

,

s' '

;

,

31:

-

.
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.

Interior defect '
,

Percent deduCtion =

2Q"

ASSIGNME11T.SHE6 #1

"r pun

16'

Taken from: Aids for determining scaling deductions. From; 6rosenbaugti, L.A.,
Short Cuts for Cruisers and Scalers; LI:S. Forest Ser9: South. Forest Expt. Sta.
Occas. Paper 126, 1952.

'
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.ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--DETERMINE SCALING DEDUCTION

Determiheithe scaling deduction for the five types of defects based on a sixteen foots
log With: a 'twenty inch scaling diameter.

Defect section

Percent deduction

Defect sector

Percent deduction

60o
.40

Sweep

Percent deduction =

:

16'

Per:Cent deduction =

192



'LOG.-SCALINIG
UNIT IV

t -

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET

=
16

25%. -

2. 6 60 6 1/4%
( 16).C-360)

20'

1 12 1/2%
20 "16'

(8).(10) 4 '5 5/9°1
0

20-1
(16)

"

In practlie' each ellipse axis.can be divided by (20-1)
nearesttenth it "dred.

Thu:s;: -= an, (...1) (.5) (--
16 5 °

a



LOG SCALING
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--IDENTIFY _TYPES OF DEFECTS

. Tools and materials needed

A. Scale stick

B. Matchet

C: Logs indicated by instructor

Clipboard and. iienc;

U. Procedure

-A. Identify the types
,
of defects in logs indicated by instructor

41'

°B. Examine both, end and surface features of each log

C._ Indicate type of defect

Place an X in the correct space provided

E. When cbrfipleted, turn in to instructor for evaluation

Defects

°

Log No. nterior Exterior Croc*s

1

3.

5

6

7

8

10

Operating

195
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LOG SCALING
UNIT IV

JQB SHEET #2--SCALE NET VOLUME OF LOGS

.

Tools. and maleriels needed

A. Shle °slick (Doyle Rule)

B. Hatchet..

C°. Lags indicated by instructor

D. .Clipboard, pencil', and scle tally form .2t-1

II. iprocedure

A. Find and measiire scaling diaAeter

B. Measureato length class

C. Record vollime, from 'scale stick

D. Determine scale defect ahd peicent toss-
*.

E. Redord net volume

F. Cdrnplete 'the forM on the following ()age

When completed, turn in to instructdr for evaluation

ia-K
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1.

Match the terms

LOG- SCALING
ikUNIT, IV

TEST

on the right ,to the cOryCt. definition`
.

a. The a-rt of'estimating volume
of downed logs

7

b. A. table showing .the volu e

of straight> sottinci ISgs of
_various. lengths and dia ters

c. A rifle of inches with logt
volumes ;for varying ngths-'

,
cf. Average diaineter the small

end of the log

a1,' Staling; diameter_
I..

2:- HeartrOp.

Stale defect

Checks

Scale itick

.:.
Bworning

Vet -vOlume
Board-foot cqn o

Catface

Clog scaling. .

Ring,'shake'

Volume

Log" rule

Sweep-

An irnperfectork that would'
'reduce :the olume .

- .

. The stale of soui-id 'volume after
deductio of defect

-
. h. Oecay of the heartwood'

, -
Sd ration of the rings

j. S Otting of the wood al-bunt:I:.
thel exterior

. A fire scar or other. damage
4

On
the 'side of the log

*The-pi:Cr-lg. and separation of--
wood from the core f the log;.
wood strips .left on the sturiip

'm. A scaling defect consisting of
a curve in a log that extends..
its full length

4 o,

n. A forest estimation-by
sampling

o. Generally an interior defect
due to rotten or decayed wood
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. List in order. of -accuracy, the commonry used log rules Irt.the South.

Lisr the three 'Ore "-of aescale stick

a.

-

Lis.t the. five steps in the -procedure of log_;.scaling.
. -. , . -

....1,1)e . .a. .-.

d..

a List one kind, of defect for each of the fpllowing classes -of defeats.
-

--' d. - interior -

. ,

b. Extetir,

Crook'
A

d. OperatiAg

. Write the 'formulas for the following percent defect' deductions
ts .

Defest4ection

. Defect sector

c, Sweep

d. Crook

. interior defect

199
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bl

Determine scaling deduction for the five types of-,defect deduciions.

(NOTE:* If this has not been aCcomplished prior to the teit, ask the instructor
when the above adtiviity .should .be completed.)

Demonstrate the ability to

a. Identify type of defects.

b. Scale net volume of logs.

(NOTE: If these have not been accid1holished prior to this test, ask the instruOor
when the above activities should be Completed.).

-
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LOG SCALIKJG
UNIT IV

f.

9,

14.: 2
,1

2. a. International 1/4"

.b., Scribner decimdl C..

c. Doyle

a. , , Scaling diameter

b. Lerigth

Volume

4. a Find and measure scaling diameter

b. . Measure to length class

Record vojume from scale stick

d:- Determine scale defect and percent loss

e. Record, net volume
,t.

Any one of the fOitoWing for, each defect

a. Heartrot, hoHow, or ririg shake

b. Sap rot, checks, or catface
,

c. SweePs, crooks, or forked

d: Breakage, splits, or brooming

1/4

4
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a.

a. length of derective section = ctly percent
length of log

length of defective section X angle qf defect = cull percent
length, of log 360°

. c. maximum, departure minus 2 = cull percent
scaling diameter

e.

length of deflecting section X maximum deflection = cull percent
length of log scaling diameter

(majOr defect diameter) (Minor defect. diameter) X length of defect =
(scaling diameter 1)2 length of log

cull percent

EvakiAted to the..satisfaction of the instructor.. h.

Performince Skills wiH be evaluated to the satisfaction of the instrOctor.

202 ,
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,PINE TREE GRADING
UNIT V

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to grade southern pine trees.
He should be able to .measure log heights and upper stem diameters. This knowledge will
be evidenced by demonstration end by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

'SPEC! F IC OBJECT! V ES

Mter completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. 114.:tch terms associated with pine tree grading to -tle correet definition.

2. Choose from a list two reasons pine trees are graded.

3. Arrange in order the prOcedure to find the height of 'trees in logs.,

4. List three common tools used- to obtain upper stem diameters.,

5. List' the procedure to establish tentative log. grades.

6. List the three defects that degrade the tentative grade to -a, final grade.

7._ " Demonstfate the ability to:,

a. Measure log heights.

b. Measure upper stem diameters.

c. Grade pine trees.

AA,
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PINE TREE GRADING
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Instructor:

A. Provide students with:objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and job sheets.

C. Discuss terminal ancf specific objectives.

D. Discuss information 'sheet.

E. Demonstrate and discuss procedures outlined in the job sheets.

14111111111r1

F. Arrange field trips to allow students an opportunity to practice measuring
log heights, measuring upper stem diameter, and grading., pine trees.

G. -Give test.

II. Students:

A. 'Read objectives.

B. Study information sheets.

C. Demonstrate the ability tO accotnplish the procedures outlined in the job
sheets.

D. ParticiPate in field trip.

E. Tike test.

a

INSTRUCTFONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objectives

't

n ormation sheet

C. Job sheets

1.. Job Sheet #1--MeaCre Log Heights

2. Job Sheet #2--Measure Upper Stem Diameter

j. Job Sheet #3--Grade Pine Trees

204
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D. Test

E. Answers to test

II. ReferenceSouthern Forest Experiment Station. Grading Southern Pine.
Asheville, North Carolina: USDA Forest Service.



PINE TREE GRADING..
UNIT, V

INFORMATION SI:-IEET

-
I. Term§ and .definitions

. .

A., Grading-Tbe'tudging of IT,igs and trees intosspecifi`c classes based op qualit'y
of 'products .

B. Upper stem diarrieter-/Any diameter on a tree aboVe DRH

C. ,Spiegel relaskop--A srersatile instrument used to find diameters, heights, basal
area, and feet _rise in' 100' or 66'

Scaling diameter-The small enct or top end of the log

Log--Any tree section between 8' and 20' Icing plus trim)., I neqsuring at
least 4 1/2' in diaitieter 'att the small end

F. Log',face--A poi tion of, th(- og surface,, equal .ircurriferei,
:tending 'the full .1ength, oi the log

\IOTE: Each log has fOur' 7aCes,)

G, )_uartef face--A portion 0' the log surface eucfal
,xtending 1/4 the .logieng0i; a quarter-face area bt-
,n a Vbg

D-Average diameter at 1 end of log insid. 7-Jr, arest.vvnole
inch-usually called "scal diameter"-

L61 knot--Am visible hr stub, or socket ov
,or .evidence thereof

f\ttn-E: Diameter iof log knots is measured to .iverage wr
inch 'outside bark at jt.rnction of limb with coli !ootside limb
grointth ring it limb s cut flpsh with log surfi.

,

J. Sound-Any Jog knot which does not contain i y or does not
contain a hole largo- than 1/4'' in diameter ai .1 into the. logP2, or more inches

ircurnference
od anywhere

)0u diam

K. ynsottnd. Any Jog knot containirlg, advance decay or
. 61 diameter and 2 or more inches ,deep

Ov'ergrov.11- Any btirwti below the ,bark !;
.1 disturbance 01 rihe bark pa'tern

M. ,OversizeAny sound log-.knot wip (liameter law

206
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INFORMATION SHEET

N. K count-A numerical log knot factor used in association with log diameter
for placing a lag in its tentative grade.

(NdTE: It is fhe number of viSible mtergr,own log knots, plus the sum of
average. diameterS Of, sound log knots, plus twice the sum of the average
diameters of unsound log knots.) ,,

"O. Sweep--The general deviation of the longitudinal log axis' from a straight
line conneeting geornetrio-centers-of the log ends

(NOTE: It is measured to the nearest whole inch at-the paint of greatest
-deviation. SWeeP must.measUre 3" and equal or exceed D13 to constitute
a defect.) <

4

P. Conk;-k fruiting body of a fungus.,

Q. Hyphae-The vetative body of, a fungus

Reasc- ; f-or grading pine trees

A. --oarate logs and trees,. into product manulac: re class

:!termirie the relative qualities of products possible
.

Pr re for measuring tog heights

A ?asure out 50' from tree

B. Lioot base of tree with suunto or abney

;ubtract roading from 34.6

Set Lit.into or abney at: the answer of 'above

E. Sigl, on tree - 17.31 (the top of first log)

Rep-cit for each log in tree

(NOIE: For each log, the )eight reading rncreases 34.6)

'IV. Common tools used for tippet stem diameters

A. Estimation

B. Wheeler [wntaprism

Spot° I fel iskop
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INFORMATION SHEEIT

V. Tentative grade procedure

A. Divide tree into log secti'ons

B. Determine scaling Chameters tpf lobs

/C. Determine (1K) count

Exarhple:

Grade

4 1

2

4

4
VI. Final grade de-ect sequence

Fflirflum scalin
ianeter (D)
inches) A

17
10

5
5

1,45-C -

Maximum
-knot count

(K)

T)/5
D /2

no limit
no limit

A. Sweep-Decrade 'any ,ten:LatiNie 1,, 2, or 3 grade iog: one gri.11
least 3 nches and eiials or eX.ceeds D/s?

(N9TE: T- is is the final grade if the; log h. no evidence heart rot
and no unsound or oversize knots.)

B. .Heart egrade any tentatiVe 1, ": or 3 grade log ane gr if conk,
massed .hyp lae, or Other evidence oi advance heart rot is Lind

(NOTE: This is the final grade if log has nvlinsound orl ovet size knots.)

sweep

C. UnsoUnd or oversize, ,knofs--Debrade any tentative grade 3 log to grade 4
if unsound or koversize log knots are dispersed so that they cannot be
contained in one quarter face

Example:



146,C

INFORIVIATION SHEET
Q

4-FACE GRADING
kg

Log grade No.

end

dib
Limits of K

dib unlimiteo
5' 2

5
6 0-
7 0
8 0
9 0-

10 0-5 6

11 0-5
12 0-6 7-
13 0-6
14 0-7
15 0-7 8-

16 0 8 9-
17 4 3 9-
18 0-3 4 , 10-
19 0-3 10-
20- 0-4 go 11-

le; 21 0-4 5 0 11-
22 0-4 5 11 12-

1.4' 23 0-4 5 1 12-
24 0-4 5 2 13-
25 0-5 6 2 13-#-
26 0-5 -4, 6 3 14-
27 0-5 '6- I 3 14-
28 0-5 6'14 15-

t 29 0-5 6-14 15-

Degrading
(G3 to G4 in not 'if- 1/4 face)

Sweep Bad knot
(Maximur- o- oversize).

Inches
or dib

3

Inches

4
4
5
5
5 .

3
3

3

6
6
6
7
7

3
3
4

7
8
8
8
8,

9
9

10
10

5
5
5
5

(1)10TE: For hearr rot, degrade minus one grade.
FACTOR K. .NuMber of overgrown knots, plus th sum of ci3meters

of sound .expbsed knots, plus twice :he sum of diameters
of unsound knots. Diameters to new est whole inch at
point, of trimming.

z
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PINE TREE-GRADING
UNIT-V

30B ,SHEET #1--MEASURE LOG HEIGHTS
4

'Measure locirl suurm. 1,:iumeter and th procedures given. When completed,
tbrn in w Ow instructor for evaluation,

L Tools and.materials needec
-

I A. Suunto Clinometer

147-C

B. 50 foot tape

C. Tr=e, indicated by instructor

D. \Clipboard, paper, ar Jencil

II. Procedure

A. Measure out 5' fror tree

B. Shoc t. lAse oi tree Jith suunto or abneY

C. Subtract reading from 34.6

D. Set suunto or abney at the answer of: above

E. Sight on. tree 17.3 (the toP of first log)

F. iepeat for each log in tree

NOTE: For each log, the.lteight reading increases 34.6.)

Record an "X" the space,below for the number of 16' logs determined

Tree No. 16' 32' 48' 64'

1

2

3

4

1 0



PINE TREE GRADING
UNIT V

-
149-C

JOB SHEET #2MEASURE UPPER STEM DIAMETERS

Measure upper stem diameters using a wheeler pentaprism and the procedure given. WhenCompleted, turn ih to 'the instructor for evaluation.

,Tools and materials needed

A. Wheeler, pentaprism

B. Diamtter "tape

C. Su unto clinometer

50' 'tape

t Clipboard and pencil

f.

F. Attached example of use of wheeler pentaprism

G. trees indicated by, instructor

II. Procedure .

A. Using ihe'attached exaMplepractice measuring ttlees at DBH

B. Check measurements with didmeter tape

.C. Measure out 50' from tree

D. Shoot base of tree with suunto or abney

E. Subtract reading from 34.6,

F. Set suunto or abney at the above answer

G. Sight on tree = 17.3' (the top of. the first log)
H. Repeat for each log in tree

(NOTE: For each log, the heignt increases 34.6.)

Fill in the correct diameter measurement below:

Tree No. Diameter at 17.3'.
1 .

.

2 ,

3 .
a

4

.;) 5

211
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PINE TRE GRADING
UNIT V

NB SHEET #3--GRADE DINE TREES

0
Grade pine frees using the procedure given; Wher completed, turn in 'to the Instructor
for .ev_aluation. ,

I. Tools and materials needed

A. Suunto clinometer.

B. Wheeler pentaprism

C. 50' tape

00, D. Clipboard and pencil

E. Attached 4-face grading table

I I. ProCedure

A. Divide tree into log sections

B. Determine scaling diameter of logs

C. 'Determine (K) count

Example:

Grade

1

3
4

.Minimu-1 scaling
diamete- (D)
(inches

17
1C-

Maximum 'knot
count (K)

D/5
D/2

no limit
no li,mit

For sweep, degrade any tentative '1, 2, or 3 grade log One grade if sweep
is at least 3 inches and equals or exceeds D/3

(NOTE: This is the final grade if t log has no evidence of heart rot
and no unsound or oversize knots.)

E. For heart i-ot, degrade any tentative 1, o 3 grdde log one grade if conk,
marred hyphae or other evidence of dva-ce heart rot is found

(NOTE: This is the final gi-Aa5e if log :as rio unsound or oversize knots.)
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JOB SHEET #.3'-

For unsound (tor oversize knots, degrkle any -tentative grade 3 log_to grade
4 if unsound or oversize log knots are dispersed so that they cannot be
contained in one quarter face

. Fill in the appropriate information below for the firsr,16 log of each tree

Tree No.
.

Scaling
Diameter. .

K Count
° _

Tentative
Grade

Degrade
Defeçt

Final .

Graqe
-

,

3
..

4
,

5

°

.,

. -

.

_

,

.

-A

213



( a
1. Match the terms on the .right to the correct definition'.

h

a. The judging of logs and trees 1. Sound
into specific clas'ses based on
quality of products . 2. Overgrown -

b. Any diameter on a^tree above 3. D
DBH

4. K count

5. Upper stem di5meter

PtNE TREE GRADING'
, UNIT V

TEST

c. A versatile instrument used to
find diameters, heights, basal
area, and feet rise in 100'
or 66' 6. HyPhae

d. The small end or top end of ,the 7. Log face
log ,

8. Oversize
e. Any teee section between .8'

and 20' long (plus trim), 9. Grading
measuring at least 4 112"
in diameter at the small encl 10. Conk

f. A portion of the log surface 11. Log knot
equal to 1/4 the circumference
extending .full length of the ... 12. Sweep
log

13. Scaling diameter
g. A portion of the, log surface

equal to 1/4 the circumference 14. Quarter face
extending 1/4 the log length;
a quarter-face area can be 15. Spiegel relaskop
odtlinecl anywhere on a log

16. Unsound
h. Average diameter at ,small end

of log inside bark to nearest
whole inchusually called
"scaling diameter"

I. Any visible branch, stub, or
socket over 1/2" in average
diameter, or evidence thereof

contain advance decay or does
not contain a hole larger than
1/4" in diameter and extending
into the log 2 or more
inches

214
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k. Any log knot containing
advance decay or a hole larger
than 1/4" in diameter anild;
or mord inches deep

Any log knot buried below
the bark surface but indicated
by a disturbance of the bark
pattern

m. Any sound log knOt with
diameter larger than D/6

n. A 'numerical log knot factor
used, in association with log .
diameter for placing a log
in its tentative grade

o. The general deviation of the
longitudinal log axis from
a straighl line cOnnecting
geometric centers of, the tog
ends

.4

;

p. A fruiting body of a fungus

i.jihe vegetative body of a fungus

Choose from thii list the two reasons pine trees are graded.

a:. To dete:mine volume of' boards'

b. To separate logs and -trees into product manufacture Class

c. To determine the relative qualities of products possible

d. To estimate the number of .sizes, of trees

3. Arrange in order the procedure to find the height of trees in logs.

a. Sight on tree = 17.3' (the top of first, log)

b. Repeat for. each log in tree

c. Shoot base of tree with suunto or abney

d. Subtract reading from 34.6

e. Measure, out 50' from tree

f. Set suunto or abney at the answer of above
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otist the three commoh tools ,used to obtaih upper stem diarrieters.

steps taken .to establish, tentative log .grades using 'this table.

Minirnum scaling %Maximiti m
diameter (D) kndt count
(indhes). (K)

,D/2
no ;limit:.
no, limit

. List the three defects that degrade a tentative grade to a final grade.

b.

7. pemonstrae the ability_ to:
,

a. Measure log heights.

b.. Measure upper stern diameter. Q

,

c. Grade ,pine trees.

(NOTE: If this h'as not been accomplished prior to the test, ask the, instructor
when the above activities should be completed.)
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PINE TREE GRADING
UNIT V

ANSWERS .TO TEST
;

9

b 5

15

13

e. 17

f. 7

1

2. b

5

b. 6

C. 2

d. 3
16,

4_

217
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Estirnation

. Wheeler pentaprism

c. Speigel. reitskop

5. a. Divide tree into log sections

b. Determine scaling diameters of logs

c. Determine (K) count

6. a. Sweep

Heart rot

#

c. Unsound or 'oversize knots

7. Performance skills will be evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

r
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HARDWOOD TOE GRADIS&
UNIT VI

TEPlaRt4AL OBJECTIVE

After -comp ieti tho u.it, thecillaent should bean'
hardWood tree gies,sify itailiWood trees inn)
dlasses. He shound. recognize and evaluate
be evidenced thritigh d tration and by scoring eig

After
,

sPhclIc OBJECTIVES

completion of unit, the student should be able itin:

1. Match terms associated with harl:Iwood tree grading toihe correct defi

term's associated wager
des of factory lumlwr

_ts. This knowledge will
rcent on the unit test.

2. List three classes that trees can be cut into as logs.

3. List five major factors affecting grades of the factory class.

,4. W"tch the rules for grade defect evaluation to the correct grade defect.

5. Label the grading zres When given a drawing of a log end.

6. State the principle of factory grades.

7. Arrange in numerical order the procedure
list of the steps.

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Identify, grade defects.

b. Grade hardwood trees.

D

9.

for grading logs when given a
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HARDWOOD TREE GRADINZ
UNIT. VI

SUGG ESTED ACTI V ITI ES

Instructor:

A. Provide students with objectiVe sheet.

B. Provide students with i formation and job sheets

C. Make transparencies.

P. Discuss terminal and specific objectives.

E. Discuss. information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss procedures outlined in till lot sneets.

G. Arrange tield trips to alloW students an opportunity Tr practice identifying
grade defects 'and grading hardwood trees.,

H. Give test.

a.

II. Students:

A. Read objectives.

Study information sheet.

C. pcmonstrate the ability to accomplish the procedures out-mars in the joo
sheets.

D. Participate in field trips.

E. .Take tesi.

'INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objectives

B. Information sheet
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livesimency masters

1 TM 1-Evaluation of Bumps

2. TM. 2-Evaluation of Seams.

3. 3-4rading Zones

Jobilteets

1. Jos Sheet #1--Identify Grade Defects

Job Sheet #2--Grade Hardwood Trees

Test

G. Arswers to test

II. Reference: NE Faffest Experiment Station. Hardwood Log Grading. Upper Darby,
Pennsylvania: USDA For st Service.



HARDWOOD TREE GRADING
UNIT 'VI

'INFORMATION SILIET

Terms arab definitions

1 63-C

.1 A GredingJudging. _logs and trees into specific oiasses based on quality of
products

Scalable defectAn imperfection that would reduce the volume

,Grade defect--An imperfection that reduces the quality of sawn boards

Epicormic bud clusters--Group of sprouts ,on the side of the tree

Hard hardwoodsTypes of wood including sugar maple, beech, birth,
sycamore, hackberry, oak, ash, and hickory

F. Soft hardwoods--Types Of wOod in=uding soft mapie, basswood,
yelk)w-poplar, cum magnolia, willow, ,cirttonwooc anti eim

G. Gm,: noles--Holes bored intc the wood C7 the tree caused by various insects,

H., Bun-ipsLog knots includim those buried below the bark surface, but
indicated by a disturbance bf the bark pattern

Seam--A line of overgrowth indicating an old. wound

Bird peck--Damage of sap-suckers and woodPeckers made past the bark and
into the wood of the tree

K. Log face--A portion of the log surfaCe equal to one-fourth the circumference,
extending the fu'l length of *4the log

L. Heart center--Wood in a cylinder in the cente 17 the log' witr a radiui
equal to one-fifth of the scaling diameteT-

M. Slab zoneA zone starting at the .surface and extending ir--: for or
. a distance one-fifth of the diameter

N. Grading doughnutWood that is left for g7adinci :Urposes a -te:- -he
center and slab zone are eliminated

II. Log classes

A. Factory

B. 'Construction

C. Local use

2 2?



INFORMATION SHEET

111.- Major .:actors of grading *tory clm-- logs

A. Position in ame

B. Size
, -

Stfaigtrtness

Scalabie defect

E. Grade defect, .

Examples:

-HARDWOOD FACT(iRY GRADE 1
7' 8'

A 16-foot butt log 13 inches'In diarheter at the small end. More tian 5/6 of
its grading-face length is clear in two sections 7 and 8 -ee- .ong. Less tha- 40.-f

scaling deduction.
8 1/3'

.0
061)

- 10-foot logiff inches in:diameter at the sma MorE 7_nan 5/6 o- Its
gradirfaCe ;length is clear in one section 8 fee- ir-nc. Less 7-lan 15 percent
.oerl,.7tion for sweep; total deducT:on is less tha!

HA R DWOOD FAL-70 RY A

4'

< 0--oot.log 11 inches in .diameter at the rnalI enc -nan 2/3 o- its
gr :-n.---face length is clear in two section ea& 4 feet lorl. LeFi. -71-ian 50 per7nt

rsc.- incr. deduction,
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INFORMATION:SHEET:.

° "I. 9-foot log, 12 inches in diameter at the smell "end. More than 3/4 of 1 tr
crrading-facc length is clear in ,two sections 4 and 3 feet long. 'Less than 50
aerce sealing deduction,

HARDWOOD FACTORY G.RADE 3

2 1/2-

An 8-foot log 8 inches in di.irneter at the small end. More than 1/2 of ir
grading-face length is clear in' two sections of 2 feet or longer.. Lem than 5C
percent deduction for rot and sweep,

4' 3'

A 12-foot log 14 inches. in diameterat the small end.:interior rot ottc,:ie the,
rot zone limits cuttings. Howelier, more than .1/2 of its grading face -.1.
in two sections, four and three feet long. No sweep: 15 percent .0e2u-
ret is within the 50 percent niaximum permitted.

IV. G.7.1-cie defents

Sor-ut'epicormic rlid clustersr.and. knot

Large (moste than 8/8 Mph -iefect on Ions of aH
sizes, grades, and's6ecies

Small (3/E inch diameter or less)

a. -All grades--Hai-d hardwoods

1. Logs le'ss than 14 letect

Logs 14 inches anc more- Dn, -ialf defect
'Or skip every other 7,ne

.:224
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INFORMATION SHEET

All gradesSoft haT-dwoOds

Grades 1 and 2--Full defect on logs less
fhan 14 inches

2. One-half defect on logs-6=1.°rd than 14 inches

3. Grade 1-No ,defect

B. Grub holes and .grub-caused overgrowths

Progressive on face

a. On logs 8-15 inches--Each is a full defect

b. On logs 16-19 inches--Disregard every siXtli one

c. On logs 20-23 incheS-=Disregard every fifth one

d. On logs 24-27 inchesDisregard every fourth one

e. On logs 28 inches or more--Disregard every third 3ne

Nonprogressive, horizontally aligned on face-Phen two.or more
of these defects are found in a band not more than 6 inches
wide across the 'width of the face, th'ey may be considered as
one

Bu mps (Transparency )

1. Bumps must be 'considered on -ail lOgs although in some species
low bumps can sometimes be digzgarded

2. When bumps are to be log defects, measurements of length
affecting' clear-cuttings can vary as given:

a. f.t-rupt bump

Length less than three times height

Example: 6 inches long and 4 inches high

Stop, clear-cutting at change in contour
4

Do not enter bump with clear-cuttings
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IN FORMATION SHEET

b: Medium bUmp

1) Length three to- six times height

Example: 12 inches long and 2 to:,
inches high

2) Let clear-cutting . enter 'bump one-eight
.the length on each side

Low burnp

1) Length six to twelve times height

:Example: 12 irThes long and 1. to 2' inches
_high

2} Let clear-cuthm.- enter bump one-fourth
the length on ach side

Surface rise

1) Length more than twelve times heighI

2) Disregard it

Straight seams, frost, cracks, and splits which. are not superficial
(Transparency 2)

1. Straight seams extending full or 'part length of the log that can
be considered as a line diViding two grading faces can be
disregarded

Straight seams not confinable to line dividing grading faces

When full length of log, a full defect

b; When extending from one end of log towards middle, include
one-third the length on interior end in the clear-cutting

c. When completely in log, extend cuttings one-fourth the
length from each end

Spiral seams, frost, cracks, and splits which are not superficial--Stop
clear-cutting whereciefect enters face being graded

Bird peck

1. Individual pecks are not counted

,2 6



INFORMAtION SHEET

Length of pecked area is measured

(NOTE: A pecked area consists of four or more pecks per
square foot.)

a. Lightly pecked area or fewer than four pecks per square
foot--Disregard it .

b. In otherwise No. 3 logsDisregard all pecked areas

G. In logs other wiie No. 1 and No. 2 with heavily pecked'
areas or more than four pecks per- square foot

1) If peeks are open, disregard

, 2) If pecks are partially or completely occluded, the
pecked area is a defect

(NOTE: Age of peck does not matter. The test
is whether callus tissue has formed in the peck
holes.)

V. Gradilag zones (Trans, parency 3)
A -

A,, Heart center--One-fifth of the diameter in the center is not graded

B. ,Slab zoneOne-fifth of the diameter on the surface is not graded

C. Grading doughnutt
VI. Principle of fa'ctory grades--Divide the log ifito four faces; the po6rest face of

the three best faces is the log grade

Example:
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INFORMATION SHEET;

VII.. Procedure for grading logs

A. , Determine the species of the log to be graded

B. Determine the 'position the log occupied in the standing tree

Establish the scaling diameter

D. Measure the length °of useable material in the log or the part that will
actually be sawn into boards

(NOTE: Be sure to make sufficient allowance for end trim, usually about
three inchei of length.)

E. Divide the log pole surface into quarter, widths and obtain the greatest
number of good faces

4e,

Determine the best possible grade the log can obtain based on the minimum
scaling diameter, log position, and species

(NOTE: The above. step gives the maximum number and minimum length
of feet for clear-cuttings for the possible grade as given in the Forest Service
Standard Specifications for HardWood, Factory Lumber Logs. The chart
appears on the following page.)

-
. Measure clear-cuttings in each face and check against the specifications for
v required length needed for the grade to be established

If the required clear-cutting length is obtained, rifoceed to the next step;
if the required length is not met-drop back a grade, check sp'ecifications
for number of cuts and lengths, and regrade ace

When all' four faces have beeh graded, the log grade is established as the
third best face of ihe total four faces

2.2 8
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INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Foiest Service Standard Specifications for Hardwood Fottbry Lumber Lzgs

Grading Factors
Log Grades

Fl Ft:

' Position in tree Butts
only

.

.Butis -81
uppers Butts & uppers

Butt &
uotiter-F.

Diameter; scaling, inches . -t-/ 3- /.5- 16,19 20+ 2 12+ :-
Length without trim, feet 10+ 10- 8-9 10-11 12.+

Clear
3cuttings-

on eack
3 best N
faces

Length, min., feet
.

7 5 - 3 3
_

3 3 3 --
Number, maximum . 2 -2 2 3

gc

_imr-
Fraction of iog length .

requireg in clear
cuttine

Sweep and
crook
allowance
(rnakimum)
in percent
gross
volume

For logs with less
than 1/4 of end in
sound,.defects

15% 30%
.

For logs with more than
1/4 Of end in sound
defects

10%

.

'
20%

.
35%

, Total scapg deductions
including sweep and crook in

5
-40%

6
50%

End Defects:
1 Ash and basswood butts can be 12 inches if otherwise meeting requiremen-rs for smal No. 1 's.2 Ten-inch logs of all species can be No. 2 if otherwise meeting requiremerr- for 'small No. 1 's.3A clear .cutting is a portion of. a face free of defects, extending the width of the face.4See table 46.

Otherwise No. 1 logs' with 41-60% deductions can be No. 2.
-q Otherwise No. 2 logs with .52-60% deductions can be No. 3..

'TOTAL CUTTING LENGTH FOR HARDWOOD . LOG GRACZES
Log gradeLog Length (feet)

,2 3
.Clear Lose Clear Lose Lose

10 8'4"
12 ,10'
14 118"

416 134"

1'8"
2'
2!4"
2'8"

6.8..
8'
9'4"
108"

3'4"
4'
4'8"
54.

5'
6'
7'
8'

, Eor #1 - Length times 2 gives inches can lose
For #2 Length times 4 gives inches can lose
For #3 Length times 6 gives inches can lose.
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Point of Change
in Log Contour

Evaluation of Bumps

Abrupt Bump:Y*11=1:3 or less

High Bump-H:L=1:6/1:3

Low Bump-H1=1:12/1:6

Surte---Swell-H:L=lesstiiiii 1:1

1111t.
Length (L)

Abrupt-Stop Cutting.at
Change in Contour

High-Enter Bump 1/8
Length on Each End

Low-Enter Bump Y4

Length on Each End

Surface Swey-No Defect
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3uperficial

one-20%D

, Evaluation of Seams

hallow Seam-No Defect Overgrowth-a Defect

Centerli=20%D
Overgrowth-a Defect

Clear
Cutting

Clear r Knot-a Defect
Cutting

4d,

232



Slab Zone 1/5 D

Grading Doughnut

233
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HARDWOOD TREE GRADING
UNIT VI

B SHEET #1--IDENTIFY GRADE DEFECTS

I. Tools ,and friaterials needed

A. Hatch t

B. Loggr's tape

C. Scal stick

D. Loqh of trees indicated by the instructor

EU- tli board, paper, and pencil

II. -Proced re

A. l?ivide lag or tree into four faces;.pick the worst face first to align oth),-'
faces

B. /Use the loggers tape to locate the distance between defec8 and the ends
' of the log

C. On paper, draw the four faces of,,the log

D. On the diagram
(Figure 1)

Face No.

2

made, locate and identify the type of defeats as shown

Face Grqe No.
Knot

Knot

Knot

Knot
V

Knot

nYKnot sea
Kn ot

s Seam
Med

Knot Buml;
Grub Hole

FIGURE-1
4

E. When completed, rn in to the instructor for evaluation

23,1

1

2

Grading Face
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HARDWOOD, TREE GRADING
.UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #2--GRADE aD.WOOD TREES

Tools and materials needed

A. . Hatchet

B. Logger's tape

C: Scale stick

O. Logs or trees indicated by the instructor

E. Tally form

F. Clipboard and pencil

I . Procedure

A. Determine the species bf the lOg to be graded

B. Determine the position bf "ie log occupied in le standing tree

C. Establish the scaling

D. Measure the length of useauie material in i or the part that will
actually be sawn into boards

E. Divide the log pole surface into .quarter vvicitns and obtain the greatest
number of good faces

F. Determine the best possible grade the log can obtain based on the minim- um
scaling diameter, log' position, and species

G.
0

Measure clear-cuttings in each face and check against,the specifications °for
the required length needed 'for the -grade to be established

H. If the required clear-cutting length is obtained, proceed to the next step;
if the required length is not met, drop back a grade, check specifications
for number of cut§ and lengths, and regrade face

I. When all four faces have been graded, the log grade is established as thethird best face of the total four faces

. J. Complete the attached form and turn in to the instructor for -evaluation
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No.

1

2

3

4

-JQB -SHEET,42

Deductions

Internal

L W H

-t

f

4

Ft. Tot. %

,

co

03

121

13i

14'

151;

16

1741
18'

f

91

20'

21,

22

23

24

25L L

L=Log Defect: S=Internal Scale Deduction; E-End Defect; C-Crook or Sweep: 0-Other



HARDWOOD TREE GRADING
.UNtT VI

'TEST
a

a

1.. ° Match the terms on the right to the correct definition'.

a. Judging logs and trees 1 Epicorm ; bud
into specific classes based cluster
on quality of products

2. Grub. holes
b. An imperfe:tion that would

reduce the ,olume 3. Seam

c. An imperfection that reduces 4. Scalable defec
the quality of sawn boards

5. Grading dough:tut
d. Group of sprouts oh the side

of the .,tree 6. Slab zone

e. Types of wood including sugar 7. Hard hardwoods
Maple,- beech, birch, sycamore,
hackberry, oak, ash, and Heart Cgtet
hickory.

9. Grade defect
f. Types of vyood including soft

maple, basswood, 10. Log face
yellovi-poplar, gum magnolia.,
willow, c6ttonwood, and elm 11. Bird peck

g. Holes bored into the wood of 12. Grading
the tree caused by various
insects 13. Bumps

4

Log knc thost 14. Soft hardwoods-
buried below the bark
surface but indicated by a
disturbance of the bAk
pattern

it. A line of overgrowth
indicating an old wound

j. Damage of sap-suckers and
woodpeckers made past the
bark and into the wood of
the tree

k: A portion of the log surface
equal to one-fourth the
circumference, extending the
full length of the log

237
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I. 'Wood in a 41inder in the
center of the log with a
radius equal to one-fifth, of
the scaling diameter

.m. A zone starting ar the surface
and extendisig into the log for
a distance one-fifth of the
diameter

n. Wood that is left for gradinq .
pqrposes after the heart center
and slab zone are eliminated

List the three classes that trees can be cut into as logs!

List the five major factors affecting grades of the factory class.

a.

b.

Match the rules for grade defect evaluation to the defects beiow.

a. Full defect pn all grades 1 Small sprout 3/8"
diameter on an oak

b. Full defect -)n less than
14"; 1/2 derect,on larger 2. Low bump
diameter

3. Sprial seam
c. Disregard every fifth one

as a defect 4. Straight team

d. Stop clear-cutting where ___ 5. Sprout 1/2"
defects enters face being graded diameter

e. When full length of log, a
full defect

6. Bird peck on
,otherwise No. 3 log

f. Enter bump 1/4 the length Grub hole on 20"
on each side log

g. Disregard
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5. Label the gracling zoiles on the drawing of a log end given below.

5tatE the principle, of factory grades.

Arrange in numerical order the procedure for grading logs:

a. Determine the best possible grade the log can obtain based on The
miimurn scaling diameter, log position, and species

b. Determine the position the log ocCupied in the standing tree°

c. Measure clear-cuttings in each face and check against the specifications
for required length needed for the grade to .136( established

d. When all four faces have been graded, the log grade is established as
the third best face of the total four faces

e. Measure the length of useable material in the log or the part that
will actually be sawn into boards

g-

Divide the log pole surface into quarter widths and obtain the greatest
number of good faces

If ttie required Clear-cutting length is obtained, proceed to the next
step., .if the "required length is not met, drop back a grade, check
specifications for number of 'cuts and lengths, and regrade face

h. Establish the scaling diameter

I. Deterrnine the species of .the log to be graded

239
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pemonitrate the ability to:

a. Identify grade defects.

b. Grade hardwood trees.

(NOTE: If these have not been accomplished prior to the test, alc-the instructor
when the above activities should be Completed.)

1/4



1. a 12

4

c: 9

d.

e. 7

f. 14

g. 2

a. Factory

'Construction

c. Local use

HARDWOOD TREE GRADING
UNIT VI

3. a. Position in tree

Size

c. Straightness

d. Scalable defect

. Grade defect

4. a.

b.

C.

d.

e. 4

f. 2-

g. 6

ANSWERS TO TEST

j. 11

k. 10

8

m.6
n. 5
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a. Slab zone 1/5 D

b. Gruditig doughnut

c. Heartcenter 175 D

6. Divide the log into four faces; the
log grade.

7. a. 6

b. 2

c. 7

d. .9

e..7 4

f.

poorest face of the three best faces is the

h. 3

Performance skills will be evaluated to the satisfaction of ;the instructor.

242
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STRIP CRUISING
UNIT VII

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to lay out a strip briise and
perform a strip cruise to determine sawtimber volume. He should be able to teemine
blow-up factor and tract acreage from strip cruising. This. knowledge will be evidenced
through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent. on the unit test.

Fl C OBJECTIVES

After compfetion of this unit, the student should he able to:

1. Match terms associated with strip cruising to the correct definition.
Q

2. Select from a list four reasons for cruising.

3. Determine cruise intensity when given 'the necessary infdrmation fo
calculation..

Arrange in numerical order the procedure for, laying out a strip cruise.

Name the:two methods used to determine the blow-up factor, fora strip
cruise.

'List the fOur steps used to determine total tract acreage from a striocruise.

7. Name and describe the duties of a two-man strip cruise crew.

8. List the advantages and disadvantages of Strip cruising.

9. Deinonstrate the ability tO:
4

a. Lay out a strip cruise.

b. Determine .sawtimber volume by1 strip cruising.

243
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STRIP -cRUtsiNG
.UNIt VII

.

Provide students with information and job sheets.

Make. transparency.

Ditcts terminal and specific labjetives.

Discuss inforrnition sheet.

:Dernonstfate .and discuss procedures outlined In theQob sheets.,

Arrange lield trips to allow students an optiortunity to praFtice layig out
a strip crufie and determining volume by strip cruising..

'A. Read objectives;

B. Study information sheet.

C. Derdonstrate the ability to accomPlish the procedures outlined in the job
sheets.

D. Pahicipate in fibld trip.

E. Take test

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

'Included in this unit:

A., Objectives

B. Information sheet
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Transparenty Master TM 1:-Strip CrUise Detign

D. job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Lay dut a Strip -Cruise

2.- Job Sheet #2,-Determine Sawtimber Vplurne by Strip. Cruising

Test

F. Answers to test:

. ReferenceAvery, T. Eugene. Forest Meesurements. New York: McGraw-Hiti
Book Co.

6



Terms and definitions .

A. Cruising--A forest estimation by .sárnpling.

Sample--A part of the whole; plots and stripS

Strip crUisihg--Sampling using continuous strips of uniform width and strips
of equal intervals of spacing across the forest acreage '

(NOTE : These are usually one chain strips.)

rCruise, intensity--The percent of area actually occupied and measured as
a sample;, expressed as i percent of area.,

G.

Strip interval-7The distance in chains between the strip centerlines

Blow-up factOr--A numerical Value used to expand'a sample volume or acres
to totat. tract volume 'or: acres

.tr

Tallying-Recording trees: by diameter and height on a form,

Example: Clot-Dasn system used:

= 1

e

Borderline trees--Trees just on the edge *of the sample area

I. CompassmanA worker responsible for keeping accurate direction
,

J. EstImator--A worker that measures sample plots or strips

Tree volume table--Shows content of trees of variouS DBH and heights based
. on d log rule

II. Reasons° for cruising

A. Land ,,arik1 timber appraisal

B. Timber sales

C. Management plans

D. Speci surveys: TSr.needs, planting areas, insect and diseaSe
damage, timber trespass, and Plown-down timber



INFORMATION SHEET

Determining cruise Intensity.

A. Determine acreage sampled in strips

I V.

Divide sampled acreage into total tract

EXamples: '2 1/2%, 10%, 20%

_(NOTE: Cruise intensity is dependent on value of the timber
allowable costs, and desired precision.)

Procedure for strip cruise design .(Transparency 1)

A. .Determine acreage to sample frOm cruise intensity

Determine strip size

er

1. One chain most cgmmonly used

2. One-half chain for dense stands,

3. Two chains for sparse ,stands'.

C. Determine strip interval based on acreage

D. Determine-starting point
,

E. Determine strip. direction

'(NOTE: trips should cross topography and drainage at riiht angles.)

Locate firsN strip one-half the strip interval from starting point

(NOTE: This will end with the last 'striP.one-half the strip interval instead
of on the tract boundary.),

'V. Methods used to determine blow-up factor

A. Diyide cruise intensity into 100%

Divide tract acreage by sample acres

(NOTE: Sample 'timber volumes are expanded by blown-up' factor.)

Example's:-

Cruise, Intensity. Blow-up Factor

40
5% 20

10% 10
20% 5



I NFOR MATION SH-E ET

, VI. Steps used to determine acreage from strip cruising

VII.

A. Determine total length of strips in chains

, C.

Mititipli). strip width' tithes lineal distance to find the
chains

"

. ;
number of square

Divide square chains by ten to determine Sample acres

D. Multiply sample acres times blow-up factor to find total tract acreage

\Duties of a two7man strip cruise crew,

193-C

A. t-Cqrnpassman-Locates centerline of, iirip'using a compass, topographic tape,
( -and Abney hand level; tallies for estimator

, B. Estimator-Acts as rear chainman; paces out from .chain for strip width and
'estimates or meaSures tree diameters and height's

VIII. Strip: cruising

A. Advantages

1
-f . No loss of time in samPling as compared 'to plot locations of

sampling

2. Less problems with bord-line trees than plot cruising

3. Less risk than working9alone irf the woods.,
a tiOtx,:t

p i sa dv a ntages

1. Errors from estimating strip width
,

2. Tendency to underestimate tree heights

3. Brush more hindersome than plot chiising
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STRIP CRUI4ING
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET 41,--LAS' OUT A- STRIP CRUISE

After dividing into groups of two, design a stfip cruise on forty acres of timberland
indicated by the instructor. Plan for a cruise intensity' of 10%. When completed, turn
in to the instructor for evaluation.

1. Tools and materials needed

A. Cornpass. ,

B. Topographic tape

C. Abney hand level

D. Clipbckard and pencil

E. Area indicated by instructor
40,

I LOprocedure

A. Determine acreage to sample from cruise intensity

B. petermine strip size

1. One chain most commonly used

2. One-half chain for dense stands'

3. Two chain's. for .sparse stands

Determine strip interval based on acreage

Determine starting point

E. Determine strip direction

(NOTE: Strips should 'cross topography and drainage at right angles.)

F. Locate first strip one-half the strip interval from starting point

(NOTE: This will end with the last strip one-half the'strip interval' instead
-.of on the .tract boundary.)

Draw in 'the 40 acre diagram given

1( Starting point

2. Strip width
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,trip interval

'Strip direction

5. ' Total strips to take

40 AC R ES

2 2
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STRIP CRUISING-
UNIT VI I

JOB SHEET -#2.-DtTERMINE SAWTIMBER VOLUME
BY pTRIP CRUISING,

199-C

After dividing into groups of twO, use the plan developed in Job-Sheet #1 of this unit
(after evaluation .and correction by, the .insteuctor). When completed, turn in to the
instructor for evaluation.

I. Tools and °materials needed

A: Compass

B. Topographic tape

C. Abney hand level

D. Diameter tape

E. 50' tape

F. Clipboard and pencil

G. Tally sheet

Tree volume table

I . Procedure

A. Corripassman

1.. Locate the centerline of each strip using a compa§i'

2. .Act as head chairman using a topographic tape

a Measure slopes with Abney hand level

4. Tally for estimator

, Estimator

Act.As,rear, chainman
,

'Determine strip loy. pacing and by measuring with a 50' tape

3. Estimate DBH and heights of, trees found on the strip

4. Call out estimates to the corribassman for tally
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C. Alternat jobs on each strip

Tally all sa imber trees 9.0" DBH end larger and up to.7" diameter top
on, the stri Using the attached tallY sheet

r

Estimate DBH and heights; measure every, tenth tree to develop skill in
estirnatton

Use dot-dash system of ally in, blanks provided on the tally sheet for
appropriate DB1-I and merchantable heights

When strips are completed, figure sawtimber volume found on the strips
using the attached tree volume table

H. Determine blow-up factor

L Expand strip volume for totpl 40, acre volume

Total /40 acre volume of sawtimbei- bd. ft.
,
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FORM' No. 1001

Tract

Owner

Marker

JOB SHEET #2
TIMBER MARKETING

TALLY SHEET
FORESTRY DIVISION

STATE DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE
1E4 .CAPITOL 001101140

OKLAHOMA CITY. OICI.A. 73105

th TREE TALLY

DAT TOTAL TALLY

TOTAL MERCHANTABLE HT. FEET

10 1 4 . 16 20 22 24 2E ,25- 3.0 .1 32 34 36 38 . 40,

2.5
TO
3 5

.42

4.6
TO
5.5 5

5.6 .

TO 6
. 6.5

6.6.
TO 7Z.5

7.6
TO
8.5

8.6
TO
9.5

tAW TIMBER-100% Tally 16 ft. Logs Sound '

201-C

LARGE
TREES

DIA.
1/2

8 - 12'
1

I 2. - 20:
1Si

21' 27'
2

28' - 3.7'
2!?.

38' - 45'
3

46' - 53' 54' 2 60' 61...- 68' DIA HT.
s

' D
9 0

1 010.9 , .---'''.------ .-----'./ Zr/fI I 0
12 t

13

1 414.09 -
15. -

"416-9

0 Z17.0

19.0

20 9
.&_

,:............../.....7
. /721 0

.2i n
23 0

2424 9 .
./:i.

25 0

2,7.9
26

27.0
2i19 28 ...-------

,--

,....--

-__..
. ///19 0

30 "-- _Add -----<- ---
--

---.-
.

.
.



JOB SHEET #2

TREE VOLUME TABLE

Mesavage - Girard

CISOA

Tree
diarneter

(inches),

VOIUME (board feet) BY NUM EF
USABLE *16-FOOT LOGS

1. 1/2- 2 1/2. 3 3 1/2

14' 17 20. 21 22 ---- -
11 22

.

27.. .

32 35 38 -----
-12_ 29 36 43 ' 48 53 54.

:13 .38 48 '59. 66 73 76
14 48 '62 75 84 93 98
15 50 -78 -96 108 121- 128

: -

16 72 94 116 132 149 160
17 86 113 140 161 .182 196
18 100 132 164 190 215 232

-19 ,118 156 194 225 256 276
20 135 180 225 261 297 322

,

21 154 2074 260- 302 344 374 4

22 - -174 234 295 344 392 427
23' 195 '264 332 388 444- 483' !

. 24 .216 293 370 433 496 539
25 ,241 328 414 486 558 609

.26 266 362 -.'459 539 619 678
27 292 .398 505 . 594 684 749 1

28 317°- 434, 551 550 750 820 1

29 346' :475 604 _ 714 824 902 i

,

W..;
,

376 513

.

- 658 778

.

898 984 1.,(

31 . 408 - 562 717 850 983 1,080 1:
32 441 608 776 922 1,068 1,176 14;

:33 474:' 654 835 994 1,152 1,268 1,:

34 506 '700 894 1,0641A235 1,361 Li
35

,_._

644 754. 954 1,149 :1,334 1,472 1,(

36 '' 581 .3()8 1,035 1,234 1,434 1,583 1:4

37 618 .:660.
..

1,102 1,318 1,534 1,694 Li

38 655 -912 1,170 :1,402 1,635 1,805 1.,..0

39 698 974 1,250 1,498. 1,746 1,932 2,1

40 .740 1,035 1,330 1,594 1,858_2,059 .2,'

Adjust volumes 4% for each 1% change in FC
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56
80
103
13s

170
09
48
97
46

04

62
22
82
60

37
14

90
80
69

76

83
85
87
10

32
54
75
18

60

FC 78

'DOYLE

4 1/2

-

-----

-564

428
492
558
625
709

793
877
961

1,061

1,160

1,273
-1,386
1,487
1,608
1,743

1,878
2,613
2,148

2,298
2,448

'652

521

594
668
768

849
940

1,032

1,142

1,251

1c370

1,488

1,609

1,730

1,876

2,023
2,172
2,322
2,479

2,636



_Match, the terms on the right to the correct 'definition.
7

4A forest estimation by sampling

b.' A part of the whole; plots and
strips

c." Sampling using continuous .

strips of uniform width 'asd
strips of equal intervals
of spacing acjoss the forest
acreage

1 Blow-up factor
k

2. Cruise intensity
J,

3: -Cprnpassman

4. Tallying

Cruising

Tree volume taBle

Borderl Ale trees
d. The percent of area actually

occupied and measured as a
sainple; expressed as a percent
of area

The distance in chains
between the strip centerlines

8.0 Estimator

f._ -A numerical value used tb
expand a sample volume or acres
to total tract volume or
acres

Recording trees by diameter
and height_ on a form

h. Trees just on the edge of
the sample area

. A worker responsible for
keeping accurate direction

i. A worker that measures sample
plots or strips

k. Shows gontent of trees
of various DBH and heights
based on a log rule

Sample

10. Strip int:r:01

Strip cruising .11.



Select from the, list below the. four reasons for cruising by .placing. an "X" in
the blanks provided.

ra. Land ownership

b. Land and timber ap aisal

c. Management plans

d. Land Ideation,

e. Survey of timber trespass

f: Timber ,sales

3. Determine the crUise intensity for this
'chains long on 640 aCres.

4. Arrange in'

cruis0: strips 1 chain wide and 80

ical "order:A
A.

a. D drmine strip directidn

b. Determine .starting point

*

%AA
. _ '.11.'",% " 4".

re for*laying out .a strip cruige.

c. Determine strip interval bas-e/d/on acreage

d. Determine acreage to sam ë from cruise intensity

e. iOcate first strip one-h f the strip interval from starting point

f. DeterMin'e strip size

Nome the two methods used o determine the Nw-up factor for a strip cruise.

b.

.6. List the four steps used to determine total tract acreage froki a strip cruise':

.11

A



Name and, describe the duties of each man in, a two-man strip cruise crew.

List the 'advantages.and disadvantage's ,of cruiiing.'

Advantagess

1)

2)

Disadvantages

1)

2)

3)

. . Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Lay out a strip cruise.

b. Determine sawtimber volume by strip cruising.



STRIP CRUISING
-UNIT VI I

ANSWERS TO TEST

0

4

h..

3

i
k. 6

b, c, e,

3. 20%

4. a. 5

b.

C. 3

d.

e. 6

2

5. a. Divicie cruise intensify into 100%
..

b Divide tract acreage by sample, acres

6. a. Determin total length of stripS i'n chains.,.

b. Multiply-strip width times lineal distiince to find the nuniher of square
chains

260



uare chaing by ten to: determine Vmple- rei-t
. ,

sample aei-es tiMes bid -uP Jadtor to'find toialr,tract acrea4e

Cornpastma--L'Ocates centerline of s ip using a compass, topographictape,
and Abney".hand level; tallies 'for es ator

b. Estimator-- cts as rear chairiman; paces o t from chain for strip wirlth and
estimate's or meatures tree diameters .an heights

-

8. a. Advant ges

1) No loss of ti.me in sampling as compared to ploi locations of
sampling

1*
2) Less problems with borderline trees than "plot crtiotung

3) Less risk than working alone in ,the woods

b. DiSadvantages
A

1). Errors from estimating strip width

2) Tendency 19 underestimate tree Ifeights

3) Brush more hindersome than plot cruising

9.Performance skills will be evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

p.



. .

TERMIhAL OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to select from a list rnethods
of planning sample layout and distinguish between advantages and disadvantages of plot
cruising. He should also be able to complete a plot cruise laYout and perform a plot
'Cruise to determine sawtimber and pulpwood volume. This knowledse will be evidenced
througli demonstration and by scoring- eighty-five percent on the unit test.

.

t
\ SP.ECIFIC OBJECTIVES .

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:-,

1. Match terms -associaled . with plot cruising to 'the correct definition.

2. Select from. a list the commbnly used plot forms and sizes.

3. State .the commonly used plot sizes when given the plot radii.

4. List two methOds Of determining cruise intensity for plot cruising.

5. Select from a listl'three meth, Cios of lanning a sampling layoui.

6. . Arrangg in numerical order the 'steps to complete a systematic plotcruise
layobt.

,

70: Arrange in numerical 'order the steps for plot . cruising,

8. . Distinguish between the advantages and disadvantages of plot cruising as
compared to strip cruising.

9.. Demonstrate the' ability to:

a. Complete a systematic grid sample plot :cruise layout.

b. Determine 'sawtimber and pulpWood \/olume by plot crting.

CON.
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PLOT CRUISING
= UNIT VIII-

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Instructor:

A. Provide students. with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and lob sheets.

C. Make transparency.

Discuss terminal and sPecific objectives.

., Discuss information sheet.

Vat

Demonstrate and discuss 'procedures .0Litlined in the job sneets.

G. Arrange field trips tb allow students bn opportunity to perform -the acti.vities
outlined in the job_ sheets.

H. Give test':

I I'. Students:

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Demonstrate the ability to accomplish the prOc'edures outlined in the jobsheets.

b. Participate in field trip.

E. Take teit.

6 '

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. ObjectiVes

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency master: TM 1--Plot Cruise Layout

263



Job sheets

./
1. Job Sheet #1eomplete a Systematic Grid Sample Plot Cruise

Layout

Job Sheet #2--Determine Sawtimber and Pulpwood olume by
Plot Cruising

E.-. Test

F. Answeri to test

;

Reference--Avery, T. Eugene. Forest.Measucements. New York: McGraw-I-Iill,

4'
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PLOT CRUISING
UNIT VIII

k INFORMATION .SHEET

I. Terms and..definitions

A. Plot cruising--Sampling using plots o
systematically or randomly

a, predetermined siZe and:arrangecL

B. P6 Ipwopc1--Small treeS anifdefbcilve larger trees used to make pulp for paper

C. RadjiPlural fdr radius, the,distance from the center of a circle to the border

D. Systematic Kid sample--A sampling layout where the plots to be sampled
are arranged equidistant over the iract

Simple random sample--A sampling layout where the plots to be sampled
are selected at random or by chance

F. Stratified random sarndleA sampling layout where the plots to be sampled
are randomly selected for each known division of a tract

G. LayoutA plan or desigri

H. Cardinal--The principal points of a compass or north, south, east, ihia west
,

II. , Plot sizes commonly used

A Forms

1. Circular

2. Square

B. Area sizes in acres

1. 1/100.

2. 1/10 ,

3. 1/B

4. 1/4 ,

2 6 5



214-C

-e

INFORMAtION SHEET

III. Radius of commo ly used' plot si7es

Plot Size (Acres)

A. 1/100

B. 1/10

C. 1/5

D. 1/4

IV. Met-hods of determining cruis intensity

A
. Acres. cruised

. Total tract acres

V.

Plot. size irr acresB. X- 100
Acres represented :13ji each plot

Methods of planningt a sampling layout

A. Systematic grid sample

Exam'ple:

Plot Radius (Feet)

, 11.8

37.2

52.%

58.9

266
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INFORIVI/VION SHEET

Simple random sample

Example: \

Stratified random sample

Example:

267



216-C

INFORMATION "SHEET

VI. Steps to complete a systematic plot cruise layout (Transparency 1)

A. Determine cruise intensity needed

B. 'Determine acres to cruise

C. Determine nuMber and size of plots needed

D. Determine tract acres each plot represents

E. Determine grid pattern based on the square chains in tha acres of the above
step

F. Determine plot interval 'and line interval locations

G. Locate starting point

H. Example of a systematic grid sample plot cruise:

1. Cruise intensity, 10%

2. Plot size, 1/4 acre

3. Tract, 40 acres

a. Number of plots = .10,X 40 = 4 acre's; 4', X 4 = 16 plots

b. Repreientative acres = 40 16 = 2.5 acres

Representative sqiiare,chain;= 2 .5 X "fil 25 sqi4J tiips
S.

d. Square root of representative square chairg =f2g
or 5 chains, by 5. chains grid pattern

A

4

r .

,268



V4 Po'Cre Plots

First Plot

INFORMATION, SHEET

Starting point, lines, and plot locations

40 Acres

n 20 Chains

X X

Starting Pciint
b

2.5 c 5 c

VI I. Steps for plot cruising (orre-man crew)

A. From starting point, use cardinal points for direation

B. Locate first rine one;balf the interval. distance

5 c

2.5-c

Drainage & Topography ;

C.

D. Establish plot radius using tape, measure

E.

F.

Locate first point one-half the plot interval

EsOmate,o.r measure the Size of all trees on the plot and indicatethse species
desired

Measure radios to all borderlime trees

Pace or nein the distance to the next Plot and repeat
,

2 6 f),
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INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Advantages and disadvantages of plot cruising as compared to strip cruising

A.. Advantages

1. Suitabfe fpr one-man crews

2. Brush not a hinderance
it -4

3. Easier to make a more detailed study of trees

B. Disadvantages
t
r

Hazardous.for one man to work alone

Generally requires more meaeurement of borderline :trees

3. Considerable time spent walking from one plot to another

270 ,
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A,

N

4 Chains

lot

o 0
Chains

4,0

'o, 0 0 o

Chains

0 0 0 0 :0

,

",!1

Chains

° 0 o

e, 0
0 0

4 Chains
Finish



JOB SHEET itigomPLEtE. A. SYSTEMATIC 6141D ,SAMPLp
PLOT CRUISE LAYOUT.

Tools and materials needed

A.

B.

Compass .

Pacing skill

Clipboard and pencil

Procedure

A. Group in teams° of two

B. Plan for a cruise intensity, of 10% and 1/5 acre 'plots on 40
timberland- indicated by the instf:uctor

0,.

-6
C. Deterrnine number of plots for the cruise intgrisityVand size

D. Determine representative acres for each plot

E. Convert the representative ecres- to square chains

acres of

of tract

F. Obtain the square root in chains for the Tepresentative
for the., appropriate rectangle grid

Locate plots., end lines on the following 40 cre diagram
startiftg point

square chains or

and indicate the

. Be sure to locate first line and first plot one-half the distance determined
as the interval

When completed, turn in_ to the instructor for evaluation

40 a6res



- PLOT CRUISING
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #2-tDETERMINE SAWTIMBER AND PULP,WOOD
VOLUME BY PLOT CRUISING

ools and *.hiatetials needed

. Compasi

B. Suunto clinometer

C. 100' tape

D. Diameter tape,

E. Clipboard ahd pencil

F. Tally sheet

G. Tree, volume tables
,

I Procedure'
q-

..

A. GrouP in learns of twp,.(compassman and estimator)

B. Locate first plot using compass and pacing

, C. Tally all saMimber trees'9.0" OBH and larger up
the plot using the atiathed tally sheet

Tally all .15t4tpW'obd trees 4.6" DBH up to 8.9" .113BH and
on the plot tisihg the attached tally sheet

-

to a 4" :diameter

EStimate- OBH and measure every tenth ,tree to develop skill in estation

F. rise dordash system ,of tally, in blanks- provided On, the tally sheet for'
approptiate DBH **and merchantable heights '

Alternate jobs o each of plotsr`

When plots are com'pleted, figure sawtimber and, pulpwood volume
on the plots using the attached tree volume table

. .Deterniine blow-up factor

J. Expand plot .volurne§: fore -total 40 acre volurne

Total 40 acre yolu

1. Sawtirn.ber

2. Pulplkood'j'z

When..completqd, 4rirr; tally shee,t to instrUctor for evakiation.
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224-C,
.

Porn, No 1007'

Owner!

Marker .

Da.te_74_

POST 8, POLES'

JOB SHEET #2

TIMBER MARKETING'
TALLY SHEET

FORESTRY DIVISION
STATE DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE

.-1,a CAPITOL flITILDITIO
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA 75105

. .:_1:12EE TALLY

DATE TOTAL TALLY

a.

. DIA.
"...TOTAL MERCHANTABLE HT, 'PEET

10 16 18 70 22 24 26 28 30 . 38 _ 46 42 4'

2.5 .

TO
4.5 4

,

5 6 .

TO
'6 5

6 6.
TO
7.5

7 6
TO

5
TO 9
9

. .

SAW TIMBER---1d0%*--Tisk: 6 F. Logs DO cc 1,,c

2 2 1/2 3 a 3 1/2

LARGE
DiEE3

4
Si:5:46 53 V' 60' 61: , 68 DIA _ HI 0

23.0

.2;19

25 n

26.9



:'

JOB SHEET #2
TREE' VOLUME TABLE

Mesavage Qirard
USDA

*
225-C

FC 78
DOYLE

'
diameter
(inches),L

.

Tree

;

VOLUME (board feet) BY NUMBER OF, .

USABLE 16-FOOT LOGS
,

i 1 1/2
.,

2
(

2 '1/2 3 3 1/2 4' 1/2

10
b11
12
13
14
15

16
1 7

20

21
22

, 23
24

' 25

26,
27
28
29
3(2

,

31-
32
33
34
35

. 36
37 ,

38
39

-4

*4

40-

.

i'-`

..

*

-

;,..:,

-
, ''

'

1404
22
29
38
48
60

72
86

wo
,

ns

164
174
195.
216
241

266
292
317
346
376

408
. 441
'474
506
544

:581
618
655
698
740

17
27
36
48
62
78

94
113

-, 132
156

*180

20
234
264

, 203
.328

362
398
434
475
517

562
608
654
700
754

308
860
912.1,170
974

.1n5

2.0

32
. 43

59
75
96

' .116
140

.164
194

.225

260
295
332

"e.370
,414
-,*.
159

5(45
'04
604

- 658

717k
776
835
894,,
964

1,035
1,102

1,250
1,330

21
35
48,
66

.- 84
108

132
161
19
22
,261

302
344
388
433

'486'..
539
'594

-J650.
714

1/778

850
.,. 922.

994
1,064
1,149

1,234
1,318
1,402
1,498

.1,594

22
38
53
73

:.--; 93
' 121

149
182
215

_/\4256
297

*'34.4..
7'3g2
440
'496'

-c 558
,

619
. 684

750
f 824

898

Or
983:

1,068
1,152
1,235

-1,334

1,434
1,624
1,635
1;746
1,858

54
76
98

, 128

160
196.
232
216
322

4374
42/
483
539

'609

678
749

'820
902
984

1,080
1,176
1,268
1,361
1,472

1,583
1,694
1,805
1,932

, 2,059

56
80

103
'136

170
209
248
297
346

.

364

428
492
56B.
625
709

P3
877'

'961
1,061
1,16Q

,

1,273
.1,,,386

. 1,497
1;6158
1,743

1,878
2,013
2,148
2,298
2,448

383

452
' 521

594
,,.. 668

758
.

4°p
-r; -0

1,032
,, 1,14?

1,251
.1-,

,, .4 i

¶
1;."- -
1,730
1,876

2,00
2,172
2,322

,2,479
2,636

404
462
522
5B2
i6 0

137
814

. '890
980

1,069

1,176
1,283
1,385
1,487
1,610

1,732
1,854
1,975
2,118
2,0

.r=

A8just volumes 4% for each 1% . changé in FC°



13LoT CRUISING
UNIT VIII

Match the terms on the right to the correct definition.

.41

b.

Sampling using'plots of
a predetermined size and
arranged systematically orp
randomly .

Small trees -and defec ive
larger trees used to make
pulp for paper

c. Plural for radius, the
distance frpm the.oenter of
a circle to the border

-

A sampling layout Where the
plots to be sampled are
arranged equidistant.,Over the
tract

*e.- A sampling laVout Where- the
plots to be sampled are
selected at random tir by, chance

g.

A sampling layout -where the
plots to be sampled are
randomly selected for each 1.

known division of a tract

A plan or design

h. The 'principal points of a
compass or north, south, eait,
and west

1., Systematic, grid
. 'sample

2. Stratified random
sample

3. Pulpwood

Simple randOm

sample

Layout .

Plot cruisinp

7..

8. Radii '

4.
.7,1.,;;L:i.

Select from the list below the commonly
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. 1j3 '61),
°, -

b.. 1/8 . .1/5

g.4,1/74.

1/20 -

c. .

d. 1/16 # h. 1/1(31P

.440..

used plot forms and sizes. Place

i. 1/50

j. Trianglp

k. Circular

.. Rectangle '.

an

4

2 '7.1



State the commonly used plot sizes fo'r the plot radii given.

527' c 58.9'--

b. 11.8'-- d. 37.2'--

List two methOds of determining cruise intensity for plot cruising.

b.

Select'from this list Ahree metfrods of Planning a' sdfriPling layoUi'by placing
.

an "X" in the apprOr#iate blanks.

a. Systematic strip sample

b. Systematic grid sample.

c. Systematic candoM sample
o.

d. Simple randomsample

6.

e. Stratified random sample

f. Simple systematic sample
,

Ar=rarige in 'numerical drder the following steps to complete a systematic p)ot
cruise layout.

, a. Determine numb and size of plots needed

b. Locate starZng point

DetIermine cruise intensity needed
0 .0

d. Determine grid pattern based on the square chains in.the°acres of the
above stepir''

. . -P.0 --..,,, --e. Determin ct acres each plot relieeseriU

Determine acres to' cruise-
. , , , .

g.. Determine pive.intenial arid line interval locatkrs,,,;!".
...,

.. ? . -7 : ,.i.f.

Arrange.-in numerical order the following steps for plot cruising,

a. Measure ,radius to all borderline treef':'

opate, first Aine 'one- If the ireterval distar2ce
,

tablish plot radius using,.tape rbeast.ire
..4, *i

__.........dir. Froin estartingopoint, '1'4q:-Eardinal' Ooints f*direction
... .. ,' .



Pace of chain the distanceto :the next plot and repeat

f. Locate jfirit poiht If. °the 4pld

g. Estimate or measure the size of all trees on the plot and.indicate the
species desired

.

.7.

Distinguish between the advantages and disadvantages of plot cruising as
compiged to strip cruising from the .10 telow. Place an "a" for advantage or

"D" for disadvantage jn the correct .blanks. .

4
a. Generally requires more measurement of borderline trees

'b. $uitable for one-man crews
tie

c. Consiktalide time 'sp'ent walking fran one ylot to another
1

d. Easier to make more detailed study of trees
°

Brush not a hinderance

Hazerciou for 'one man to work alone

Dernonstrate the ability to:

a. Complete t systernaticArid sample plot' cruise layout.

b: Deterrine sawtimber and pulpwood volume by. :plot cruising.

(NOTE: If these li'ave not beert*compliihed prior to the test, ask the instructor
wIefl .the above activitiei should be completed.)

ti+



pLOT CRUiSING.
UNIT VIII.

r.
Afq W E R $ TO TEST:;0,

b. . 3

c.

d. 1

c, f, g, h, k, m

1/5:

ix 1/100

c. 1/4

d. 1/10

a Acres cruised
.

TotalS tratt acres

2

l

b. Plot size in acres
Acres represented by each

5. b, d, e

6. a. 3 e. 4

b. 7 f. 2

' c. 1 6

d. 5

7. a. 6

b. 2

c.

d. 1 ,

a. D

e. 7

3

5

e.
1#2

c. D f. D

Performanc ills will be' evaluated to the satisfaction of the instruc,
.

tdr.

plo
X 1 op

+M.

40,

1b,



After completion of Ibis ,unit, the student should be able to compie0 a point sample
cruise layout to detei'mine sawtimber volume, He should be.able te select the correct .

basal-area 'factor tool& use and perform the point Simple measurements accurately. This
knowledge will be evidencied through demonstration4 and lay scgring,.eighOlve percent
on the bnit tOst.

'
SPECI F IC OBJ E.CTIVEg

After comple,tion of-this- unit, the student should be able ta:
4 V

1 . Match terms *associated villh point sampling to'the correa defintion.

2. Select. from ; ,list otlier names for point sainpling.

lb>

braw a diagram illustrating the principle of point sampling.

Identify the ccimrnonly used tools for point "sanipling.

Select fr. oF( a List the three principles used to determine BAF..

6.. Match the commonly used BA.F's to the correct ahgle size.

7. State *rule 'to use PRF:
,

8. Matchrthe cornmonly used BAF to the correct PRF: -
r ,t,,

9. Select from a list statementS on-,.,tihe"-boii4et1*.t4epris.m.
/

,
10. Ar,range in numerical order the steps taken to cohect for slcipe when using

the prism.
-

1 . State the Nles for determining the number of points to take in a point
sample cruise.

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

Complete a point sample cruise layout.

Determine sawtirnber' volume by point iempling,



Instructor:
7

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B.. Proyide students with informatiOn and job

SUGGESTED ACT I V IT I ES
4

C. Make traniperency.

D. Discuss terminal and specific objectives.,

E. Discuss information sheet.
i . . .

. Demonstrate and dfscuss procedures outlinein the job sheets..

G. , Arrange field trips to alloOstuden'ts an oppor;unity to complete a
sample cruise layout and .15"eiforrii a cruise.

,Q'
Give tent'

Students:

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information shee

C. Demonstrate the ability
sheets.

D. Participate in field trip.

E. Take test.

9o acc.omplish the procedures outlined in,,the jo

point

INST.CTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objectives,

B. Information sheet ..

. Transparency master: TM- 1-

82



D. Jia shdets

1. Job Sheet #1--Complete a Point Sample, Cruise Lajtout

2. Job Sheet #2Defermine SaWtipper Volume by Point Sompling.

I . Re Idrence--AverV..j. Eugene. Forest Measurements. NeW .York: McGraw-Hill
Book



Terms. and definitiks'

POINT SAMPLINd
7 '

UNIT 1%

INFOReATION SFIET . ,.

. ,

A. Point samplingA systeni of criAsing uSing Ian angle.:-gaUge instrument
,

B. Basal area COA).The are4.qt ra .

C. , Basal area -factor:ft-AnThe: numericala.:4 e:i_Of 'the: anglb gait ge. in sti9inent
. 'that gives .that- bAsal arpa' [3er acre 'fld'A

D:, :Angle; gauge-LAn instruMent wh a ,14(v- angle the,:,site, needed for .a
partiCUlar.,BAF

Wedge prism-LA 'OieCe of blass.ground to specificatiorythat ben& Ihe.light
rays for 'a riartiaalar angle .

_. ..., -

PointThe reference point from which a point saniple .ts taken
-,. ,

Plot radius factor -(PRF)--A numerical Value multiiSiieid. times 'the..tree,,_, ., diameter at DBH:which.gives theodistarSqb in feefi41,4' tree'can be wipin .

and be tallied . - - . _.,t *- %-, .

. - .

_ .
H. Fleady7made volume factorSA table .that gives an app*irrtatiari of volume

for point samplihg : -

:Grid-intqyalThe. diStanoe 1?et poirTis:

Cilk Cruise line--A direction taken where:a plot:or pdint is sampled at spefied
grid intervals. , .0 , .

t
.11. N,ame's for point samoling

. . . .
A.:k Bitterlich .mbthod.

'Pet Variable_ plot ,cruising
. ,

C... Angle gauge cruisino:

RelaSkon cruising

° "Multi-plot :Method:

.

Pldtless cruising.,

Wedge drisni cwisingV
0

8 4

e

V.

: " '
..

S.

*.

ir *a r

;,



r

Prihciple 0-1f pdintsampling4Tries'are seleOte& as a sample on the basis of their
sips rattrilthan the.fre9uency of their, apPea ra nce on;a,fix0 Plo't sample. Trees,
are sglellied using; a fbied-ingle instru0.nt and 'repreieot,a'cdtiesponding basal

,

Diagram . of the principle.

SOURCE: T.Eugene Avery, Forest Measuremen

(NOTE: C.D.E.F. are used. Tally trees (plots) must enclose samPle point.
Sampling point must be within ,jrnaginPrY plot to tally trees.)

IV. Tools used for point sampling.
r

'

A. Basal area an9le gauge

6



INFORMATION SHEET
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INFORM4T1ON SHEET

Principles used to determine BAF

Tally an average ,of 7 treeS per point for best representative Measurement,

Use, stnall numerical value, BAF tools for small trees and sparse,numbers
of trees

Use larger numerical value BAF tools for large trees and dense number's.
of trees

and 'angleVI. Common basal area factors

Basal Area Factors,

A. 5

B. 10

C. 20 .

D. 40

sizes

Angle Sizes (minutes)

73.66

104.18

147.3

208.38

VII. Rule for plot radius factor (PRF)--PRF X DBH = Distagce in feet the tree can
be within and be tallied>

,287.



INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Table Of PREts for commonly used BAP's

BAP PRE a'

A.' 5 3.S89

B. 10 2.750

20 '1.944

40 -1.375

roper' use of the prisM (Transparencjf 1)

A, Hold at right angle to the 'eye, vertical and, horizont*al

B. Hold prism ,overr the s6mple

C. Rotate. prism horizontally to the angle o'f, leaning trees

D. 'Measure, distance to borderline trees and 'apply PRP
-

E.. Correct fdrslope

X::: Slope coirectiOn for the prii'rn
,

A. Measure the slope with a Suunto clinometer

2/f1-C-

B. Place the prism an the tip of the Suunto and bold both horlzontal with
the Suunto scale facing the observer

, .

s.,
. Rota.te the Suunto until the scale reads the slope measurements'' ,._1,

D. Read the tree through 'the prism. while held in the_nove manner
.Xl Rules for deter.MininOriumber of points to take. in a point sample cruise

k. Nevecuse less than 20 points per cruise
\it

.B Use the same number, of points is would be neede,d for a 10% cruise of
1/5 acre plots -



Prism Offsets a Portion of the Tree Stem

Offset Complete Partial Offset

Don't Cant I Do Cpunt

This Tree This-Tree

1,

Boiderline
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11

JOB SHEET'. #,--CO1VIFTETE A POkIT _SAMPLE ..CRUI4AyOUT
. .

. ,

I. Tools and Materiais :needed
,

---1 I

a

A. Cons pass

B. Clipboard

Procedure

a
o

and pencil
9 s

A. Complete the point sample.truise on 40 acres of timberland indicated by
the ins:tructor )

f
Use 20 points for- the total cruise

C. Determine the number of acres each point would represent

P.
. A

Determine the number of square chains in the representative acres found
in the above step

E. Determine a square grid-pattern by finding the. square root of tne stcuare
chains found in the above step or' by finding a rectangle grid pattern of
whole chains the, neirest p.Ossible to ,a square shape

F. Lotate points on the following'40 acre diagram using the above ki,d interval
e , --

G,.. Be.sure t-A o run cruise linei across .drainage and topograPhy
. (.. . /

H. Be sure to locate first line and first point one-half the distance determined
.' as the grid interval .,

41. Draw the following characteristics in the 40 acre diagram b'elow:

1. ;Drainage and topography direction*

2. Starting point ,

1

Cru ise line%

Cruise' direction
. .

5. Grid inteeva'1.4or :points

291
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_

pleted, turn in to the instrUctor for' evaluatidn

'b.

292
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PO:INT SAIVIPLING
UNIT IX

I.
JOB SHEET #2-DETERMINE:SAWTIMBER vat_yriE BY POINT SAMPLING

,

Tools, and materials needed

A. Compass

B. BAF 10 prism

C. Diameter tape

D. Suunto clinoñieter

E 50' tape
-

F. Clipboard and pencil

G. Tally !.sheet

I . Procedure

247:.0

A. Locate firsi point adcording to the layout developed' in Job Sheet #1 of
this unit . --

B. In- a clockwise direction from the north,. observe all trees of sawtimber
size that can be seen from the point

(NOTE: Apply the rules for ihe proper use of the prism.)

C. Tally,-all sawtimber, cp[int trees 9'.0"DBH and larger -up to a 7.0" top
DOB

(NOTE: Apply the rules for U.S. Forest Service's merchantable heights.)

D. Estimate DBH and heighls and measure 'every tenth tree to develop skill
in estimationdr °

E. Use dot-dash system of tally in the blanks provided on the tally sheet for
appropriate DBH and merchantable heights

F. .For borderline frees, multiply the trees DBH times 2.75 to obtain the
maximum distance in feet for tree count

G. Apply the rules fOr slope correction on all trees on a slope of 10% or
more from the point

1.. easure the slope with a Suunto 'clinometer

2. Place 'the prism on the top of the Suunto and hold both horizsntal
with, the Suunto scale facing the. obServer . ,

293



,Rotate the Suunto until the_scale reads the slope measurements

. Read the tree through the prism while held in the above manner

. When all points have been tallied, add the total trees found in each log
height class

Obtain the volume for the tract using this ready-made volume.table for
point sampling

Merchantable Ht. (logs) Voluble Factor

4

1 1/2 e 6

2 -8--

2 1/2 10

3' 12

3 1/2 13.6

4 15

4.1/2 18

21

Multiply the number of trees tallied in each log height claSs bir the
appropriate factor

Add the products obtained in the above step and apply to this formula:

Volume per acre = 100 X sum of, products
no of points taken

40 acre tract sawtimber \Lolume

294
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Date

249-C

JOB SHEET #

POINT SAMPLE TAL,LY SHEET

,PfIEW*
PuIpwood-H.T. (ft.)

DiaMeter

3.6 4.5
4

4.6 - 5.5

5

5.6 6.5

6

6.6 -.7.5.
7

7.6 8.5

10 15 20 25 35
'Pciint
3

Tally
COurA

Point
No.

Tally,
Count,

Sawtimber 16 ft. Logs IF.

Diameter 1 1/2 2 1/2 3 1/2. 4

9,1 10.9
10

No.
Tally
COLInt

Point
No.

TallY
Count

11.0 12.9
12

13.0 14.9

15.0 169
16

17.0 18.9
18

19.0 20 9
20

21,0 22.9
22

2310, - 24.9
24

25.0 - 26.9
26

4.. r

27.0 28.9
. 28

29.0 30.9
30

fA
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POINT SAMPLING
UNIT IX

%TEST

.Match 'the terms on the right to the correct definit

1.

2.

a. A system of cruising using
an angle gauge instrument

b. The area of a circ e

c. The numerical Val e of 'the
angle gauge instru ent that,:
gjves the basal ar a per acre
for each tally tre

d. An instrumel .with a fixed
angle the size heeded for a
particular° BAF

A piece of glass ground to
specificatigm that. bends the
light 'rays for a patticular
angle

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Angle gauge

Plot radius
factor

Cruise line

Basal area
factor (BAF)

Point

Grid interval

Point sampling

8. Ready-made
factors

.f. The reference point from . 9.
which a point sample is taken

g.' A numerical value used 'to
multiply times the tree
diameter at DBH which gives the
distance' in feet the tree can be
within and, be tallied,

h. A table that 'gives an approximation
of volume for point sampling

i. The distance betweeh points

A direction taken where a
plot or point is sampled at
specified yid intervals

volume

Basal area (BA)

Wedge prism

2. Select from the list below other names used for point sampling by-circling the

a. Plot cruising

b. Bitterlich" method.
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Variable plot cruising

d. Strip cruising

e. ;Ielaskop cruising

Multi-plot method

g. Plotless cru ising

h. 'Area cru ising

i, Wedge prism ctuising

j. Angle gauge cruising

Draw a diagram illustrating the, principle 9f point sampliro

297



Identify the fdllowing tools u_sed for point sampling.

a.

263-C

b.

, 5. Select from the list below three Principles ,used 'to determine BAP Place an
" X" by the correct statetnents.

a. Tally , an average
measu rement

b. Tally an average
measu remeRt

r
of 7 trees per point for

of, 20 trees per point for

Use small BA F tools for

best representative

best 'representative

small trees and sparse numbers of trees'

d. Use lorarger B A F tools for large trees and den§e numbers cii4 trpos

e. Use only 10 BAF



254-C

. Mathh these commonly used BAF'i to the correct angle size.

a. 5 1. 147.34 minutes

b. 10 2. 104.18: minutes

C. 20 3. 208.38 minutes

d. 40 4. 73.66 minutes-

7. State the rule to use PRF.

Match these commonly used BAF's to the correct PRF's.

BA F PR F

a. 5 1. 1.944

b. 10 2. ;1.375

c. 20 a 3.889

d. 40 4. -2 750

9. Select from the list below statements 'o -= proper use pr Ems oy circling
the correct letters.

a. Hold at right 'angle to the en v al and horizontal-

b. Hold prism 25 inches from the. e

c. Hold' prism over the sample

d. Rotate prism horizontally to the dngle of leaning trees

e. Hold prisrh with .the thin edge to the right

f. Measure' distance to borderline

Correct for slope

10. ,:yrrpr, in nun 'ric order the

And apply PR

4

0 correct for slope using tHi:

Rota tt. Suunto ur c: reads.. the slope .mc,.:,urements. ,

J. Measure t e sloop with a .S clino eter

. o. Read the tree through the 1), vdhile held, in the above manner

d. Place the prism on the top of the Suunto and hold both horizontal
with the Suunto scale facing the observer

2 9

4

P n.

411



11: State the rules for determininb the number of p'oints to lake in a point sampile
cru ise.

a.

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Complete a pOint sample cruise layout.

b. Determine sawtimber volume by point sampling.

4NOTE: If these have not been accomplished Jr to the test, ask the instructor
when ,,the above activites- should 'be completed.)



\

d,.
1

4.

POINT SAMPL:ING
UNIT IX

ANSWERS TO .TEST

,f.

$

Relaskop,

b. Basal area angle gauge

Sampling Point

4.

257-C

5, a, c, d

301



C. 1

7. PRF X IDBH = Distance 'in feet the tree can be .Within and be tal-lied

8. a.

c.

d.

4-9. a d, f,

10. a. 3

-b.` 4
c. 4

d. 2

11. Nefer uSe less. man 20 points per cruise

Use the same number.,of points as would be needed ,r a 10% cruise of
1/5 acre plots

12. Performance_ skills will be evaluated to the satisfaction of the 'instructor.

4
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THE .SIVICULTURAL SYSTEMS
UNIT I °

0tERMINAL OBJECTIVE
'16

,

After completion of this uhit, the° student should be able to classify tree,s into
Grosenbaugh's tree clases. 'He should be 4ble to name characteristics used in selng
harve'st trees and types af natural and artificial reproduction'pethOds. He should also.*
oe ;nternrpt the selection rnethoth4 This knowledge will be evidenced throudh .1
ffeWittiiiICW ar: oy scoring eighty-five percent on the unit tegt.

SPEC/FIC CBJE&IVES

Match terms associated with the siviCultural ::vstems. to trxe corrpct

p.'8
2, Name the types, of reproduction methods .under rie classes of patUral and

artificial reproduction méthoos.

3. Arrange in nurneFidal order the classes of reprocuctiOn methods.

Select from a list of slatements the two principles ot the selection metho

Select from a list the types of modifications of tr-:- selection method.
, .

6. Name the four characteristic,s used in selecting harves rrees'in the selection
method when given a list c' the descriptive factor:

v

7. kiatch Grosenbaugh's tree classes with the correct cefinition.,

8. DemOnstrate the ability to classify treessaccording to Grosenbaugll's tree
, classification system.,

",

4t°
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THE SIVICULTURAL SYSTEMS
UNIT I . . .

SUGGESTED ACTIVITi ES

instruetw.

A. Provide' itudents wits objective Sheet.

B. Provioe students with information and job Sheets.

C. Make transparency.

D. Dis=ss terminal and specific objectives.

E.. Dis=s information sheet.'

F. Derr-r--,strate and discuss procedure outlined in the job sheet.

G. ArrEnge field trips to allow students an opportunity to claSsify trees.

.H. Give test.
4--
II. Students.

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Demonstrate the ability to accomplish the procedure outlinec in the job
sheet.

D. Participate in field trip.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Incluaed in this unit:

A. Objectives

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency master: TM 1--Grosenbaugh's ,Classificatior System

Job Sneet -#1--Classify Trees by Gropenbaugh's System

304



E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. .Referdnee--Hawley, Ralph 04-and David M. Smith. The Practice of Siviculture.
, New York;, Wiley and Sons:'



THE SIVICULTURAL SYSTEMS
UNIT I

I. Terins and definitions

INFORMATION SHEET

A. Sivicultur6-Art c producing-and tending a forest

B. Sivicultural syster- --Plan of sivicultural treatment dur ng the life of a stand
or forest

C. Reproduction--Seedlings of a forest; geneTally used as'regeneration \

D. Regeneration-Process of forming a new forest; uri as reproduction

E. Reproduction met-od-Procedure by which a -stand or forest is renewed

F. Sprout--Plant from vegetative origin rather than from frower, and seed.

G. High forest-Regenerating stands, from .seed

H. Low forest--Regenerating stands from sprouts

Even aged--Stands of trees of approximately the same age

J. Uneven aged-Stancs. of trees of wide ranges of ages

K.- Clearcutting--Removal of the entire stand of trees at the same time and
regenerated artific:- ly or naturally

L. Seed tree-Removal (If an entire stand except for approximately one-tenth
of the trees left seeding

M. Shelterwood-Removal of a stand of trees in. a series of cuttings for the
purpose of seeding and protection

N. Selection--Removal of mafure trees at repeated intervals

0. CopPice--Cutting wi dependence,on sprouts for regeneration

P. Coppice 'with stanc 'cls-Cutting with a combination Of seed trees and
sprouts for regener, on

Q. Rotation--Period of

R. Cutting cyc -Period

me Trees are grown based on economic factors

)1 rune between visits to a stand of timber for cutting

5-P
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6:D

,7

INFORMATION SHEET

Thinning--Cuttings made in young stands to stimulate growth of the trees
left

T. Single-tree selectionTimber marking and harvest based on thmerits of
individual trees in a stand

U. Group selection--Cuttings of small groups of trees as a unit of uneven age
stands

V. Strip selection--Arrangements and cutting of strips of trees of even age in
an uneven age stand

W. Continuous forestSelection cutting of trees with no rotation age but bated
on the economic merits of each individual tree

I I. Reproduction methods

A. Natural

1. Seed fall

2. Sproufs

B. Artificial

1. Seeding

2., Planting

Classes of reproduction methods (sivicultural systems)

A. High forest

1. Even aged

a. Clearcutting

b. Seed tree

c. Shelterwood

2. Uneven aged--Selection

B. Low Forest

1. Coppice
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e.

INFORMATION SHEET,

IV. Principles of the selection method

Frinciple one-Economically mature trees of rotation age are harvested
periodically in cutting cycles and ihe openings left are seeded in by the
surrounding trees

Principle two--During the harvest cut of mature trees, the.younger age classes
are ,thinned

_ -

V. Modifications of thp selection method

A. Single-tree

B. Group

C. Strip

D. Continuous forest

VI. Characteristics of harvest trees of the election method

A. Age

1. Rotation age

2. Diameter limit

Ei. Merchantability

1. Product specifications

2. :.Market availability

C.' Health

1. Insect 'or disease damage

2. Reduced growth

. Capacity for growth

1. Low quality

2. Low volume potential
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INFORMATION SHEET

_

VII. Grosenbaugh's definitions of tree classes

'A. Grown-up--Tree of salable dimensions whose salability deOnds on otherfactors

1. Payer-Salable tree whose stumpa as a cwrent- market value
greater Ian zero

Grower-payer whose expectancy o tying for the next,10
years is at leas1 9/10 !while its expected ratio. of

stumpage value -10 years hence*t.

stumpage value now .

will be at least 4/3 if it survives and is given adequate space
b. Cipher-Payer whose- expectancy of living Jar the next

10-year period exceeds 9/10 but which does not have an
expected ratio of ,

stumpage value 10 years he-ce
stumpage value now

equal to at least 4/3 and which does-not
compete with any grOwer, -doll, or cut

(NOTE: Some peopl6 call .such trees financially mature.)

c. Tqpper-Payer similar to a ciphee but overtopping, a doll orcub

d. Slower-Least potentially productive of
1

several
competing in inaded(thte growing space

(NOTE: It shoUld be dut in thinning.)

Risker--Payer who eXpectancy of liVing for next 10-year
period is less than 9/10

(NOTE:. It shäuld be cut to salvage potentiai loss through
mortality.)

payers

f. Killer-Payer infested with contagious pathogens

2. Crud-;Grown-up which cannot be sold because of species, form, -'knots, rot, insects, or other° defects

. Null-Crud not competing with any grower, doll, or cub

b. Cork--Crud over'sopping a doll ,91-. u

Pang-Crud seribusly competing with a grower or harboring
contagious pathogens
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l5e-6--Tree fit least 4 1/2 feet tall but smaller than a grown-up

414F0AMATION SHEET

Do11-1D'esirable deb which is a potential 'grower, ,given adequate
space and time

Drip-Undesirable debowhithis unljkely to become a grower, even
tHoUgh, given 'space end time, but which is not interfering with
a doll or cub

3. Drag--Undesirable deb which is interfering with a doll or cub

Kid-Tree seedling. less than 4 1/2 'feet tell

CUb-hbesicable kid which is a potential
,

Ctur-U6desirable kid whicti will probably become a drip or drag
41

310
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rosen u ulassitucation.

GROSENtiAUGH S CLASS'ES

(Growth potential)

GROWN UP DEB

.(3.6":D.B.H and p ) (434' to 3:6")

PAYER

(MerOanjable)

4GROWER

-L9pHER

CRUD

L- TOPPER

SLOWER

RISKER

KILLER

DOLL .L

.(Desirable)

KID

(under 41e)

CUB

(Cull) CUR-DRIP

4NULL I (Undesirable)

(Noncompeting) DRAG
(Undesirable),

CORK]
ee.

(Overtopping Doll or Cub)

PANG

(Serious Competition with Grower)
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THE SIVIc'ULTURAL ,SYSTEMS
UNIT I

op SHEET #1--CLASSIFY TREES BY GROSENBAUGH'S SYSTEM

. Tools and materials needed

A. Diameter tape

B. Increment borer

Clipboard

D. Tally sheet

E Schneider's growth graph

F. Grosenbaugh'S tree classes sheet

G. One=fifth acre indicated by the instructor

H. Pencil

II. Procedure

A. On the area indicated by the instructor, classify each living tree into the
classes by Grosenbaugh

(NOTE: Use the information sheet if necessary.)

B. .For each iree, identify in which major class it belongs according to size
such as kid, deb, or grown-up ,

C. For the grown-up maibr class, identify in which value class it belongs such
as payer or crud

D. For the payer and crud classes, start at the bottom class and go up until
the tree fits the definition

(NOTE: Use TM 1 as a guide.)

E. For' a decision between cipher and grower, use the attached Schneider's
growth graph

1. Bore into the tree. until you have entered into the solid wood
-of the tree for 2 inches

(NOTE: See the instructor' for use of the increment borer if you
do not know fhe proper way to use it at this point)

312
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JOB SHEE-

2. Chant the number of ?sruldi! rings found in int ir f wood
farmed on the. twee

Use the wisicApiliebbt the diameter tape
?immure.)

Measure the diameter

1= one inch

4

--Read the correspondirt grtirth percent and DR (D=DBH ihches
-*-and R=rings per inch) f.-.--mrit on the graph

(NOTE:.lf DR is more thisri 133 and growth' lesE than' 3%, the
tree is a.cipher. If DR is oss than 133 and growt- 3% or more,
the tree is a grower.) 4

F. Tally each tree on the attached tally sheet in the appropriate blanks using
the dot-dash system of tally

G. When all trees have been tallied, turn in to the instructor for evaluation

hot
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THE SPOCULTURAL SYSTEMS
UNIT I

Ta7

1. I'Vlatch the terms on the right to me correct definition:

a. Art of producingand 1.
tending a forest 41

b. Plan of sivicultural treatment
2.

3.during the life OT a stand
or forest.

4.
C. Seedlings of a forest generally

5.used as regeneration

d. Process of forming a new 6.
forest; used as reproduction

e. Procedure by whch a stand
7..

or forest is renewed

f. Re'gemerating stancts from
8.

g-seed

. Regenrating stands .from 10.
sprouts

11.

12.

h. Plant from vegetative, origin
rather than 'from flower anc
seed

. Stands of trees of apprrximately
of the same ace

13.

4.
j. Stands of trees of Nide

ranges of ages. 75.

k. Removal of the er7ire :;ta7d 16.
of trees at the sar7T--
and regeneratet tTic

. or naturally. :, 17.

I. Removal of an enr:7-e stand 18.
except for approximately
one-tenth of the. -.rees left
for seeding

Regenemation

Olearcutting

Low. forest

Coppice

Even aged

Rotation

Reproduction
method

Cutting cycle

Reproduction

Uneven aged

Siviculture

Strip selectton

Single-tree
selection

Sprout

Thinning

wTh
,T.andards

Seed tree

SiviCulturE
system'

19. Selection



m. Regamit of a stone of trait
in ii;solies of omens for eke
puinesniteof seedinntann
proinclion

Lr

n, RelinieWof matinee trees
at 111011110id intennin

o. Cuttingsowith dependence orr
sproirWfor regeneration

p. Cuttingtonrithi a combination
of seeertrees and sprouts
for regeneration

q. Period of time trees are
grown based on economic
factors

Period of time between
visits to a stand of
timber for cutting

s. Cuttings made ir young
..stands _to stimulate groWth
of the trees left

. Timber marking and ham*
based on the merits of
individual trees in a stand

u. Cuttings 9f small groups 1' 4
trees:as a unit of unever
age stands

v. Arrangement and u ...f
strips of trees of twin aer
in al uneven age -ittuid

w. Selection cuttinz of tre e. ovtrn
no rotation age but based
the economic --rterits of sac-
individual tree

-2G. High -forest

21. Shelterwonid
.L\

22.\, Grounnoideelon
.; .

23. Contin
2.+uant-

forest

-

Natne the types of reprodUction 1-retrodS under tn t.,. classes of nar...sal and

a. Natural b Artificial

-1) 1)

2) 2)

artificial reproduction methods.

3 1-



3,,- Arrange in numeriCal order the.classes of reproduction metieods by writing the
correct-vord(st in the blanks provided.

s' a. High foresi

i)

2)

Selection

Cleaseutting

0 Sheiesrveme

b) Copmee

c) Seed tree

Low forest

1)

2)

Select from the.lilt below, the twoprinjbJf thestion -nethod by plading -an "X" in the plank provided-

a. tOhLrrininne.gdthe, harvest cut of mature trees, the younger age classes

C.01313ice wyth standards

Even aged

'Uneven aver

b. Each area that reached the rotation age r. clearcu- Tor harvest.

Economically mattire trees of ,.,tstion *ge are harvested periodicalk,
in cuttin,g,cycles.and the oneniitigs .eft are teedec in by the surroundirg
trees.

d. Seed trees are left to regenerate the areE ile all other trees are
removed. t

5. Select from -the list below the --our types. of Troc qktns e seleCtior
method.

Clearcut GroLj

b. Shelterwodd See:: tree

C. Continuous forest Stnr

Single-tree h. Coppice

19=D .

Name the four main characteristics used selecting harvest trees in the seleCtion a.
'method

a.

b.

C.

d.

3 18



,
Mach Grosehbaughli tree ,classes with the correct definitions.-

a. Tree of salable dimensions
whose salability depends
on other factors .

b payer whose expectancy of
-living for the next 10 years

at least 9/10 while its
expected ratio- of stumpage
value 10 years hence/stumpage 5. Tfocipm,
value now will be at least
4/3 if it survives and is 6. Slower
given adequate space

7. M
e. Least potentially productive

of several payers competing 8. Killer
in inadequate growing- space

- 9. Crud
d. Undesirable kid which will ,

probably become a drip or dra,g 10. Null

e. Payer whose expectancy of 11. Growr
living fcir the next 10-year
period exceeds 9/10, 4ut which 12. Pang
does not have an exdected

' ratio of stumpage value 10 .73. Deb
years hence/stumpage value now
equal to .at least 4/3 and ;14. Dail
which does not compe;e with

grower, doll, or cub 15. Drtp

f. Salable tree whose stumpage 16. ,Drag
has a current market value
greater than zero Kid

g. Tree' seedling ,ess than 18. Cub
4 1/2 feet tal.

19. 1r

1.

4.

Cork

Payer

GrojAter

Cipher

h. Undesirable bed which is
interfering with a doll or cub

Payer whose expectancy of
living for the next 10-year
period is i,ess than 9/10

. Tree. at least 4 1/2 feet tall
but srmller than a grown-up

k. Crud overtopping a doll or cub

I. Desirable deb which is a potential
grower, given adequate space
and time 4



m. Payer similar to a cipher
but overtopping a doll or cub

n. Desirable kid which is.a
potential doll

. Crud seriously competing .with
a grower or harboring contagioUs
pathogens

p. Undeiirabli deb which is unlikely
to become a grower, even though
given space arid time, but
which is not interfering with
a doll or cub

q. Crud not competing with any
grpwer, doll, or cub

r. Grown-up which cannot be sold
because of species, form, knots,
rot, insects, or ocher, defects

Payer infested with contagious
pathogens

8. Demonstrate the ability to
das;ification system.

(NOTE: If this has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask the instructbr
when the above activity should be completed.)

classify trees according to Grosenbaugh's tree



THE SIVICULTURAL SYSTEMS
UNIT I

a. 11

b. 18

C. 9

d. 1

e.

f. 20

9. 3

h. 14

5

j.- .10

;ANSWERS TO TET

k. 2 w 23

17

2. a. Natural b. Artificial

1) $eed fall 1) Seeding

2) Sprouts 2) Planting

a. High forest

1) Even aged

Clearcutting

b) Seed tree

c). Shelterwood

2) Uneven aged--Selection

Low forests

1) Coppice

2) Coppice with standards



MerChantabi I ity

'Health

Capacity for groinirth

a. 11

b. 3 L 14

6

d. 19

4

f. 2

g. 17

. h. 16

MM.

7

. 13

Perforrnance skill will be evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor



'MARKING TIMBER IN THINNINW
uoirr

TERMINWOBJECTIVE

After completion of .this unit, the student should be abte to select pmhods Of marking
timber, factors for crown spacing, and masons for removing diseased trees: He Should
also be able to mark timber to be harvested in a thinning *aeration. This knowledge
will 'be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit
test.

SPECIFIC OBACTIVES

After completion of :this :Unit, the_ student shOuld .be able

Match terms associated with marking tirrine- n thinnings to the correct.
defin ition..

Select from a list of statements the sir iculaurat and 'thinning principles
.applied to thinning.

3. Match the methods of thinning to the mrredt definiti

4. Select from er list the most commonly used methods of Marking timber.,,

5. Arrange in numerical order the priority or- -marking trees ip a thinning. .

6: Select from a list the correct factors fdr crown spacing.

7. Select from a list three reasons for removing diseased treeS and snags.

8. Demonstrate the milky to mark timber.
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MARKING TIMBER IN TI1INNINGS -
UNIT.11

'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet.1 .

B. Provide stUaients With information and job sheets.

C. Discuss terminal and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet

E. Demonstrate and 'discuss procedure outlined in the job sheet.

F. Arrange field trips, to allow students t Opportunity to Mark timber.
G. Give, tesi.

I I. Students:

A.

B.

Read objectives.

Study information sheet.

C. Demonstrate the ability to accomplish proedure outlined in the job sheet.
'D.

E.

ParticiPate in field trip,

Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in 'this unit:

A. Objectives

B. Information sheet

C. Job Sheei #1,-Mark Timber

D. Test

E., Answers to test
ci

II. ReferenceHawley, Ralph C. and David M. Smith. The Practice of Siviculture.New York: Wiley and Sons.
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MARKING TIMBER IN THINNINGS
UN/ II

a

I. Terms and definitions

A.

!NFORMATION SHEET 4

Thinning7-Cutting in young standS to stimulate the growth of the trees left

B. Marking timber--Method used to indicate' trees to be cut

C. Gr'owth-production of Nstand including increment of wood and ingrowth
of small trees

D.

E.

F.

Snag--AnY damaged tree such as a dead, dying, or broken topped tree
4

Crown:-Tbat part of the tree conisting of leaves, twi , flowers, and fruit

Stand vigor--The growth potentral of a group Of tltees
1

G. Site--An area of land having the same potential to produce trees and growth

H. Fire risk-cA source of ignitioneof.fires such 'as a snag that could contribute
sparks to the, wind when on fire

II. Sivicultural and thinning principles

/ A..

B.

d

Sivicultural principle--"A given area of timberland prooUces a given amo nt
.of growth that flucuates very, little frorn one year to the next, and man
can only. influence which Plants receive that growth."

Thinning principles based on the, sivicultural principle
,

1.. "Redistribute the growth potential fo optimum advantage."

2. 1:Utilize, all possible merchantable material produced by the
stand."

Ill'. Methods of thinning

A. sLow thinning-Cutting the overtopped and intermediate crown classes first

B. Crown thinning-Removing a portion of coclominants and dominants to favor
the remaining codominants and dominants

C.. Selection thinning-Cutting the upper crown classes in. Orde.r.,Ici favor the
lower crown classes

2 5
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INFORMATION SHEET,

p. Mechanical thinning--Outting trees regardless of crown position by rows or
by spacing of stems

IV. Methods of marking timber

A. Painting

(NOTE:- This is most cOmmonly used.)

B. Ax blazes

C. Flagging ribbon

D. Lime sock

V. Priority of trees to mark

A. Dead trees

B. Dying tree

C. Broken topPed trees

D. Leaning trees

E. Poor bole form trees

F. Crown competitors

VI. Factors for crown spacing

A. Stand age

, (NOTE: Use stand age when crowns are in rigorous competition.)

B. Stand vigor

(NOTE: This refers to growth potential and site.)

\ C. lite quality ,

(NOTE: There is more crown spacing on a good site.)\ D. Crown quality

Cutting.,cycle

(NOTE: High quality crown requires more space.),
..

\(NOTE: The cutting cycle is the period of time between cuttihg. Estirriate
space to leave.)

\

326
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INFORMATION SHEET

VII. Reasbn§ for removing diseased trees- and snags

A Saves merchantable vblume

B. Preventi and controls disease

C. Aeduces fire risk

z

327
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MARKING TIMBER IN THINNINGS
UNIT ll

ee'

JOB SHEET in--MARK TIMBER.

I. Tools and materials needed

A. Diameter tape

B. Suunto clinome,ter

C. 50' tape

Marking gun and paint
6

E. Area of trees to thin as

F. Clipboard and pencil

II. Procedure

indicated by the instructor

A. Mark and tally pine.trees to be removed in thinning

B. Select trees according to the' priority of trees to mark:

Dead trees (tho'se with usable material)

Dying trees

3. Broken topped trees

4. Leaning trees

5. Poor bole form (smeep, crook, or forked)

6. Crown competitors

C. Of 'The crown competitors, select trees to thin using the low thinning method

D. Plan on a cutting cycle of five years

E. Ask the instructor to demonstrate how to identify and use the factors for
crown spacing if he has not done so at this point

Pick the leave trees in the -dominant and codominant classes first

G. Thin as necessary the trees left using 'the instruotions given

3 2 8
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JOB SHEET .#1

.H.' Mark thinning trees with paint

I. Mark sawtimber visith one spot of paint six feet from the ground and two
spots at the ground line

J. Mark pulpwood trees with one spot of paint six feet from the ground and
one spot of paint at ,the ground line ,

(NOTE: The paint spots at head level are for visibility. The paint spots
bn the stumps leave a record of marked and nonmarked trees after the
cutting is completed.)

K. Mark all paint spots facing the same direction on othe selected trees

L. Tally trees by diameter and height on the attached tally, form; use the
standard diameter and height specifications used prevjously in cruising job
sheets

M. Ask the instructor to evaluate your mandng procedure

N. When cOmpletpd w rn marking and tall \ ig the area designated, turn in
the completed -tall, sheet to the ir7tru7:or for evaluation,

2

3 49
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For. N. 1001

Tract

. Owner

JOB SHEET #1

TIMBER MARKETING
TALLY SHEET

FORESTRY DIVISION' .Marker. STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
eas CAPITOL U11.01.1

Dote OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA. %3105

POST & POLES th TREE TALLY

'

DATE TOTAL TALLY

,

DIA.

. .

TOTAL MERCHANTABLE HT. FRET

6 a 10 12 4 6 113 20 22 24 26 28 30 3 6 38 4
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TO
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.

..

,

3 t
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5 5 5 ----
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t

,

, .
,

.
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8 5 8 i !,,

,

.
,
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TO
?.5 9 I

1

1

__

I

1

. SAW TIMBER-100% Tally 16 Ft; Logs Sound j ,

- Defective . LARGE
;TREES .

DIA.
VI 1 I 1V1

28.

2
37.

,..2,a II
313' 45'. 46'

3 II/
- 53' 54' - .60'

.

4
61 - 68'

,.

DIA / HT.9.0

CI .

- .-- --- ...-"- .
,...-

_
12 9

12 1- --

_
14 9.. 14

_... .. -

t

15 0_
16.9' 16- . ..,,.....-

.....--

1

...-

.

..-----
-

18.9
..../

19.0

p.c. 20 ,...

1111111111111111111r-

IMII
--

_.L
--

21--.
922

22

.

.--

. ,...-

2-3. °24 9 24 . ..-

'25.0

9
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. -

_ --

,. .

. .. ,
_

...---

20
2i9 28 .... -

----
. .....---

. - t ,

'Pr
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367 30 .,.--

_
.---

......,-
--.-

-
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MARKI,NG TIMBER IN THINNINGS
UNIT II

a

1.' Match the terms on the right to the correct definitidn.

1. $ite

a

a. Cutting young ctands to
stimula__ the army-- of the
trees lett 2 Stand vigor

.,
b. Method used -Jo ltheate trees 3 Fire risk

to be cut

C. Production of a _tand
, including inbrerne,it of wood 4

and ingrowth small trees .

d. Any ,damaged tre-, such as a
dead, dying, or broken topped
tree

e. That part of the tree consisting
of leaves, twigs, flowers,
and fruit

f. The growth potential of a
group of trees

g. An area- of land having the
came potential to produce.

ees and 'growth

h. A source of ignition of
fires such as a snag that
could contribute sparks
the wind when on fire

4 Marking timber

5 Crown

6. Snag

7 Thinning

8. Growth

2. Select from the 'list below the principles of siviculture and Shinning by placing
San "X" in the proper blanks.

a. "Man changes the growth of timber land."

b. "A given area of timber land produces a given amount of growth -that
flucuates very little from one year to the next, 'and man can only
influence which plants receive that growth."

C. " Redistribtite the growth potential to optimum.. advantage."

331
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,

d. "Cut so that reproduction will rea'dily find room to grow "

"Utilize all posSible merchantable material procuced. by the stand."

3. Match-. the methods of thinnin g' to the correct definition

4 - . 'Removing a portion of
codominarts and dominants to
favor the remaining
codominants and dominants

b. Cutting tne ovehopped
and intermediate crown '

classes first

1. Low thinning

2. Crown thinning

3. Selection thinning

4. Mechanical, thinning

c. Cutting trees regardless
of crown position by rows
or by spacing of stems

d. Cutting the upper crown
classes in order, to favor
the lowel- crown classes

Select from the list below the most commonly used methods of marking timber.

a. Lime sock

b. Talc powder

Flagging ribbon

d. Painting

e. Grease stick

f. Ax blazes

5. Arrangen in numerical order the priority- of marking trees in a thinning.

'a. Broken topped trees

b. Crown competitors

c. Leaning treeg

d. Dead trees

e. Poor bole form trees

f. Dying trees

ta
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Select from the list below the correct factors for crokn1 Spacing.

a'. Tree species

-
b. Stand age

c. Stand vigor

d. Tree diameter

e. Si.te.oualhy

f. Bole length

g. Crown quality

h. Cutiing cycle

7. Select from the list below three reasons for removing diseased trees and snags,

a. Reduces fire risk

b. Increase's human safety

c. Prevents and controls disease

d. Saves merchantable volume

e. Reduces eyesore

j

8. Demonstrate the ability to mark timber.

(NOTE: If this has not been accomplished prior to the test 3sk the instructor
, when the above activity should .be 'completed.)

333
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a.

b. 4 f.

c. 8 9.

d 6 h. 3.(_

c, e

MARK'ING TIMBER IN THINNINGS
UNIT ll

ANSW TO. TEST

3. a. 2

b. 1

. 4

d. 3

4. a,, c, d,

5. a. 3

b. 6

c. 4

d. 1

e. .5

f. 2

6. b, c, e, g, h

7. a, c, d

8. 'Performance skills will be evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor-.

334
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, -SEEDING AND PLANTING
UNIT

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

After completion of this uniI, the student should be able to describe ways to store seedlingsand classifications of planting stock. He should also be able to select from a list factors
for spacing seedlings, identifOlools used in hand planting, arrangem order the procedurefor seed treatment, and.complete a seeding or planting project. This knowledge will be
eiridenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-ffve -percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the stLident .should be ablq to:

1. Match terrns associated with seeding and planting to ti4b correct definition.

2. Name two sources of sed for seeding end planting: ,

O. '.3. List two sources cif seedling production in Oklahonia.
,,

.1
...

4. List two 'types of seedling packaging.

.q5. Select from a list the oorreCt procedure for thcal'eof, seedlings in
transport. ,

...., ------

6. Describe ways to store seedlings for bot y short arr long storage.

7. Describe classifications of planting stock. , I
1

I8. Select from a list the factors for spacing seedling .

9. Identify the todls used in hand planting. i

10. Select from a 'list the four methods of hand plan ing seedlings.
i

11. Describe the time to Collect shoilleaf pine cones.

12. Arrange in order the., procedure for seed treatmenAbiefore Seeding.
...

13. Match the types of seeding applications to' the methods of ,seeding.

14. Demonstrate the ability to hand plant seedlings.

335



I,

SEEDING AND PLANT1NG
UNIT III

SUGG,ESTED ACTIVITIES

1.- Instructor:

A. Prqvide student -with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with inforination and job sheets.

C. Discuss terminal and-specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet.
°

E. Discuss the procedure outlined in the job sheet.

F.. Arrange field trips to allow students an opportunity to pl,ant seedlings.

G. Give lest.

IL` Students:

A. Read objectives.

13. Study information sheet.

C. Demonstrate the ability to accomplish the procedure outlined in the job
sheet.

E. Participate in field trip.

F. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MAfERIALS

I. Included in this, unit:

A. Objeciives

B. Information sheet

Transparency masters

1. TM #1--Clessification of Planting Stock

2. TM #2--Hand Plantthg Tools

336'



D. Job Sheet #1;.--Hand Plant Seedlings

E. Test "

F. Answers to test fT
II. Reference--Hawley, Ralph C. and David M. Smith. The Pracrice cif Siviculture.

New York: Wiley and Sons.

7
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. Terrmiwd definitions
A

A. Seedibg-Pi method ;O:f artificial regeneration by direct seeding of forest tree
seed.

"

\
B. Planting--A methbd of artificial regeneration by planting forest tree seedlings

Seed orchards-A group of trees, natural ,or artificially created, managed
for Mt"' purpRse of providing seed

D: Superior tree--A native tree that has genetic characteristics of fast growth,,
high quality wood, and resistance to 'disease and insects

or,

(NOTE: These trees produce scion)Nood and seed which are collected to
provide clones and seed-orchards.)

1

E. Scion-The growing terminals on twills cut from the superior trees far
grafting on common root stook

tIone-A gr6wing tree developed frpm the grafting of scions on root stock

Root stock-The root system ifrom an average seedling from a nursery

H. Heeling-in--The temporary plantin6 of seedlihgs in a trench for storage until
needed for fOrest planting

I. Standard sphagnurh bale--The packaging of seedlings with sphagnum moss
' around the roots, reinforced kraft eaper wrapping, and the seedling tops

exposed

.Kraft-polyethelene bag--The packaging of s,eedlingsin a specially designed
kraft bags with polyethelene liner of the thickness to allow the excape of
gases and not water

K. Seedbed--A site in a nursery where seeds are germinated and seedlings are
grown in close arrangement

,

L. Transplant bed--A site in a nursery where seedlings are grown after they
, have been lifted frorfi a seedbed and replanted

Stratification--A period of cold stora0 necessary for the chemical reactioras
in seed to allow germination

338



'INFORMATION- SHEET

GerminationThe growth of a neW plant emerging from the seed structure

0. Seed coating--The covering of seed with var,ious chemicals

Broadcast seedingA methOd of direct seeding with a sowing rate on .a per
acre basis and by aerial br groimd application

Spot .seeding-A method of, direct seeding with a sowing rate of a number
of seeds per spot and the spacing of spots based on the same factors needed
for spacing of seedi,ings

I. -Sou rces of. seed

A. Seed orchards

B. Superior -trees

COrnmercial seed housegr firms

Ill gOurces of seedling production- in Oklahoma

,

A State nursery at Broken Bow:.,Produces Southern Pine

B.- State nursery at WashingtonProduces hardWood . and other pine

Applicaton fOrm for obtaining tree seething on the folloWing page



: .R0 NOT. WRIT.IN THIS SOX
ORDER NO.. DELIVER-DATE:

.4 10-20 21:22 23-24

t
APPLICATION FOR FOREST TREE SEEDLINGS

(PLEASE FILL OUT THIS FORM IN. ITS ENTIRETY. .FAILURE TO DO 50
MAY DELAY PROtESSING .OF YOUR ORDER.)

First pHONE:

6-34

DDRESS:
sure! CI19

9

60-71 .

LAW) DESCRIPTION:
Tuvolthap Range CO4nt State

9 l042 13-14 IS-le

Stott: Zip tode
01

72-73 74-78 79-80

Order trees in multiples of 50
(100.150.200, etc)
Minimum order 100 plants.

OWNERSHIP CLASS:
I. Privote 4. Stole Gov't
2. Industrial S. Fed. Gov'y
3. City Gov't

PURPOSE
I. Windbreak
2. Shelterbelt
3. Erosion Ctl.
4, Post Lot

5. Wildlife ,

6. Timber,
7. X-mos Trees
8. XXXXXXXXX

11
CIRCLE ONLY ONE

:SHIP, TO

NEAREST MOTOR FREIGHTOFFICEe'TO YOUR,

;TOWN:

In conNidcratiOn, h.,cthe gronting,of this orphcotion, I ogree.tb:

I. 'F'17ant tre'es for. WootIlands, ,rinaiteoks, or shelterbeth, tor
forestation, erosion Control,. wildlify habitat, or other utility purpose,
and ,to prefect hem here loss.

Not to sellrany li, trees with r'or 's attached or use theie foi yord
beoutificotion, single shoda trees. or in borders. .

.

7. Pay to the State of Oklahoma the si.mi3of five dollars-WA/CI for
eoch tree LISTED HEREON IF ANVARE. SOLD OR USED IN
VIOLATION of Rule No..2 above:

SIGNED: DATE:

Mail roi. DIRECTOR, MIRES-PRY DIVISION
State Department of Agriculture
122 Stole Capitol
Oklahoma City, Oklolrmo 73105

Send NO MONET. You will be billed following confirmation of your order.
Trees will not be shipped until receipt of payment following billing.

18
CIRCLE ONLY ONE

DESIRED DELIVERY DATE

Moy we substitute a species of
equol or -greater value if we 'ore
out of the stock ordered?

1:1 YES El NO

90 NOT . WRIT( IN THIS 111.0CIC

Receipt No

Dote Shipped

Via

tbs

No, of Bundle.

,Cost._
a, ...

Approved by N BB
V M

19 20 21

01,
62

03'

04

TREES.

Price

Arborvitae

Bloak'Locust-

.Catoloa

as Mulberiy 7
06 -Osage: Orange

oi Sycamore

08

99 Reckedor

Ausirlon.Prhe

-Poilderoso Pine

I i scolcii 'Pine

13 Cotto'nwood

16

'SOUTHERN PINE

Sherthsof

22

SHRUBS! ,

24 Autumn Olive
25 Etconymus

26 Multlflota Rose

-TREE SEED

-29 1316 Walnut
(stratified nuts)

- WILDLIFE. PACKAGE
32 - Pkg. (No. of Pkg.)

DATE

61-66

TOT. QTY. TOT. PRICE

" 02
67-72" 73-78 r 79-80



lV. Seedling;DoCkaging

A. St9hof'd sPhaghtert bale

B. Kraft oolyethelene bags

Care of %edlings in transport

(NOTE: WOO- and temperature are very critical in transporting seedlings.)

A: Cover {morns gin and wind

B.- Water 'Dales every two hours and turn ,kraft-polyethelene bags. 'over
, .

store e g< ad to insure free air circujation (Or)!

RefriVate

(NOTE: 'Neer refrigerate,;low 35° to prevent freezing and to protect
during. .Winter nlonths.)

Storage of yeedliogs (both paoreage types)

A. Short Oorage !JD'. to four' Weeks,

1. RacKA

Water baies ever)l day

(NoTE: Use one quart pert bale.)

Long siorage over four weeks

1. Refrigerate at.35°F (or)

2. Heeling-in at the Planting site
Clasisificatiorls of planting stool' (seedlings) (Transparency 1)'

A. SeedbedsFirst number4.
B. Transplont becls--Second nomber.

VIII. Factors for' Pacioy seedlings

A. Site

drcwoi habli cif the species

Class of planting stOck r



!X.

D. ExpeCted survival

E. Management objective

F. Future sivicultural treatment

Toold' usdd in' hand .pranting (Transparency 2)

Planting bar

KBC bar

Tree .planting hde

D. Tree plantinj bag;

X. Methods of hand Planting

A. Bar-slit

B. G ru b-hbe-sl it

C. Side-hOle,

D. Wedge

.
X I. Shortleaf pine cone collection--Core. matures 'from October 10 tO 30

(NOTE: One bushel of cones will produce apprpximately one pound of seed
pe 48,00() seeds.) is . .

-
XI I. Procedure for seed treatment before

A. _Stratification' '

(NOTE: SOme species require scarification, roughing the seed coat, prior
to stratif icati on.)

. Germination tests 40

(NOTE: Germin'ation tests are an IMPortarit factorin.determining sowing
rate of seed.)

Seed coating

(NOTE: Seed coating withrZarious chemicals in latex serves as a camouflage
and poison ,against lqirds.and rodents.)

342



INFORIVIATION.,SHET

XIII. Seeding methods abd applications

. Broadcast ,seeding

1. Aerial ,appilicatioh

2. Ground aOplication

Spot seeding

a ,

1. Rake, 'drop, and step, application
;

2. Panama seeder application

e4)



r...
eed Bed

SECOND NUMBER
Nu Mber of Seosons in Transplant Bed

2 Seasons)

2_Seatons in Seed B d)

344

.14

(2 geasons in Transplant Bed)





SEEDING AilD. PLANTING
-UNIT III

. "
J013 SHEET *#1--HAND, PLANT SEED`LINGS

Tools and materials needed

A. Planting bar .and planting bag

50' tape

. 200 °pine seedlings

An area, to plant indicated by. the instrdaor

I I. Procedure

57.-0

A. Plant seedlings on a 6' X 8' spacing with 8 feet between rows and feet
between seedlings in 'the. row

B. Measure out the required spacing and pace the required distance until
satisfied the distance can be obtained hy pacing

Plant seedlings using the following procedur for the bar-slit method:

(NOTE: Make sure seedling roots are kept moist.)

1.. Insert bar, at angle
shown ancipush forward
to upright position

,

2. Remove bar. and
place sreeding at
cbrrect depth

346

3. Insert bar 2 inches
toward yourself
fro rn seedling'



JOB- SHEET. #1

4. Pull:handle pf bar .

toWard yourself to firm
soil at bdttom Of Toots

5. PuSh handle of bar
forward to firm
soil at top of roots

6. Insert bar 2 inches
from last hole

7. Push forward
then pull backward
to fill hole

8. Fill in last hole
by stamping with
heel

347.

9. Firm soil
around seedling
With the foot



7.:A!

o After planting the seedlings, Choose at random and dig up _ten seedlings
for inspection of correct planting technique

Use the following guides to check ;Faults in planting technique

2.

Seedling loose, pulls up using three needles to pull

Packing hole not filled

. _Seedling U-rooted

Lateral roots wrapped around seedling

5. Seedling planted too deep (more than, 2" on the root crown)

6. Seedling planted foo shallow (root crown exPosed)

Air space.,in the planting hole

Planting hole oOen at the tOp

Replant the seedling

Place an "X" in the correct space in the chart below for each seedling
inspected

When chart is corhpleted, hand in to the instrdctor for evaluation.

Seedlings'
Inspected

Correctly
piantedr

1

2

7

8

9
10

Coded as Item E above



-
SEEDING AND PLANTING

UNIT Ill

TEST

Metch the terms Oh the right to the correct . definition.

a. A method of artifidial
regeneration by direct
seeding of fOiest tree .

seed

b. A method of artificial
regeneration by planting
forest tree seedlings

A group of trees, natural
or artificially created,
managed for the purpose
of providing seed

-c.

d. A native tree that hai
genetic charaCteristics
of fast grbwth; high quality
wood, and resistance to disease
and insects =

e.

h.

The groVving terrnifials on twigs
cut froM the superiqs, tives
for grafting .on common roOt
stock

A growing free developed from .

the grafting of scion4 on
root stock

.

The root systeni from an
average seedling from a
nursery

The temporary planting of
seedlings in a trench for'
storage until needed for
forest_ planting

The ackaging of seedlings
with sphagum mg,ss around
the rooti, reinforced kraft
paper wrapPing, and .

. seedling tops exposed

349

1. Clone

2. Standard
sphagnum bale

Scion
,_

4. - Broadcast seeding.

Seedbed

Spot seeding

7. Seed coating

8.

9.

10.

117

12.

13. Stratification

14. Seed ordhards

15. Kraftpolyethelene
bag

16. Heeling-in

17. Planting__

Superior tree

Germination

Trai*lant bed

R ootstocks

Seeding



The packaging of 'seedlings
in a specially designed
Kraft bag with polyethelene
liner. .of `the thickness to
allow, the escape of gases
and not water

k. A sit

seedl'

in a nursery where
seeds re 'germinated and

gs are grown in
close arrangement

I. A site in a nursery where
seedlings are grown after
they have been lifted from.
a seedbed and replanted

m. A period of cold storage
necessary fpr the chemical
reactions in seed to allow
germination -

n. The growth of a new plant
emerging from the' seed
structure

o. The covering of seed with
various chemicals

p. A method Of direct seeding
with a sowing rate_ on a
per acre basis and by
aerial or ground application

9. A method of direct seeding
witl'r a sowing rate of a
number of seeds per spot and
the spacing of spots based on
the same factors needed for
spacing of seedlings%

:

2. Namb two sources of seed for seeding and planting.

a.

b.

List two sources of seedling prodpction in Oklahoma.



Select from the list belo4,the correct procedUre for the tare of seedlings in
transport 4

- a. Cover winxtandsunfrom
.. d. Pack in tightly

4 i

.b. Water bales every 30 mintetts e Stoie or stack to_
insure free air
circulationWater bales ever\i` two

hours and turn K-P4
bags over

6: Describe ways to store seedlings for both

Short Storage

a.

b.
L.

Describe classifications of planting stock.

a.

(0)

Select 'from the list below the facmrsifor spacing, seedlings. Circle the correct:,
answers.

4

short

f. Refrigerate at .35°F

and long storage.

Loiig Storage

A

a. Expected survivial

b. Time of day

c.

d..

Class of planting stock

Temperature

Type of seedling. packaging

Site

Wind conditions

h. Growth habit of the- species

Management objective

j. Future sivicultural treatment

k. Length of storage

351'



9. Identity the tools used in hand planting by placing the proper numhereiri the
blanks provided.

1. . Trw 'planting hoe

2. '<Et bar

3. Tree planting bag

Planting bar
-1

9

Ilesr

10. Select from this list the four methods of hand, plaiiting seedlings by placing
an ."X" in the blanks provided.

a. Square A

b. Wefige e. Side hole

. Grub-hoe-slit Bar-slit

d. Shovel-hole

3 5.2



Describe time to collect shortleaf pine cones.

'12. Arrange in Order the procedure for seed treatment before seeding.

a. Germination tests

b. Seed coating,

c. StratifiCation

13. Match the, types of seeding applitations to the methods of sekling..

Broadcast Seeding Spot Seeding Applications

a. b. 1. Rake, drop,,
and step

2. Ground

3. Aerial

4. Panama seeder
OF

14. Demonstrate the, ability to hand plant seedlings.

(NOTE: If this has not been accorriplistied prior to the test, ask the instructor
when it should be completed:)

353



I .

1. a. 12

b.. 17

C. 14

d. 8

.

f.

g.

3

1,1

h. 16

I. 2

SEEDING AND PLANTING
UNIT III

ANSWERS to TEST'

4.. 2. .Any two of the f6llowing

. Seed orohards

b. Superior trees

\ c. . Commercial seed houses or fir-pis

3. a. State Nursery at, Broken Bow,

b. State Nidrsery -at Washington

4. a. Standard sphagnUm bale

b. Kraft-polyethelene bags

a, c, e f

6. a. Racks

b. Water bales every clay

c. Refrigerate 35°F (or)

j. 15.

k. 5

I. 10

m. 13

n. 9

q.

rio

cl. Heel-in at planting site

7. . a. Seedbeds- F irst number

b. Trahsplant bedsSecond number

354
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r

3

.b, e, f °

OctoGer 10 to, 30

12, a. 2

13

b. 3

C. 1:

a.. 2, 3

b. 1, 4

14 . performance siciH

e-.

Will be evaluated to the, satisfaction of the -instructor.
>

p.



TIMBER STAND IMPROVEMENT
UNIT AV

< .

TERMINAL

After completion' of this unit, the student should be able to select from a list the methods
for cleaning, liberation, and improvement of timber stands. He should also be able to
complete a tree injection. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and
by scoring eighty-five perCent on the unit. test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES.

After

0'

4

completion of this Unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with timber."'siand improvement to the correct
definikjon. ,

2. Select from a list`of terms the correct classifications of intermediate cuttings.

3. Select from a list of methods those 'recommended -for cleaning.

4. Select from a list of methods those recommended for liberation.

5. Select from 'a' list of methods those recommended for improvement

6. List four agents of damage requiring salvage cutting.

< 7. . Select froM a list the corr1ct factors influencing pruning.

8. Match the chemical compounds to the correot herbicide type.

9. Identify the hand tools used ,to apply herbicides.

10. . Demohstrate the ability to:

A. Classify timber stand improvement needs.

B. Complete a tree injvtion.

356



TIMBER STAND IMPROVEMENT
UNiT IV

I. Instructor:

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. ProUide students with objeCtivb sheet,

B. Provide students with. information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuts terminal and specific, objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss procedures _outlined in the job sheets.

G. Arrange field trips to allow students an opportunity to identify timber staricli
improvement classes and to inject trees.

H. Give test.

II. Students: ;

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Demonstrate the ability to accomplish the procedures outlined in the job
sheets.

D. Participate in field trip.

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,

,

1. Included in thiS unit.

A. Objectives

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Cleaning

2. TM 2--Liberation

357
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3. TM 3-Improvement

4. TM 4-Herbicide Hand Tools

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Classify Timber Sttnd

2. Job Sheet" #2--Complete a Tree Injection

E. Test

F. Answers to test

I

a

Improvement Needs

P.
Reference-- Hawley, I:talph; C. and David M. Smith. The Practice of Sit;iculture.
New York: Wiley & Sons.

f

'358



TIMBER STAND IMPROVEMENT
,UNIT IV

,INFORMATION SHEET

Terms Ond definitions

A. Intermediate cuttings-All cuttings, made through the rotation period except
those- cuttings made. for the purpose of regeneration

. B. Ti,mber Stand improvement (tSI)--The intermediate cuttings that involve an
ihvestment rather than revenue

Cleanih0.:A cutting, in a stand not past the sapling stage in order to free
the best trees of the same size

D. Liberation-A cutting in a young .stand tq release it from overhead
compefition from older trees

Thinning-tA cutting in a young stand to stimulate growth in the trees left

Improvement-A cutting in an immature stand of merchantable size in order
to improve composition

G. Composition-The species of trees in a stand

H. Salvage cutting--A cutting made to remove dead or damaged trees from
a stand

Pruning--A cutting in which the branches, of trees are removed in order
to increase the quality of the final product .

I)

F.

J. Herbicide-A chemical used to kill plants

: K. Basal herbicide application-A rnethod of applying -herbicide to the base
of young trees, one to two feef in height, usually by spraying

L. Stump herbicide applicationA method of applying herpicide td 'a *fresh
cut ;stump of a tree

(NOTE: StUmp herbicide is usually applied by painting, pouring, or
spraying.) ,

,

. M. Foliage herbicide applidatiOn-A method of applying herbicide to, the, leaves
of pl-arits eithe;.- by .aerial or .grdund spraying

( .

,
N. Girdling-The cut ing around the stem of a tree completely into' the wood

and the removal of the cambium layer in the forni of chips or savlidust

Injection-A method of applying herbicide into the system .or a tree

(NOTE: There are ,various tbols designed for th,is. purpose.)

35,9
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INFORMATION SHEET

PhYtotoxim-A plant. poison

a Auxin--A hormone produced by Plants that regulates the growth .of the.
plant

R. 2-4-D herbicide--.A synthetic
amine or ester in pouls of

S. 2-4-5-T herbicide--A synthetic
amine or ester in pounds of

auxiri, dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid equivalent per gallon

auxin, trichlomphenoxyacetiC acid sold as
acid equivalent ,per gallon

acid sold as

Tree injectors--Tools used to inject herbicide into trees

U. Backpack mist Plower--A gasoline motOr operated fan blower that combines
herbicide into an. air stream as a mist and is used in foliage herbicide
application

V.. Amine--A chemical compound formed using ammonia

W. Ester--A chemical Compound formed from .an acid and alcohol

I . Classifications 'of interme iate cuttings

A. Cleaning

A. Liberation

C. Thinning '

D. I mprovement

E. Salvage cutting

F., Pruning

III. -Methods of cleaning (Transparency

A. Ckating

B. HerbicideePplication

1. Basal

2. Stump

3. Foliage

,

'3 6 0

1)
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Methods of liberation (Transparency 2)

A. Cutting

B. Girdling

C. Injection

D. Foliage herbicide application -

(NOTE: Applicable only in some cases such as to liberate pine fromhardwood.)

V. Methods of improvement (Transparency 3)

A. Mark and sell

B. Cutting

C. Girdling

D. Injection

E. Foliage herbicide application

VI. Agents of damage requiring -salvage cutting

A. % Disease

B. Insects

C. .Fire.

D. Wind

E. Snow and ,ice

F. Environmental pollution

VII. Factors influencing pruning

A. End value

4

(NOTE: Will, end value justify pruning' cost?)

B. Rotation period

(NOTE: Is the rotation period to justify cost or to psoduce quality wood?)

Number .of crop trees per acre at the end of rotation to justify pruning
cost

, D. Cost of pruning

361
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INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Herbicides (silvicides) and chemical compounds

A. Phytotóxins

1. Ammate (ammonium sulfamate)

2. Arsenic compounds

Synthetic auxins

1. 2-4-D

2-4-5-T

IX Hand tools used to apply herbicides (Transparency 4)

A. Tree injector

B. Backpack mist blowers

'362
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CI*

INFERIOR

HARDWOOPS

:SHORTLEAF PINE

.

A Stand of \Shortleaf Pine Before (above) and After (below) the Remova

of ,Overtopping, Inferior Hardwoods in a Cleaning This Represents an Extreme Type,

of Cleaning in, which 'all Trees' Overtopping the Desirable-Onei Must be Remov62c1 Because

the Hardwoods Grow so imuch Fast& than Pine, The Large Pine has been Cut

Because it Might otherwise Develop into, a Limby Wolf Tree

'364



REMOVE IN
LIBERATION

CUTTING'

.A Young Stand of Reprodt.Action at the Stage Where a Liberation Cutting .eould be Carried.Out to Best Advantage The' Overtopping-Wolf Trees have not yei1, caused any DefortnitieS or Serious Reductions of Growth oin the New Crop



,

INFERIOR SPECIES VALUABLE SPECIES,,,
°A=Asperi D=Dogwood R-O=RedOak H-M=Hard aple
Gr:by Birch S-M=Soft Maple W-A=White Ash W-P=Wh* Pine

50-year-old Mixed Stand Marked for an&tifroye ent -Cutting The Trees to be
ut are IndiCated, by Dash(es The Remval of 1rees 3, 11, 13, 16, 19, 6nd 22
COnstitutes the True Improverpent Cutting pnd Reserlles a Cleaning, BecauSe

, A

Wrninant Trees of Inferior Species are Cut t":d favorirrnbre Valuable4IndividualS
Tin Cutting of Trees 1, 7, 8, and 10 COrrespondi'fo a C-grade Low Thinning ,

Trees 4P,A4:-17, and 21 are, ilowever, left standing to fill openings created
by the Ren-kOval of Doniinarl Trees of Poor Species

+

411
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TIMBER STAND IMPROVEMENT.
UNIT: IV'

JOB'SHEET #1CLASSIFY TINBER STAND IMPROVEMENT NEEDS

Materials needed

- A. Clipbpard and. pencil
A

(NOTE:, A knowledq of tree species identification, loc*al timber Market,
and species merchantabirity is very important.)

B. Areas to classify indicated by the instructor
,

II. Prioeedure

A. Place an "X" in the correct &pace in the chart below

B. When completed, turn in to the insttuctor for. evaluation

Timber
..Stand

Cleaning Liberation Improvement Salvage'
Cutting .

Pruning,.

.Are

Area

Area 3

Area 4,

'Area 5



Tools and materials needed

TiMBER STAND IlyIPhOVEMENT
' UNIT. IV-

87-D

: JOB SHEET .#2--COMPLETE A TR6E1-d0JECTION

A. Tree i'njectoi:

B. 5/1,6" open end wrench,
-

C.. Milliliter volume measure
'

-D: Hand ax;
4

Trees indicated by the instructor

F. 2-4-D herbicide (4 lb. acid equivalent)

Procedu,re,

c.

Place the discharge tube into the milliliter

(NOTE: See attached parts diagram.)

or reáommended. herbiCide
.

.6. Pump the operating handle fen times

C. The Milliliter measure ihou ld read ten- mil Miters;
follows:

1. 0- ';For 'less than 'ten, move the locknut c
the .p.oint of the injector) until a correct
is obtained

For More th'en ten, move the locknut
, 4 correct measurement is obtained

if not, therNadjust as

ckwise (down toward
rement Milliliters'

cOuntercl

J

D. Inject trees at the base of the stem within a .range of tWelVe'incheg to
, the grodndline

Space injections thrye:' inches ,apart
to

. .Make sure ',the bit outs through the bark and into the wood of ...the tree
before releasing thg herbicWe...

if

t (*the hand ak to chop limbs out of the waY, when the litribs hinder
injection



88-D

JOB SHEET #2,.

H. When all trees designated have been !njected, IA'iait two hours
,(

per tree
After, two hours, select ten trees at rendonl and chOp oUt on0 injection-

Above' the AnjeCtion there shobld be blaCk to dark brown streaks in the
sapwoOcf it,the tree wa§: injecte51 .porrectlY

AsIZthe instructor to evaluate your saPriPle tEee

Inspect the area two weeks late,: for signs of herbicide effect



TIMBE R STAND IMPROVEMENt
uNIv

Matéh the terms On the right to the correct definition.

a. MI cuttings made through the
rotation period except those "
cuttings made fai the purpose
of .regeneration

b. The intentediate cuttings ,

that involve . an investment,
rather -than' :revenue

-

Liberation .

Stump ilerliiciddP-
aPpIition

Pruning

.Auxin .

c. A cutting in a stand not past 5- Composition'
-the- sapling stage in order to
free the best trees of the 6. Backpack mist
same size blower

q A cutting in a young stand
to release it p9111 overhead
competition rOm older trees

"
'e. A cutting in a \lung 'stand to

'gtimuiate growth irr the' trees ,
left .

f. A cutting in an inimature st nd
oi!merchantable .size in order

, Writ:Ave. composition

Ester

Tree injeCtors

9- Amind

lb- Herbicide

-2-4-D herWicide

12. A, Intermediate
-; cuttings

g: The 'spkies of trees in a stand

h. A. dating made U:s. remove dead
or aarnaged trees:from a stand -

i. A cotting In which the
breaches of trees are i=eimoved
in or er to increase the. quality
of the final product

41

J. A chemical
.4

method
td the base
,One or two Wet in height,
usuayly. by spriyingl,

-2: :5-T
;herbicide

sed to kill .plants'

applying herbriCiae
young trees,.

15.

16.

Salvage cutting

PhtiotoXin:

Thinninp

17. ,Tirnber Stand ;

improvement (TSI

, Foliage herbicide
, applicatir

,
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,

A, ttethod pf applying -herbicide
, to- the leaves of ,plants either :

# by aigalk or ground spraying,

m. *A, method of applyi erbicide
td a fresh Cut stump of a tree

n. The cutting arolid the stql-n of
a tree completely, into the wq,pd
ankthe removal th the cambium
Iayer -in the (form of chips '-
sawdust )

o. A method of applying herbicide
into the system of .a tree

A plant Roison

A hormone produced by plants
that regulates the. growtti of .

the-plant

a.

q.

Basal herbicide
application

23. lrijrovement

A synthetic auxin,
dichlprophenoxyacetic acid
sold as amine or ester in
pounds of% acid ,equivalent
per gallon

s. A synthetic auxin,
trichlorOphenoxyacetic ,acid
sold as arriipe or ester in.
pounds Of acid equivalent
per, gallon

Tools used to inject her;bicide"
into trees ,

t.

u. A gasoline motor pperated fan
blower that ,c6mbines herbicide
into 'an air stream as a mist
'and used in foliage herbicide
application 2.31. :

A chemical cprnbound formed
usipg arntnonia

wit w, A chemical Cornpourld, formed
frotn anciek and alcohtt;l-

A

to,



-

* .

Select from the- list of.idris below'tne. correct cleStifiCations of interMediate
.cuttings: Cirble the cOrrect answers:

Pruning f. Liberation

Felling

Thinning

Improvement

. Tree girdling

e.. Competitors

Seldct frorn the list belOvAhe T81 m
the- correct answers.4 '

. .
a. Foliager:,herbicide epplication

15: Injection

c. Girdling

Cutting

e. StUmp herbibide application

f. Basal herbicide application

Mark and sell

.-
Salvage_cutting

, Cleaning

Injection

ecommended for cleaningby circINg

9.

"4:, elect from the list below lt,he TSI- methods recommended for liberation by
circling the correct: answe'rs. ,

4

7

.
!

9.,

F igge herbicide appl

Injection

Girdling

CuttiQg

Stump herbkide applicatilt

-Basal herbicide aPPlicatio*

Mark and sell;.;

5: Select frork the Jit below the TSt method's l'ecommended
circling the:tttrect answers.

'
..; herbicide.!aPplicatinn

* 'Inje6tion
4:

c,.

for imOrovgnent



. . Stump, herbicide. applicatiori

f. Basal herbicide ,application

g. Mark and sell

List four agents of damage requiring salvage cutting.

.!

b.

C.

441.

7. Select kohl ;h'e , list below the correct factors influencing.pruning by placing
an "X" in the blanks proVided.

Number, of crop trees per acre at the end of rotation
g

Cost of pruning

c. Type oi tools available

g.

otation period

The. presence or absence of disease

End value

The presence or absence of insects

8. 'Match ,the chemical compounds to the correct Pherbicide type.
, .

a. Phytotoxins b. Synthetic Auxins
. 1 ii ,. - ,,

... ,
1. . Arnmate (ammonium
.1. so llamate)Hri

- 4.

-t
..

1
3 7 4 4'.

2. 2-4-D

Arsenic. compounds

4tit 245 '
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a
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Wertifi th hand tools,u140to apply herbioides:

Demonstrate tlie° ability tO:

a. Classify, timber stand- iMprovement needs:

b. Complete a tree injection:

(NOTE:. lf .these have ne& been acComplished prior to the test, ask the
instructor when the above activities should i3e completed.)

.

MI6



MBE R.-,7STAND ..IMP111§11W1V.IEIT
' UNIT Iv;

4 .a ' I

ANSWE9S.,TQ TEST

d. 1

e. 16

f. 23

h. 14

c, d, f,

- 3. a, d, e, f

t
a',.b; c,

5. a, b, c, d,..g

6. Any four of the following

a.. Disease

b: Insects

C. Fire

d. Wind

e. Snow and ice

f. Eny.ironmental-pollutiOrr.:...

a, b f
8. a.. 1, 2

b. 2, 4

a. Tree injectbr

b. BaCkDack mist blower

1 0. Performance skills Al be evatuated 'to the satisfaction



After Completion of this unit, the student should be able .to riame,A parts of the fire a_
&jangle, the classes of fire, the methods :,of fire attack, -and the metpods,of crew '-
organization. The student shoula also be able to arrange in.orger of occurrence the'stalciard
fire causes in Oklahoma and use the llancrtbols to function as a rnemb,er of #411re.71-rew,
Thi§ icnoWledge..will be evidenced through dernonstration and by spng eightyfive percent'

c on the tinit test.

After completion, of th'is Unit, the student Sliould be °able to:

1

4.
5..

6. Match
duty.

) ,

Match 'terms assobiated Viftfre fight0g to the correct definition.

. Name the yttiree.,ele-ments of the fire triangle.
.

Arrange in numerical order of. 'occurrence the stahdard fire causes in
Oklahoma.

same the thre9 purposes of firt control organizations
.

froni.a. list the two means pi fire Prevention.Select

7. Name

individual items of work responsibility to the fire presuppression

tlfe, ,three classes of *tire.

8. Narne the -four methods of, fire attack.

Name the iour methods of crew Organiiation, using hand tools.

10. Match the hand tools to the cOrrect

11. Datonstrate the ability to use hand fools and function as a member of
a fire crew.



., FIRE FIGHTING
uNrr,

SUGQESTED ACTIVITIES
4:

Instructor:"
sb

a- -
A. Plibvide studehts wit ective sheet.

f
. B. Provide students with ormatjon and job sheets.

Ma trensparencier.

1muss terminal and specific objectives.
0 -

iscuss information sheet.

Demonstrate the procedure outlined in the °job sheet.

Arrange field trips to allow students art opjidrtunity to practibe'ute of hand
tools and fire crew orgahiiation.

H. GiVe test. -

I Students:

A. Read objectives.

B. Study infix-illation 'sheet." .

'Demonstrate tile abilify to accomplish th
sheet: 0,;.

1).. Participate in field trip.

roceatee outlined in the job

.E. Take fest.

'
INSVNÔTIONAL MATERIALS

tot

Included ' is, unit;

A.. Objectites

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency" masters

1, TM 1.-The, Fire Triangle

TM 2--fir'e Hand. Tools:

p. ,,TM 3--Backfirinz Tools



5lieet .# 1 7.700erate. :Rinti,Tocils for a

Test:,,
... "

-..P...!: A4swers to test
, ....`ac :- :.. . iii,.... . ..- .... ..:.

.,

II.. Refere..Hawley,.Ra106:C, aril Paul WI Stickel. Fprqt Protect:Joh. 11Qay YO1
"..Wiley and Sons::' e' , , .



Terms and definitions

FIRE FIGHTING
UNIT I

INFORMATION- SHEET

A. WitdfireThe uncontrolled burning of fire

In4n4iaryThe unlawful and intemtna) settitA of fire

4.. C. Debris burning--Wildfire caused by the burning of trash

("D. S\;44oker--Any fire starting from the uSe of tobacco

B.

CartipfireAny fire resulting from cooking or warming or from campfires

LumberingAny fire resulting from a logging or sawmilling operat4on

RailrOadsAny fire resulting from the operation of .railrogds

. ' LightningAny fire resulting from lightning strikes?

MisceilaneousAny fire than cannot.be plabdd in one of the other standard
bauses 'osf fire

. Prevention--Any action associated with stopping a wildfire before it gets
started

K.. PresuiopressionAny action associated with being ready in case a wildfire
occurs

L. SuppressionAny action associated with stopping a wildfire

M. DetectionThe planned observance from the occurrence of wildfire

Fire danger rating--The measurement and resultant rating of the Variables
that determine whether fires will start, spread, and do damage

Fire break--A strip of land cleared of fuels that could burn

P. Presbribed burningThe controlled yie bf: fire

Grpund fire class--A fire that burns underground such as duff and peat
fires

R. Surface fire cliSs--A fire that burns only the'surfabe fuels

380



INFORMATION SHECI .

§. drown ',fire class--A fire that burns through the tops o trees

Eiirect attack-A method using various means such as water4 soil, and beating'Co; attack the fire directly at the flames

TvvO-foot attack--A MethOd of attack where the fuel is removed from. aneighteen inch strip two feet, from the fire edge,, and the strip is knovvrias the fire line

* .
,

,!.., I. -,14, Backfiring-A meihod of. atta6k Where the fire is extremely hot and
,advancirig rapidly in -vyliich4. fire line is constructed, then a fire is.set to,. .meet the advAncing fire ii

9
,

\
,

,,

Parallel--A method of attacI5, where the fire is too hot to fight directly,
or%tWo feet& froth the edge, and a strip-eighteen inches wide' (fire line) is

.- made) by removing the fuel at 'a distance of more Ahan three feet fromthe fire

X. , Sector fire crew--A rheihod'of crew brganization where each individual ist assigned a segment offire line to construct and after he completes thesector, fie moves, to the front ,of the progressing crew

Y. One-lick--A0m,etfrod of crew organization where each man in the crew walks
.= at a slow page along a line to construct and, make one lick with the hand,

,*tool as he Wal.ks

MOTE: The pace is regulated according to the size of crew. When thelast man haspassed &brig the line, the intention is that the fire line should'be finished)

,.- Z. Progressive--A ,method of crew organization where each man is asigned ashort' sector (usually about tpn feet) of fire line to construct,and as eachmerfiber finishes hjs sector of fire line, he says "bump" and moves up tofinish the sector. orthe man in front, of him ,

AA. Rotary--A method of fire crew organization where the 'direct attack method.,witlis,-shovels and soil is used in which the first man throws a shovel ofsoil on the fire and steps aside to obtain anotherr, shovel of, soil and moves-to the end of the. hne
0.

(NOTE: This usually works best with five men or less and has the appearance
,of ,a revolving wheel moving along the fire line.)

II. Elements of the fire triangle (Transparency 1)

A. Air (02)

B. Fuel

C.° Heat

(NOTE: You must have all three elements to have a fire.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

I Standard fire causes in order, cif occurrence in Oklahoma

A. Incendiary

B. Debeis burning

C. - Smoker.

. D. Campfires

Lumbering

Rail-roads

Lightning

H. 'MiscellaeOus

V. -Purposes of fire ,contrbl organizations

A. Prevention

B. Presuppression

C. Suppression

V. Means of fire. prevention
Or

A. Public education

B. Law enforcement

VI. Tire presuppression duties

A. betection system maintenance

1. Fire towers

2. Aerial patrol

3. Ground patrol

B. Communication system maintenance

-1. . Radios

2: TelePhone

382



INPORMATION SHEET

Transporiation system maintenanCe

1. Crevo'arid equipment carriers

2. "Roads: and trails
I. e

Equipment.

EquiPmeni maintenance

,2. Equipment distribution

E. Personnel

-1. Training

2: Distribution of crews

F. Fire danger' rating

1. Maintenance of weather statibns

2. Fire danger measurements

. Fitebreakt and fuel reduction
0

1. 1.bevelopriient and Maintenance of firebreiks

Prescribed, burning

VII. "Fire classes
1

.Groind

Surface

C. Crown

VIII. M ethods of fire attack

A. Dil-ect

B. Two-foot

C. Parallel

D. Backfiring'

4z.

11.
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INFORMATION SHEET

Organization
.

using hand 'tools

Progressive

Classes of hand tools (Transparency 2)

Cutting and felling
4 '

1. Axes and krushhookS

2. Saws

Raking

1. Council rake

Mcleod rake

C. Beating

1. Fire swkier

2. Any wet material

*, Digging

1. , Shovel

2. Pulaski

. Water

2.

Backpack primp

Portable pimer pump and hose,

Backfiring (Transparency 3)

1. Torches

2. Fuses

384



To prodtice'fire three things mutt be preseii at the saine:iime.

OXYGEN

f any one of the three is missing, a fire cannot be started; or with the: renioval
of any one, the fire Will be extingtiished.

385
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t

Paama Stainless Steel

Drip Torch
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I1 FIRE FIGHTING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1OPERATE HAND TOOLS FOR A FIRE CR

I. Tools needed

A. Council rake

B. Shovel

II. Procedure

9

A.. Instructor will indicate where the mock fiee is burning' by usin flagging
ribbon

Obtain a council tool

Instructions for ,sector crew

1. Obtain position and fire line sector 'from the instructor

2. Constiuct an 18" width fire line down to mineral soil along the
fire line

.3. Pull the coun:cil parallel and then outWard away from.Ae fire
edge with each- stroke

4. Ask the instructor.' for evaluation when completed

D. Instructions for one-lick crew

1. Use the council ra,ke

V.

2. Obtain position from the instructor

3. Advance following.the man in front when given the signal to
advance

4. Hit a stroke with-the council with each step

Attempt to build an 18" fire line while walking

6. The instructor will regulate the pace and evaluate the fire line
and use of tools

390
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JOB SHEET #1

Iristruttions for pcogriNsive crew, r ,

1. Ute the council rake

2.3 Obtain' positron from the' instruCtor

:3: 'Complete the fire line as described-in item C on
page

When 'sector isi comPlete, Say " hump" to the -man in, fr
°acid' complete the sector he was working on

the preceding

5. rVrove up a sector 'whenever the man behincls sayi; "bump"

Insfru:CtiOns for rorry 'Crew

1. Use the shoyql

2: Obtain positiOn frorn the instrUctor

3. Obtain a shovel full of dirt

4: After the ma'n in front has thrown his. dirt on the fire, advnce
\and throw dirt on the fire

5. If .ddva'ncing along the, fire clockwise, step to the left ,after
dirt ,

Obtain another shovel full.of dirt and 'repeat the. proceclure

.7. The instructor' will regulate the pace and evaluate crew action

r
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JOB SHEET #1

Instrustions for pcogr4§sive crew
, .

1. We the council rake

2.3 Obtain' positron from the instruCtor

:3: Complete the fire line as described-in
.1
page

item C on the preceding

4. When ?sector isicomPlete; Say "hump" to the'man in,f,r
°and complete the sector he was working on

5. . gove up a sector whenever the man behincls sayi; "bump"

insthietiOns for rOirry*erew

1. Use the shoyql

2. Obtain position frorb the instrUctor

3. Obtain a .shoVel full of dirt

4.' After the mab in front has thrown his, dirt on the fire, adv.once
\and throw dirt on the fire

If .ddvancing along the, fire clocl<wise, step to the left ,after
.throwing dirt

! -
Obtain anothrir shovel full.of dirt and 'repeat the. proceclure

.7. The instructor' will regulate the pace and evaluate crew action



FIRE, FIGHTING
UNIT I

rns on the right to the ,correct ,tron.

1. Campfire
;

a. The uncontrolled b'urning of
'fire

2. Miscellarieous
b, The unlawful .and intentional

setting- of fire 3. SupWression

c. Wildfire caused :by the burning", 4. Preiqn ton
of frash .

5. Railroads
d. Any firt starting from the us&

of tObacco 6. Wildfire
,

e. Any fiie resulting trom
cooking or warming o' r from
campfires Smoker

, i Any fire resulting from a:,. , . p. ... Detection

Presuppression

ik logging or sawmilling operation
- ..

9., Any fire Eesulting from the
,,operation of railroads

-

h. Any fire resulting from)
lightning strikes ,

i. Any -fire That 'cannot be placed
. in one °of the othet standard
causes of fire

j. Any action associated with
stopping a wildfire before

,it gets started

k, Any action associated with
being ready in case a-
wildfire occurs

I. Any action associated with
stopOing a wildfire

m, The planned observance from
the occurrence of wildfire

392

, , ...:
. ° 10. Lightning

11. Incendiary

12. . Lumber,ing . ,---

..,

,
13.

,

-,....

Debris burning
,

- 14. 'Ground fire
class

15. ,Two:toot attSck

16. CrOwn fire class

17. Sector fire crew

18. Fire- break

19. Rotary

),. 20. Backfiring

21. Progressive



20=E

n. The measurement and resultant
rating of the variables that
determine whether fires Will
start, spread, arid do damage

o. The controlled use of fire

22. Surfice fire
class

.23. One-lick

24. Parallel

15. A strip of Wig d of 25. Prescribed
burning ,

26. Fire danger
rating

r. A fire that burRs only the 27. Direct attack
-

, surface fuels

fuels that could -urn .

A fire, that burns underground,
such as dLiff and peat fires

s. A fire that burns through the
stops of trees

A method using various means
such as water, soil, and
beating to attack the fire
directly at the flames

u, A method of attack, where the
fuel is removed from an
eighteen inch strip two feet
from the fire edge, and the
strip is known as the fire line

V. A metbod of attack where the
fire is too hot to fight
directly, or two feet from
the edge, and a strip eighteen
inches wide (fire line) is

made by removing the fuel at
a distance of more than three
feet from the fire

w.. A method of attack where the
fire is extremely hot and
advancing rapidly iri,which
a fire line is constructed,
then a .fire is set to meet
the advancing fire --")

x. A method of crew organiiation
where each individual is
assigned a segment of fire line
to construct and after he
completes the sector, he moves
to the front of 'the progressind
Crew

.393
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e -A method of crew organilation,;,.
where ',each man, in the crew
walks at a' slow pace along .'
a line to construct and .

Makeone- ,lick 'with the hand
tool as he walks

z. A method of crew organization
where each man is assigned a
short sector (usually about 1
ten feet) of fire line to
construct and as each member
finishes his sector of fire
line, he says "bump" and moves
up to finish the sector of the
man in front of him

aã `A method of 'firecrew
organization where the direct
attack method with shovels
and soil is, used in which the
first man thrOws a shovel of

.1s6il on the. fire and steps
de to obtain another shovel

, of soil and moves to the end
of the line

. Name the three el-ements of the fire triangle.

4.

, a.

v,

21-E

Arrange in, numerical order of occurrence the standard fire causes in Oklahoma.

a. Lumbering

b. Railroads

c. Miscellaneous.

d. ,-Lightn*?

Debris burning

f. Incendiary

g. gnoker

CaMpfires

Namq .the three purposes of fire control organizations.

a.,

b,

C.

394
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22-E

Select from ttfe list below the two means of fire prevention.

Fire fighting

b. Caw enfOrtement

Mairktaining equipment

d. Public education

Match thejndividual items of workeesponsibility to the fire presuppression duty.
(There is more than one answer for each duty.)

Fire Presuppression Duties 'Items !of' Work RespOnsibility

. Detection systeM 1. Telephone.
maintenante .

b. Communication system a carriers
maintenance

2. Crew and equipment

3. Grotind patrol
c. 'Transportation system

'maintenance 4. Aerial patrol

d. Equipment

Name

a.

b.

c.

e. Personnel

f. r'ire dange rating

.Firebreaks and fuel
reduction

-c: three classes of ,fire.

3 9 5:

5. Maintenance of weati er
stationt

Radios

7: ire towers

8. Tra'ihing

9. Equipment maim ot.

Prescribed burnin

11. Roads and trails

12. Equipn,,,tt distrib

13. Developmen t anti ,intenance
of f irebre:iks

14.. Listribution of cri-mis

15. Fire danger measurements



NaMe the four metbOds of fke attack.

a.

^

Name the -four methods of crew organization using hand tools.

a.

b.

C.

d.

10. Match the hand tools to the correct tool class. (There is more than one ansiver
for each tool class.) *-

a. Cutting and felling 1. Torches

b. Raking 2. Shovel

c. Beating 3 Axes and brushooks

d.. Digging 4. Portable power
cump and hose

e. Water
5. Mcleod

f. Backfiring
6. Fire swatter

,7. -uses,

8. Pulaski

9. An, wet material

10. Ba( q)ack pump

11. Co, ncil

12. Saws

Demonstrate the abi .y to use hand tools and function as a member of a fire
crew.

,TE: If this has nut been,Accomplished prior to the test, ask the instructor
vtnen the above activity should be completed.)

2a-,E
. . .
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1. a.
,

b. 1
C. 13 .

d. .8 .

9 1

n. 26 f

a. Air

.b. Fuel

c. Heat

3. a. 5

b. 6

8

d.

a. prevention

Presuppression
,

c. Suppression

FIRE FIGHTING
UNIT 4

'ANSWERS TO' TEST

p:

25

I&

. 14

r. 22

s. 16

t. 27

u. 15

v. 24

X.

y.

z.

17

21

aa. 19

e. 2

f. 1

9. 3

h. 4

a.



6. a. 4, 7

b. 1, 6

2, 11

9, 12
e. 8, 14

f. 5, 15

g. 10, 13

7. a. Ground

b. Surface

erown

8. Direct

b. Two-foc t

c. Parallel

d. Backfiring

Sector

One-lick

Progressive

Rotary

10: 3, 12

b. 5, 11

c. 6, 9

2, 8

e. 4, 10

f. 1, 7

6,

4

Performance skii viU be evaluateu o fhe satisfaction of the instructor.

3 9.8
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) . .. i -4 ,

After completion of this unit, the styt sh44 he able tb reC,,eitini?e presclitxm Out g
techniques used NI- variouWaA --in. -ci- eifflii, felative humiditji, and temperature for
a successful, burn, and arrange irr order the' steps. of mburning pkan.lehTs knowledge will"
be evidenced thrdugh derno-nsfratitin and .by .scoting.eigliiy-five. percent.on the unit test.

F>RESCAIBED OLIRNiNG .

UNIT'll

TERMINAL DBJECTIVE
;

la r..

s

.

;

l'
. * - A - t .

td. , d

. SPECIFIC ':01:31ECTIVES

tip

lAatc'h tertils assOciated ith prescribed burninb to the Correct'clefinizioh.,
s-;

Select frbm a 'list the' six corsect reaions for ,prescribed bur.ning.

SelectArom a list the most degrable wind direction and velocity.

List the range of preferreNtelative humidity arid the effects of temperature
change on relative humidity,

Name .the de'sirN, ringe of temperature for: pr'escribed burning.

6.
,

Identify correctIV illustrations of an" anemometer -and psyChrometer.

7. Mrange in numerical order the steps of a burning plan.

8. Select from a list the factors wch determine the use-of the backfire, strip
head fire, spot fire, and flank fire techniques in prescribed burning.

9. Demonstrar the ability to:

Determine wind direction and velocity, relative hUmidity, and
.teniperature.

Determine the prescribed burning technique to use.

399
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I. Instruotor:

A. Provide student-, with objective iheet.,

F Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. iransparentiet.

4.

PRESCRIBED BURNING.
UNIT II

SUGGESTEr. ACTIVIT S

D. Discuss termina ancl specific -objectives.

E. Discuss inforrnation sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss procedures '.outlined in the job sheets.

G. Arrange field trips to allow students' an opportunity to determine wind
velocity and 'direction, relative himidity, temperature,, mad prescribed
buming techniques.

H. Give test.

.11. Students:.

A. Read objectives.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Demonstrate the ability to acComplish the procedures outlined in the job
sheet

Particmate in field trip.

Take test.

D.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this .unit:

A. Objectives

B. Information neet

C. ransparenc\ masters

1. TM 1--Relative -Iumidity Affects Fuels

2. TM 2--Backfire T,Ichnique

400



4

5.

TW3-.Strip iiife Technique

TM:4--Spot =ire Technique

TM 5--Flank Fire; Technique

D. Job Sheets"

1. Job, Sheet #1--Determine Wind Direction and Velocity, Relative
Humidity, and Temperature

2. , , Job Sheet #2--Determine Pretcribed Burning Techniques

E. Teit

F. Answers to test

li$ References--USDA, Forest Service. A Guide to Fire by Prescription. Washington,
D.C.: Superintendent of Documents.

401
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I. Terms "and definition

PRESCRIBED BURNING
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHUT

A. Prescribed-burning--COntrolled use of fire

B. Wind velocity--Speed of wind, usually measured in mile per 'hour

C. 'Relative humidityActual amount of moisture in air as compared to the
amount 4zpr air could hold.'

(NOTE: High relative humidity means that there is more moisture a ilable
for fuers to absorb and thus fuels are hard to ignite and burn.)

D. Anemometer--Instrument that gives wind speed

E. Psychrometer--InstruMent that gives temperature and relative humidity

F. Mop-up--Act of making a fire safe, after it has been controlled or burked,
by putting out all embers and sparks at a prescribed distance from the
fire line

G. Heavy fuel--Contains a high percent of thick material, such as logs,-, tree
tops, and laçge limbs

-

H. Medium fuel--Co tains light material, such as limbs and tree tops less than
4 inches in diameter

1. Light fuel--Contains gros and leaves with some small limbs and twigs

J. Backfire--Burning against -the wind

K. Strip head fire--Burning with the wind using short headfires for a safe fire
line

L. Spot fire (also called checkerboard or area ignition)--Setting Of a series of
small fires .that burn together before the momentum of an uncontrolled
fire is reached

M. Flank fire--Line o fire set into th wind so that it burns at yight angles
o e win

31-E

N. Fahrenheit--Measure of temperature 'with 212° at boiling and 32° at freezing



32-E

INPORMATION SHEET

1

IL Reasons fQ .prescribed. burning

A. Reducing hazardous excessive fuels

B. Contro' !ling disease

C. Confro I ling hardwood

D. Preparing seedbeds

Preparing planting sites,

Improving wildlife habitat

III. Desirable wind conditions (as measured On the burn site)
-

A. Direction

1: _ Southwest or north

2: East winds not reliable

B. Velocity

1. Minimum 2-mph

2. Maximum 7 mph

(NOTE: Wind velocity generalr ly inerea§es from morning to late afternoon.)
,

1V. Relative humidity (Transparency 1)

A. Preferred relative., hur-idity range

. 1. Minimum 301Y0K

2. Maximum 50%

4 03



. t.
INFORMATION SHEET'

Effects of temperature on relative humidity:

1. Increase of temperature decreases relative riumidity

2. Decrease of temperature increases relative humidity

RelaVve Humidity Chart

TEMP

86°

RELATIVE HUM.IDITY

1% 24% 31% L 45% 57% 100%

68° F . 28% 42% 54%

61° F 3

50° F 52%

53%

77%1 100%
.

43° F 67% 100%

79% 00%

100%

100%

4 85 7.27 ,9.41 13.65 17.31

GRAMS OF WATER VAPOR PER CUBIC METER

V. Temperature range for prescribed burning

A. Maximum 50°F.

30.4

. NOTE: This applies to winter bu rn and burning in stands, but dot to
_summer burn or timbei burn.)

404
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: f9ols determin

A. -Anernometer

'y

B. Psychrometer

INFORMATION SHEET

ing Wind, relative humidity, and terriperature

VII. Steps Pf a burning plan

A. Note weather conditions

1. Days since last raih

Wind direction and velocity

3. Temperature, range

4. Relative humidity range

405



INFORMATION SHEET

: Tools fb1- determining Wind, r'elative
.

A. Anernometer

'y

B. Psychrometer

humidity, and temperature.

VII. Steps- Pf a burning plan

A. Note weather conditions

1. Days since last raih

Wind direction- and velocity

3. Temperature, range

4. Relative humidity range

405



INFORM.ATION'SHEET

betermine prescribed burning technique

manpower needs

F,iring

2. Holding

3. Patralt afid mop-up

Survey equipment needs

1. Tools, nUrnber and kind

Radios

Heavy ecluiprnent

E. Survey 'reinforcement crews

Number

Location

ermine fire behavior expected

G 'Give overhead Instrudions

((JOTE: These Instructions are for crew leaderi.,:fire boss,' and construction
leaders.)

H. :Determine test plot

Faptorswhich determine bthe use of the backfire, strip head fire, spot fire; and -

flink fire techniques (Transparencies 2, 3, 4, and 5)

A. Backfire technique

1. Heavy fuels

1 Small timber (15-24 feet)

MoSt expensive technique



4

INFORMATION SHEET

Strip head fire technique

Low terriperature
V.

All fuels'

.Medium to large timber (30 feet -0

Large areas

5. High relative himidity
,

Flexible

Varieble wirids

. SpOt fire technique

Low temperature

Large timber only (45 feet +)

Light to -medium fuels3.,

4. Variable winds

Experienced personnel§.

6. LPheapest technique
4,

Flank fire technique

Reliable wind

2. Smallareas only z

17./

3: Inside area when exterior areas are made safe using backfire or
strip head fire techniques

4. Light fuels, not to be sed in heavy fuels

5. Medium to large timber

6.. Experienced personnel



When relative humidity is low, fine fuels , When relative hutnidity is high, fine

loiel moisture to the atmosphere. fuels gain moisturufrom the athiosphere.

'NJ
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Walk Plow Up

Creek Bank

Stan Ind End Plowing

410

Start' Fire Dispersed Heat Prevents Crown Scorch

411



Howl Fire Tedmique

When Using $
Men Set All 5
Lines At Once

412
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'Flak:floe 10.01inkqu' .
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PRESCRIBED BURNING
UNIT

JCS SHEET #1--OETERMINE-WIND DIRECTION. AND VELOCITY,
RELA-r1VE HUMIDITY, AND TEMPERATURE .

'cools ancl`rnater needed

A. Anemometer

Compass

Psychrometer

D. Bottle or wate-

E Clipboard

F. Pen Cil

II. Procedure

cl depict-m-

*1. Use anything igh- errm_ugh TO moVe with the wind, such as a
hartikerchief, clan- filled ballon

47-E

2. the director wnich gives maximum movement

3. Us -.-rtf: compass -7 :neain the cardinal' point
.

Wind veioci7./

1. Us- tn anemometer

to demonstrate the correct use of the
ne :as 7t done so.)

410*-

anerridm- the windspeed scale facing you

eac 7tie scale at movement

C. elative 71LITTI'T

Use -- osychromte.-

'NC- Ask the n7:711..._-_-.nr to demonstrate its correct use if he
as done so.)

5
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-r

JOB SHEET #1

Notice, the three. functional parts of the psychrometer

a. Drybulb shOws the teniperature in Fahrenheit

b. Wet bulb shows the evaporation rate temperature

C. Relative humidity scaleS use the temperature reading of both
dry and Wet bulbs to vive relative humidity

Fill the wet bulb moisture 'chamber With clean water

Open the psychrometer .to sling position

5. Sling the psychrometer for one full minute

Read and record findings below

7. When completed, turn in to the instructor for evaluation

Wind Direction Wind,Velocitv Dry Bulb Temp. Wet Bulb TeMp. Rel.'Humidity

.416



PRESCRIBED, BURNING
UNIT II

49-E

JOB SHEET #2--DETERMINE PRESCRIBED BURNING TECHNIQUES

Tools and materials needed

A. Clipboard

B. Pencil

C. Areas indicated by the instructor

II. Procedure

A. Review the information sheet

B. For each of the areas indicated by the instructor, list the burning technique
to use

C. Observe the timber height 'and fuel types

D. Place an "X" under the' technique which best describes the specific area
in question

_.E. Turn in to the instructor when completed

Area No. Backfire Strip Head Fire Spot Fire Flank..Fire

5
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PRESCRIBED BURNING
UNIT 11

1. Match ttie terms on the right to the correct defihition.

a. Controlled use of fire

Speed of wind, usually meaSured
in 'Mlles per hour

3. Mop-up
c. Act Oal amouht of moisture

in air as compared to -the 4. Fahrenheit
amount that air could hold

5. Spot fire
InstruMent -that gives wind
speed 6. Medium fuel

e. Instrument that gives Prescribed
teinperature and relative humidity burning

. Act of -making a fire safe, 8. Flank. fire.
/after it has been contrplled
or burned, by 'putting out 9. Strip head fire
all embers and Sparks at a
prescribed distance frOm the 10. Psychrometer
fire line

2.

Anemometer

Light fuel

9. Contains a high percent
of thick material, such as
logs, tree tops, and large limbs

h. Contains light material,
such as limbs and
tree tops less than 4 inches .
in diameter

i. Contains grass and leaves
with some small limbs and
twigs

Burning against the wirid

k. Burning with the wind using
short headfires for a safe fire
line

I. Setting of a sepies of small
fires that burrr together before
the. momentum of an uncontrolled
fire 'is reached

11. Backfire

12. .Wind velocity

13. Heavy fuel

14. .. Relative humidity



rn. Line. Of fire set into tile'
wind so that it burns at,
right 4ngles to the .wind

likeasure .of temperature with_ 212°
ar boiling and 32°'at freezing

Select *in the' list below the six correct reasons for prescribed burning:6y
placing an "X" in the space provided.

Controlling pine
40

b. improving wildlife habitat

c..Controlting. disease

d. Improving seed germination

e. 'Improving hardwood

f. Reducing hazardous excessive fuels
,

g. Controlling hardwood

h. Preparing planting sites

Pr aring seedbeds

3 Select from the list below the most desirable wind direction and velocity.

a. East wind

b. West Wind

c. North Wind

d. South wind

444

e. 7 mph

f. 10 mph

g. 17 mph

h. 20 mph

List the range of preferred relative humidity and the effects of temperature
.7.hange on relative humidity.

Range

1)

2)



rn. Line. Of fire set into the
wind so that it burns at,
right.angles to The wind

-6. Measure 'of> temperature with_ 212°
ar boiling and 32°'et freezing

Select fgam the list below 'the six correct reasons for prescribed burning:by
placing an "X" in the space provided.

Controlling pine
..40

b. 'improving wildlife habitat

c..Controlting. disease

d. Improving seed germination

e. Improving hardwood

f. Reducing hazardous excessive fuels

g. Controlling hardwood

h. Preparing planting sites

Pr aring seedbeds

Select from the list below the most desirable wind direction and velocity.

a. East wind

b. West wind

c. North Wind

d. South wind

e. 7 mph

f. 10 mph

g. 17 mph

h. 20 mph

List the range of preferred relative humidity and the effects of temperature
on relative humidity.

a Range

1)

2)



1)

.2)

Name' the desired

a

6. Identify these illirstrations by name.
\ °

a. b.

420
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Arrange in numerical Order thd steps 'Of a b6rnin.g plan

Suryey manpower nep'ds

b. Determine fire °behavior expected

c. Note we3ther, coditiOns
. .

d. Determind piescribed' burning technique

e..Determine test _plot
, .

Give oVerhead instructions

SurveY eqOiOrnent .Oeeds

SUrveY,reinforCenient "Crewi

8. betv4n the- prescritid burning ,technioues:PlaCe a "pi! in front bf
the factors that detertnirie'the ase of.the backfire technique; an \USN" 'for the
strip head technique; an '"S".,.fOr .;the spot/fire technique; end. 6n& "F" fa.the

r'flahk; 4ire technique:, Tner'e nayf bitt' 'more' than One -technique uietr for each
determining factor',given.

HeaVy fuels

b. Medium fuels

c. Light fuels

d. Small iimber

Medium timber

f. Large timber

g. 'All fuels

h. Not flexple

. Flexi6le

Most expensive technique

k. Cheapest technique

I. Minimum scorch

4m. Low temperature.

-ON

n. HiOty 'relative humidity

o..Reljable .wind

421

B=Pac'kfi

SH=Strip ead fire

3.. S=Spot fire

4. F=Flank fire



"f

.p. Variable Winds

q. Expelled*, .persanner

-r. Snalareas ,

s: Large areas

Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Determine wind direction add veloditY, relative humidity,,and temperature.

b.. Determine the prkscribed burning technique to use.

(NOTE: If these have not.been accomplished prier to the test, ask,the instructor
when the above activities should be completed.)

a

422
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1. a. 7

b. 12

c. 14

d. 1'

2. b, c, f, g i
3. c, e

.4. a.' Range

PRESCRIBED BURNING
UNIT 11

e.

f.

g.

h.

ANSWERS TO TEST

10

3

13

6

I.

j.

k.

2 .

11

9

5

m.

n.

8

1) Minimum 30%

2) Maximum 50%

Effects

1-) Increase of temperature decreases relative humidity

2) Decrease of temperature increases relathie humidity

5.

6.

200 to 500

a. Psychrometer

b. Ariemometer.

7. a.

b.

c.

3

6

1

e.

f.

9.

8

7

. 2 h.5.
8. a. B h. B o. F

--
b. S. SH p: SH 'or S

c. S . B- q. S -or F

d. B k. S r.

,e. SH or F I. B s. B or 9)-I.

f.

g.-

'S, SH, or

SH

'm.

n.

S

SH

ir SH

Po....j,ormaiice, skill's will, be evaluated to ihe satisfaction- of -the in'structor.
'

-

21: 2,3
,
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INSECT DAMA6E IDENTIFICATION
UNIT III

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE if

After completion of, this unit, the student should be able to list reasons' for identifying
insect damage and match direct and indirect control meth ds to the correct coritrol class.
He should also be able to identify classes of .insect d mage. This knowledge will be
evidenced through demonstration and by scoritig eighty five percent on the, unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES/

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated With insect da age identification to the correct
definition.

A

2. List two reasons for ident6ing insect damage:1,43

3. . Match the symptoms to the damage lass of insects.

4. Match the direct control methods to the correct control class.

5. Match the indirect control methods to the correct control class.

6. Demopstrate the ability to collect arid identify insect damage.
,
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INSECT DAMAGE IDENTIFICATiON
UNIT III, .

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. isrovide students with information and job sheets.

C. Discuss terminal and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet..

E. Demonstrate the ability to accomRlish
sheet.

F. Arrange field trips to allow students ar
insect damage.

G. Give teit.

I I Students:

A. Read objectives:

B. Study info'rmation sheet.

the procedure 'outlined in the job

Aloortunity to practice identifying.

C. Deinonstrate the ability tO accomplish the procedure outlined in the job
sheet.

-1

Participate 41 field trip:

E. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATE R I ALS

I. InclUdeci in this unit:

A. Objectives

B., Information sheet

C. 'Job Sheet #1--Collect and Idpntify Insect Damage

D. Test

E. Answers to test

II. Reference--Allen, Shirley Walter and Grant William Sharpe. An Introduction to
American. Forestry. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.

425
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INSECT DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET
4

I. Terms and definitions

A. Insect damage--Death, killing of Olant organs, or the degrading of quality
of wood and wood products

B. EpidemicExplosion of insect population

(NOTE: The insects that cause ci?mage are generally present; but in small
numbers or endemic popu:atior

C. Sap cKer s- I n sect r. That heve su king mouth pr--ts and. live on the sap of
plants

D. Leaf eaters--Insects that hay:: chewing mouth parts and obtain food by eating
leaves

E. Terminal feeders--Insects that attack the growir aerial tips of planti

F. Root -feedersInsects .that live underground that suck sap or eat roots of
plants .."

G. Seed and cone borers--Insects that bore into seeds and cones to lay eggs.;
the seeds are used as food in the larvae stage

H. LarVae-:A wormlike immature insect such as a caterpillar.

I. Phloem eaters--Insects that eat the phloem tissue of plant§

Phloem-wood eaters--Insects that eat both 'he phloem -Ind Nil:rood of plants
s,

K. Wood eaters--Insects that attack wood or wood products

L. Necrotic spots--Areas in the Alant consisting of dead tissue

M. Galls--An abnormal growth on an organ of the p,lant which in many cases
Serves as a habitat for larvae

N. Wilting--The flacid shape df plant tissue tbrat ceases to obtain water

0. MinersLeaf eaters that eat only the. inside tissue of leaves

P. Skeletonizers-- Leaf eaters that eat all but the veins of leaves," thus, g'iving
the appearance of a sk-eleton

Q. Defoliators-- Leaf eaters that consume the entire- leaf

426
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INFORMATION SHEET_

R. Leaf curlers--Insects that cause the plant to curl upon itself and to serve
as a habitat

S. Flagging-The dying of branch ,tips ,

T Pitch ubes--The massing of reshi and frass at the entrance of an insect
att on the sidg of a tree

Frs-- I nsect excrement V.

V. GEleries-The tunnels formed by insects chewiqg through the inner, bark

W. Sc .ls--Dead and dying trees that' :urn a red color'

X. Hapitat7-,An environment suitable fo- a articular organism

" Y. Sh--.7t pattern--The exit holes of, insects that appear as a shotgun pattern
on the -side of .a tree

2. Biotic--Of a living condition

AA. Predators-Insects that eat other insects

BB. Parasites--Microscopip organisms that live within or'on the body of, insects

CC. Quarantine--A law that prohibits movement of any insect habitat such as
live plants or certain wood materi'al to -another locality until inser-
preventative. or control measures are met

DD. Emhargo--A law that prohibits movement o an insect habitat to another
locuiity

EE. Inspection-An orderFy search of an insect habitat for eggs, larvae, or the
adult insect

FF. Certification-A document which indicates that an inspectIon was performed
and no evidence of insect infestation was found

Reasons, for identifying insect damage

A. Rapid epidemic" potential-Prevents epidemics

B. Most volume loss through death of timber--Prevtnts volume loss

Symptoms of damage class insects

A. Sap suckers

1 . Necrotic spots or galls on leavgs and twigs

2. Wilting

427
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Leaf eaters

1. Mining

2. Skeletonizing
)

3. Defoliating

Leaf curling

Terminal feeilers

1. Flagging

2. Resinous flow on conifers

D: koot feeders

1. Wilting, eventual death

65-E
6

2. Death on one side of the plant with no, apparent reason

E. Seed and cone borers

Hollow see and cones

2. Resinous flow -from cones

F. Phloem eaters

. Pitch tubes

2. Galleries inside bark

3. Sorrels

4. Emergent holes

G, Phloem-wood eaters .

1. Sp/dust from entry holes

2. Wood p flow

H. Wood eaters

2. Shot pattern

428
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iNJPORMATION SHEET

IV. Direct control methods by clasSes

A. Mechanical

1. Collecting

.2. Trapping

3. Destroying in .habitat

4. Debarking to kill eggs and lar,a:

B. Biotic

1. Predators

2. Parasites*
C. Chemtcal

I . Dusting

2. Spraying

3. cumigating

- 4. --.3isonous bait

V. Indirect- control methods

A. Mechanical

1. Mod1y food suppi'

2.. Modify moisture conditions

3. Modify temperature

5

B. Biotic

1.. Increase competit".
ft

2. Encouirage parasites and predators

C. Sivicultural

1. Regulate composition or species imProvement

2. Regulate species vigor

429



INFORMATION SHEET

D. Statutory regulations

1. Quarantines

2. Ernbargoes

3. Inspection

4. Certification

430
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INSEbT DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #12COLLECT AND IDENTIFY INSECT DAMAGE

I. Materials needed:

A. ,Pencil and ,paper

B. Chart

C. Insect damage chart, pictures, or key

I . Procedure

1A. Fill in the necessary information on the 'following, chart
) Cl

B. Label the specimen with the same number used on the chart

C. Sign your name to each specimen

D. When completed, turn in toithe instructor for exaluation

69-E
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Speci-
men No.

Tree
Species

Date
Found .

Tree
Organ
Effected

Place an
II

x
II

in the correct space for insect damage class

Sap
Sucker

Leaf
'Eater

Terminal
Eater

Seed &
Cone

Root Phloem
Eater

Phloem-
Wood

Wood

4

8
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INSECT DAMAGE IDENTIFrCATION
UNIT III

TEST

fr-Match the terms on the right to the correct definition.

a. Death, killing of plant 1. Larvae
organs, .or the degrading
of quality of wood and 2. Miners
wood products

Wood eaters
b. Explosion of insect

population Sorrels

c. Insects that have sucking
niouth parts and live on the
sap' of plants

d. Insects that .have chewing
mouth' parts and obtain
food. by eating leaves

,e. Insects that attack the
growing aerial tips of
plants'

-
f. Insects that live

underground that suck sap
or, eat rtiots of plants

g.,., Insects that bore into
seeds and cones to lay

t egg's; the seeds, are used 14. Leaf curlers
as food in the larvae
sti.oe 6 15. Insect damage

4, h. A.Nvormlike. immature 16. Skeletoriizers
insect stich as a caterpillal ,

17. rnspection
,

i. Insects that eat the phloem
tissue .of plants , 18. . phloem -eaters

j. . Insects that eat both the 19. Quarantine
phloem and 'wood of plants

Flagging

Certification

Biotic

8. Embargo

Root feeders

10. ' Pitch tubes

11. Leaf eaters

12. Phloem-wood eaters

13.. Shot pattern

k. Insects that attack wood
or wood prxducts

20. Predators

21. Epidemic

.
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INSECT DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION
UNIT III

TEST

(Match the terms on the right to the correct

a. Death, 'killing of plant
organs, .or the degrading
of quality of wood and
wood products

b. Explosion of insect
population

C. Insects that have sucking
niouth parts and live on the
sap' of plants

d. Insects that .have chewing
mouth parts and obtain
food. by eating leaves

Insects that attack the
growing aerial tips of
plants'

. Insects that live
underground that suck sap
or, eat rtiots of plants

g._ Insects that bore into
seeds and cones to lay
egg's; the seeds, are used
as food, in the'larvae
stUT 6

h. Avvormlike- immature
insect sUch as a 'caterpillaj

i. Insects that eat the phloem
tissue .of plants

j. Insects that eat both the
phloem and wood of plants

k. Insects that attack wood
or wood pr.oducts

433

definition.:

Larvae

2. Miners

3. Wood eaters

4. Sorrels
A ,

5.

6.

7.

Flagging

Certification

Biotic

8. 'Embargo

Root ieedert

10. ' Pitch tubes

11. Leaf eaters

12: Phloem-wood eaters

13. Shot pattern

14. Leaf curlers

15. Insect damage

16. Skeletonizers

17. fnspection

18. Phloem -eaters

19. Quarantine

20, Predators
12t

21. Epidemic



17.

4,

Areasinthe plant 22. Defoliators
consisiting of dead tissue

23. d and cone borers,. ,

m. Arr abnornial growth on an "41

organ of the plant 'which in 24 .. dells
inany caps serves as a
habitat fOr larvee 25. Par sit

n. The flacid shape of plant . 26. ...Gal ries
tissue that ceases "to
obtain water 27. Habitat-

o. Leaf eaters that eat only 28: Sap 4suckers
the inside tissue of leaves

p. Leaf eaters that eat all
but the veins of leaves,
thus, givinb the appearance.

. of a skeleton

q. Leaf eaters thq consume
the entire leaf

r
r. Insects that cause the

Plant to curl upon itself
and to serve as -a habitat

-

s. The dying of branch tips

t. The massing of resin and
frass at the entrance of an
imect attack on the side
of a tree

u. Insect excrement

v. The tunnels formed by
insects chewing through
the inner bork

w: An environrhent suitable for
a particular organism

x. Dead and dying trees that
turn a red color

y. The exit holes of insects
that appear as a shotgun
pattern on the side of a
tree

z. Of a living condition

?9. Wilting

30.; Frass

31. Terminal feeders

.32. Necrotjd spots

A



Inseeta that ea t. other iniects

Microscopic organisins that .

live within or on the body
, oF insects

cc. A law that prohibits movement
of any, insect habitat sUch 'as
live Olansts or certain. wood
material to another locality
.until insect preventative or
control measures are met

dd. A law that prohibits
mmiement of an thsect habitat
to arher locality

An orderly search of an
insect habitat for eggs,
larvae, or the adult insect

ff. A document which indicates
that an inspectidn was.-
performed and no evidence
of insect infestation was
found

List two reasons for identifying insect damage.

a.

b.

Match the syinptaps on the right to the specific damage class of 'insects by
placing the correct numbeks in the blanks provided. (Answers may be used more.than once.)

a. Sap suckers 1. Mining

b. Leaf eatep
4

c. TerNnal feeders

d. Root feeders
Sorrels .

e. Seed and cone
rers 5 Sawdust

2. Leaf curling

3. Necrotic spots or galls on'
leaves and twigs

loem eaters 6. F lagging

(Continued.. on
g. Phloem,wood eateri 7. Pitch tubes ne4 page)
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:I

. Wood eater% Skeleionizing

Wilting '

10. 6alleries inside" bark.

> 11 Detpliating

Wood With.'

13. Resinous flow from cones

14. Sawdust from entry holes
_

1 Resinous flow oh conifers.

Hollow seeds and cones

. Death on .one side of plant

18. Emergent holes

49. Shot -paitern

I. Match the direct control methods on the right tp the correct controi,class by
'placing the correct numberS in the blanks provided.

.

,.
DIRECT'CONTROL CLASSES DIRECT CONTROL MEAMODS

. Mechanical.

'b. Biotic

c. Chemical

'

1. Dusting

2. Predators

3. Spraying

4. Destroying in habitat

5. Parasites

6. ,Collecting

7. Fumigating

8. Trapping

9. PoisOnous bait

Debarking to' kill
eggs and larvae



4,

Match the' indirect- 'control...methods on the -r.ight to the coirect cogtrol; Class
by placitig the correct : nurnbeta in the blanks p'rovided. .

INDMiCT CONTROL CLASSES!' ". INDIRECT CONTROCMETAODS

a. "Mechanical

.tikitic

c. Sivicültural

. Statutory regulations

ni:re4e, competition

' duarantinet
VV

Regulate composition
or species improveMent

Embargoes

I nspectiorf

Regulap species vigor

Modify food supply

Certification

Modify moisture .

conditions ."

10.. Encourage parasiies,
and gredators

Modify temperature11.

Demonstrate the ability to..,collect and identify

(NOTE: If this has not beenkaccomplished prior
when the abOve aciiiity should be completed.).

insect damage.

to the test; ask the instructor'



r:,.,,..,..., Th... ,..........._ - . -
'INSET DAM:AGE IDE TIFICATIO*,:v.

UNIT III: .

A A
ANSWERS TO TEST

15 32 27

21 m 24

. 28 n. 29 V: 13

. 11 . o. 2 7

- 31 p 16 aa, 20

9

g. 23

h.

18

22 bb.

,r. 14 CC.

25

19

S. 5

30 ff. 6

v. 26

t. 1 0 ee. 17

2: a. Rapid epidemic potential--Prevents epideMics

b. Most volume loss through death of timber--Prevents volume loss

. 1,- 2, 8; 11

C. 6, 15

d. 9, 17

e: 13, 16

. 4, 7, 10, 18

12, 14

5, 19

a:. 4, 6, 8, 10

c. 1, 3, 7, 9

438
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Performance :Skills will be eValuated to the satisfaction of the instrUctor.
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-FOREST BUSINESS METHODS'
UNIT I

OB.,)ECTIVE

_
After. cdMpletion of this unit the 'student Should . be able to inspect a current timber-". sale for contract compliance and lisPthe SIX hasic :items of ,selling timber. He should also

, be able to seleet from a list essential elements: of.an offer, items Which may result in
-th termination of an offer,:and the essential parts of a contract. This Icriowledge will
be evidenced through dernerstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

1,F -

. . -
1 ,- . .

,

1

,
1 1

,,

SPECI PIC *OBJECT WES

After cpmpletion of this, unit, the student should be able to:

:

1: Match terms 'associated with forest business methods to the correc(t
Adefinition.

2. list eight categories of records necessary in a forest business operation.

1 List six basic items Of selling timber.

4. Arrange in numerical order the steps of the bidding procedure.,

5. Select from a list four essential elemerits of an offer.

6. Select from a list the seven items whictr.may result in the termination of
an offer.

7. Select from -a list four essential parts of a contract.

8. Identify the parts of a contract.

9. Demonstrate the ability to inspect a timber ,sale for contract compliance.

r
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Provide students with objective sheet.'

B. Provide students With information, assignment, and job sheets..4,

C. Make transparencies.

-D. liiscuss terminal arid specific objectives.

'irrc E. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

Denionstrate and discuss procedure outlined in the job sheet.

G. Arrange, field trips to allow students all opportuniti to practice contract
cornpliwce.

H. Give test.

Students:

A. Read objectives.° ,

B. °Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheet.

DemOnstrate)he ability to accomplish the'procedure outlined in44e job
sheet.

E. Participate.in field trip.

F. Take test.

INSTRUCT! ON A L MATE R IA LS

Ocruded *in this unit:

A. Objectives

B.. Information sheet
g.:

';!Assignment Sheet #1--Identify the Parts of a Contract



Job Sheet #1--Inspect a Timber Sale for Contract Compliance

Test

Answers to test
ty

I I. Reference:. Allen, Shirley Walter and Giant Wilham Sharpe. An Introduction to
American Forestry. New York: McGraw-Hill pook Co., Inc.
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Terms and definitions

A. Need-In timber sales, the sivicultural need of the timber, stand

B. Bidding procedure--The act of soliciting buyers to bid 'on a timber sale'

C. Contract-An enforceable agreement between two or more pa'rties
,

D. Contract compliance--The inspection ,of a going timber sale to check for
adherence to the terms of the contract

Offer--A proposal by one person to enter into a legal relation with anotkier

F. Offeror--The one who proposed the Offer

G. Ofference--The one who accepts- the proposal

H. Revocation-A withdrawal of an offer before it has been accepted

I. Rejecti'bn-To turn down an offer

Counteroffer-4D make another offer instead of accepting the original offer

K. Consideration--A kind of bargained for price, not necessarily money

L. Competent parties-Persons having .the legal right to, forrn,'' a contract

Legal objective-To contract for legal merchandise,: -AI

N., Prospectus-Particulars of a sale of timber such as location, Pfoducts, method
of bidding, when to sell, and how timber is sold

II. _Forest business records

A. Bookkeeping

B. Labor

C. Equipmentf.
D. Inventory



Cutting

Forest improvement

H. Maps

114. Basic items of selling timber

A. Need

Products available
<,

C. Designation and measurement

D. Bidding procedure

E. Contract

F. Contract compliance
,

IV, Bidding procedure

A. Prospectus

Advertisement

Offer

Acceptance of offer'P.

V. Essential elements of the offer.

A. Offered with the Intention of, forming a contract

Considered more than a negotiating instrument

. Definite and complete in content'

D. Communicated from offeror to offeree

V Items which may result in the termination of an offer

A. Revocation

B. Unacceptable terms in the offer

C. *Lapse of reasonable tiMe
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Rejection

Cdunteroffer.

F. Destruction of subject matter

G. Subsequent illegalitV

Essential parts of a contract

A. Offer and acceptance

B. Consideration

C. Cdmpetent parties

D. Legal objective



r

FOREST .BUSINESS METHODS'
UNiT I

'ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1=-IDENTIFY THE PARTS OF A CONTRACT

On the cbntraCt givan'On the folloVving'page locaie,,circle in pencil, ana identify by:number
these; Parts:

).

1. OffeiCand acceptance Competent parties

2. Consideration 4 Legal objective

When completed, turn in to the instructor for evaluation.
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FOREST LANDOWNER-LOGGiNG OPERATOR CONT.pACT

This CONTRACT made and entered info this
nby and between', of

(state), oWher of timber to be cut hereinafter referred to as the Owner,
of , hereliter

day of '" 1+0-

and-
firferred to as the Operator.

WITNESSETH:
Whereas,. the Owner owns standing timber located in

OPerator desireS to contract wkh the Owner to
arid , for the requirements

'4, therefore, it is agreed between ,the parties'.

and whereas, the

of the Owner, now,

I. The Operator agrees that hp will and.
-all the marked or designated timber, standihg and being on the'

owned by the Owner and, situated in

.11.
.%

.t e

,
The owner, agfess to pay for the and

. of said tirnber'the sum of" per-
.

rule by at the
k . Payment for these services shall be 'made to th4 Operator on

as measUred by

..--, Ill. The Operator agrees to use prOpe ei. peecautions. to .avoid damage to fences.and
O 1ber 'property .of the Owner; and agreq :4 indemnify tha.- Qin/net against any'and all7 ,

. . ,wage and injury to any Person or person'S,Ancluding empkwees of the Operator caused '
or arising .oUt:ofl+said operatiOn.

<,

IV. The Operator further agrees that the work will be done iri a workmanlike manner
and completed on 'or before

,

JO.

V. .The Opeiator agrees .tO' comply. with all federal- ahd statP laws or regutations
controlling his Operations, including itate folest practices laws governing leaving of seed ,

trees. The Operator agrees to indernnify and hold.harmleSs.the Owner from any and all=
claims or demands which mar be made-against him by reason of the Operator's operation, 7.
or violation by the Operator of any laws or regulations governing said 'operation. ,

VI. It is mutually understood. .by the parties hereto' tlaat the:Operator is °not- an
employee of the Owner, but that he is an independent contractoralSk that if the Operator
subcontradts any portion .of the operation, tha Oi5erator ,as primary contractor shall _IV
responsible for all acts by subcontractor.

.

VII. It is agreed between the Owner and Operator that the paYinent of
, per ° of timber cut as hereinpefore sPecified shelt

include full payment for the Use of any ahd all equipment used in cOnnection withbthe ,

operation.
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VIII. It is agreed that the Owner may terminate the cutting at any time by providingthe Operator fInfith written hotice of date of termination at least in advanceof date of termination and by paying in fulf..as above specified for all material
and 'by the Operator.

s'In Witness'Whereof, the parties have hereunto set their hands the day and pe yearfirst above written.

WITNESSES:

(For the Operator)

(For. the Ovvner)

SIGNED:

448
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FOREST BUSINESS METHODS-
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1--INSPECT A TIMBER SALE FOR CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

Tools and materials needed

A. Compass

B. Copy of the sale contract

C. Sale con-tract compliance ,summary form

II. Procedure

A. Instrpctor will assign a plot of timber for sale

B. Fill in the blanks pr.ovided on the attached sale contract compliance
summary fol-m on the following pages

C. When completed, 'turn in to the instructor for eyaluation

ob.

449
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'

JOB SHEET #1
SALE CONTRACT COMPLIANCE INSPECTION SLJMMARY

t.,
_ .

i. :.e

1. LE DESIGNAnON i..
, ' (FOREST, COMPARTMENT, PURCHASER, OATE), % .

PAYMENT UNIT PERCENT OF UNIT COMPLETED2. ATE OF INSPECTION.
UMMARY OF THE SAI,E AREA CONDITIONS AS

VI
REPORTED OR NOTED PRIoR TO INSPECTION.,FROM

,.

REOUS INSpECTIONS OR ''SPOT CHECKS"
r

,

4. PREVIOUS ACTION TAKEN TO SECURE CONTRACT COMPLIANCE; ORAL WRITTEN
r .BY TO

(FOREST OFFICER) (COMPANY FEP ATATIVE) (DATE)
NATURE OF REQUESTED COMPLIANCE:

5. COMPLAINTS REGISTERED BY PURCHASER '
, . (DATE) (NATURE OF COMPLAINT).

. 4
(CITE AC
RESULTS)

TION TAAN TO SETTLE- WHEN TAKEN, WHO WITH, WRITTEN OR VERBAL, ETC. AND
,

.
CONDITION °FOUN'D (BASED ON SYSTEMATIC INSPECTION, STRIP LOCATED ON SALE AREA MAP):
)!(. CUTTING OPERATION:,LENGTH OF`1"CHAIN'STRIP CHAINS ACRES INSPECTED:

,

UNCUT MARKED TREES CUT TREES/LOGS
.

LEFT
VOcluprBF/

TREES DAMAGED

SPECIES
.

'DBH
-'-'

-NO.
LOGS

VOL. MBF/
CLJ,ET

a

,

SPECIES DDErBi LGTH SPECIES DBH VOL." HT KIND
, ,1

' ":

.
,

.

.. ,
.

.

,

( ' ' )

NUMBER OF 175 ACRE PLOTS CHECKED ACRES INSPECTED

STUMP HEIGHT WASTE-LONG BUTT & TOP: BREAKAGE
-

UNMAAED TREES CUT.'i,

NO. OK
NO.

TOO HIGH
SPECIES

-

DIB LGTH

VOLUME
MBF/

OF1 CUFT

BUTT (B)
TOP (T)

BREAK1BRI
.9SPECIES STUMP

DIB
NO.

LOGS

VOLUME
MBF/

OR CUFTS.T P.A. S.T. P.M

.

.
.

- .

.1

.

.

/I.

,

.

.

,

.

.

t

,

,

.

-,
.

41,

B. LOG M ING: (NOF1MAL) (LONG LOG) OR (TREE LENGTH)
1. RAGE TRIM ALLOWANCE AS CUT ._INCHES
2. BER OF LOGS MEASURES ____,NUMBEil EXCEEDING TRIM ALLOWANCE

C. CO ITION OF MARKING PAINT
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. ARE TE:10POR.E;RY 'L,OGGING .ROADS: SKID TRAILS, AND LOG LANDINGS CONSTRUCTED,
MAINTAINED AND JpAID-BY IN: ACCORDANCE WITH CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS? (IF "NO'!,
EXPLAIN)

. STATE PROGRESS AND COMPLIANCE 11VITA'CONTBACT SPECIRCATIONS, OF SPECIFIED ROAD
CONSTRUCTION

C.. IS PURCHASER DOING HIS OWN REQUIRiD 'SHARE OF SYSTEM 'ROAD MAINTENANCE, IS HE
PERFORMING IN ACCORDANCE WITH A WRITTEN AGREEMENT DEFINING "HIS SHARE".I(IF."NO",

--. -'EXPLAIN)

8. EROSION CONTROI_

SEEDING DONE AS REQUIRED? '(IF 'NO"; EXPLAIN)

B. ARE MILL SETS, CAMPS, ETC., PROPERLY LAID-BY AFTER ABANDONMENTS? (IF "NO: EXPLAIN)

9..SLASH DISPOSAL ARE SLASH DISP,DSAL REQUIREyENTS BEING MET CURRENTLY? (IF "NO",
EXPLAIN)

10. FIRE CONTROL:

A. HAVE MILL SITES AND CAMPS BEEN FIRE-PROOFED; ARE SAFE ARRANGEMENTSFOR SLAB AND
SAWDUST BURNING IN EFFECT?.(IF "NO'', EXPLAIN)

B. HAS PURCHAgER MET OTHER CONTRACTUAL FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS?

"11. CONSUMER RETURN SCALE: t
.

ANY OBSERVATION ON SALE AREA LEAPING TO QUESTION ON RELIABIVITY OF CONSUMER
RETURNS:

12. OTHER: ADEQUACY OF PURCHASER SUPERVISION, SANITATION, SAFETY PRACTICES, PAYMENTS, ETC.

13. SUMMARY OF ACTION REQUIRED:OF PURCHASER TO MEET REDUIREMENTS FOR ACCEPTANCE

14, FOLLOW-UP VTION: ORAL WITH
(Name of Company Representative) (By) (Date)

WRITTEN TO
(RESULTS)

(PURCHASER) (BY) (DATE)
REVIEWED 8,/'

15. SUBMITTED: BY APPROVED
(DATE) (FbRESi OFFICER)

1(. FINAL SPOT CHECK BY
(DATE)

17. PAYMENT UNIT ACXEPTED
(DATE)

(RESULTS)

BY

(DATE) (DISTRICT F1ANGER)

. ---
(FOREST OFFICER)

NOTIFICATION OF PURCHASER
IN WRITING

(DISTRICT RANGER)
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FOFiEST BUSINESS METHODS
UNIT I

TEST' s

91,

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definition.

Offe-r
. ,

a., In timber sales, the
sivicultural need of the
timber stand

A

b,. The act of soliciting buyers
to bid on a tirtiber sale

c, An enforceable agreement
between tiro or more parties

j d. The inspection of a going timber
sale to check for adherence to
the terms of the contract

1.

2. Counteroffer

3. Competent parties

4. Contract
Compliance

5. ,Revosation

6. Need

7. Consideration
e. A proposal by one person to

- enter into a legal relation 8. Offeror
with another

f. The one wh.o proposed the offer proOeclure'

g. The one who accepts the, 10. Legal
proposal objective,

h. A withdrawari,of an offer 11. Rejection
befote it has'fitien accepted

12. Contract
i. To turn doWn an offei-

- 13. Ofference
j. To make another offer instead

of accepting the original offer 14. Parospectus

k. A kind of bargained for price
not necessarily money

. PeLsons having the legal
riPt to .form a contract

m. To contract for legal merchandise

n. Particulars of a salb of, timber
.such as location, products,
method of bidding, when to sell,
and how timber is sold
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2. _ --List eight categories of records necessary in a , forest business operation.

a.

b.

C.

3. List six basic items of sellirig timber.

a.

b.

e.

f.

g

h.

d.

e.

f.

Arrange in riumerical order the steps of the bidding procedure.

a. Offer

b. Advertisement.

c.. Accepiance of offer

1

.2 .

d. Prospectus

5. Select frorn the list below the four essential elements of an offer by placingan ",X" in the blanks.. provided.

a. Definite and comPlete in content

b. AdVertised for thirty days

c. Considered more than a negotiating instrument

d. Communicated frbrn offeror to offeree

e. Offered with /he intention of forming a contract

f. Written by a lalk.yer

6. Select from the list,below the seven ways fo terminate 'an' o0er by biking an
"X" ir0 the blanks provided.

a. Charige of mind f. Unacdeptable terms in
the' offer, -b. Destructipn of subject

matter g. Subsequent illegality

c. Revocation h. ,Lad14f advel-ti$ement

Lapse of reasonable time

e. Acceptance

4,53

Rejection

Counteroffer

4



7: Select from the litt below the fou_ligessential parts to a contract by placing an
"X" in the blanks prOvided.

a. Legal objective

b. Heading

d. Subject matter

e. Consideration ,

c aompetent parties f. Offer and acceptance

Identify -the parts pf a contract.

9. Demonstrate the abilitY to .determine a timber sale contract compliance,

(NOTE: If test questions 8 and 9 have not been accompliSheci.prior to the test,
ask . the instractor . when the above aciivitiei should be completed.)

gma
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FOREST BUSINESS METHODS
° "UNIT I

21-F

ANSWERS TO TEST

8

. 13

c. 12 h. 5

d. 4 I. 11

e. 1 j., 2

, 2: a. Bookkeeping

b. Labor

c. Equipment

d. Inventory

3. a. Need

7

3

. 10

n. 14

e. Timber tract
-..

f. Cutting

g. Forest improvement

h. Maps

(J.. Bidding procedure

Products available Contract

Contract compliancec. Designation and
measurement of products

a. 3 e.

2

C. 4

d. 1

5. a, c, d

6. b, c, d, f,1, i, j

7. a, c, e, f

8. Evaluated fo the satisfacti n of the instructor.

9. PerformanCd skill will be/evalated to the satisfaction of the instructor.
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